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The purpose of the thesis is to examine a selection of papyri from the
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papyri is first reproduced and then discussed. The transcription follows the
original publication whereas any possible textual improvement is included in
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Preface

Preface

The first time I heard about marginalia and commentaries in papyri was in the autumn

term of 1993 in a paper delivered by Prof. H. Maehler in the Department of Greek and Latin at

UCL. Since then the initial awe in front of such a specialized and unknown to me subject was

gradually replaced by curiosity and interest to work further into this field and to explore some

of its "secrets". The decision that this would be the subject of my PhD research was made the

following year.

The papyrological evidence about hypomnemata and annotation on classical Greek

authors covers a substantial amount of texts and literary genres from Homer and Hipponax to

Callimachus and Apollonius of Rhodes. Some of it has already been thoroughly studied in the

first editions of the papyri, or in monographs and articles by various scholars under different

perspectives. There have been, however, very few attempts to reconsider as a whole all this

evidence which is scattered in papyrological publications and to draw conclusions about the

nature and methods of the ancient exegesis as illustrated in papyri.

The main idea behind the present study was to reexamine a selection of annotated papyri

or hypomnemata on papyrus from the corpus of Euripides, Sophocles and Aristophanes. The

focus is not on the purely papyrological aspect since most of the material has already been

adequately published. A general description of the papyri, however, is always given insofar as

this is necessary for the better understanding of the marginalia and of the circumstances under

which they were written. The principal objective of our work is to compare the material provided

by the papyri to the scholia of the byzantine manuscripts (usually to the so-called scholia vetera

but occasionally to the scholia recentiora too). The scholia recentiora reflect the studies of the

famous Byzantine scholars such as Tzetzes, Triclinius and Moschopoulos but they contain also

elements of much earlier exegesis which has not been preserved in the scholia vetera.

A study of ancient exegesis on classical literarure would not be complete without a

constant consideration of all the relevant material in lexicography of late antiquity and Byzantine

times. Entries in Hesychius, Suda, the Etymologica and other lexica were used in order to help

us reconstruct the origins and various channels through which Alexandrian and Graeco-Roman

scholarship has been transmitted up to the present times. The study of the lexica confirmed the

known fact that in antiquity a systematic exchange of material between commentaries, glossaries
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and possibly monographs took place; unfortunately the evidence from monographs is still too

limited to be of any use in this study. Given the complexities surrounding the sources of

lexicographical material, it was inevitable that occasionally some questions remained

unanswered and some links were based upon a certain amount of speculation. Hopefully,

however, we managed to throw some more light upon the development of scholarship on drama

and the radical changes that this kind of exegetical material underwent during the first seven

centuries of our era.

In dealing with marginalia and hypomnemata in papyrus one needs to be consistent with

a very precise terminology which would help to avoid confusion as far as different and

successive forms of the scholarly material are concerned. First of all, the very familiar term

"scholium / a" refers exclusively to the bulk of exegesis transmitted in the margins of the

byzantine manuscripts and not to any earlier form of marginal annotation as has been the

practice of many earlier editors of papyri. Within "scholia" we distinguish between "scholia

vetera" and "scholia recentiora" or preferably "scholia byzantina", which in old editions used

to be edited together. "Marginal note / marginalia" refers to the annotation of papyri in general,

although it was necessary to specify as "interlinear" a note or a gloss inserted between the lines

of the main text. The terms "commentary" and "hypomnema" are usually interchangeable,

namely they are both used to define the same kind of literary work introduced by the

Alexandrian scholars. Accordingly, the terms for the people responsible for marginal annotation

and commentaries are "annotator" and "commentator". "Lemma" denotes the excerpt from the

main text which had been cited in a commentary or a lexicon and "explanation" is whatever sort

of exegetical material followed.

Chapters 1, 2 and 3 are devoted to the papyri of each poet separately, and always

conclude with some very specific considerations drawn from each group, with regard to the

history of annotation of the dramatic texts in the Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman world. The

Appendix to Chapter 1 is a papyrus commentary which, though on Euripides, needed to be

discussed separately and not in Chapter 1. Chapter 4 deals with the issue of marginal glosses and

their links to the scholiographical and lexicographical tradition. The method of presenting the

papyri examined in these chapters is as uniform as possible: main texts and marginalia are

accurately reproduced but not always according to their first edition. Subsequent publications

are taken into account, provided, of course, that they offer an improved version of the papyrus.
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For reasons of economy of space, the papyrus text which is offered includes only the part of the

papyrus that contains the marginalia; all the rest is omitted unless it is absolutely indispensable.

Because our interest was not in the readings of the main text, there is no critical apparatus.

However, important disagreements in the readings of the marginalia are always mentioned and

judged in the discussion that follows.

All texts of papyrus commentaries are appended in full at the very end of this study in

the form of photocopies from the first editions. Their lemmata, however, are discussed

selectively and only if there is something new and important to be added to the first edition.

During this study I tried to check from the original as many papyri as possible but this

was not achieved for texts belonging to collections abroad. The only exception was P.WUrzburg

1 (appendix to Ch.1) which I had the opportunity to examine carefully during my five month

stay in WUrzburg as an Erasmus student in the winter of 1995-6. For the rest I had to rely on

photographs which unfortunately were not all of the same quality, as far as cursive and faded

marginalia are concerned. At this point I take the opportunity to apologize for not having

indicated uncertain letters with the appropriate dots underneath as it is the practice in editions

of papyri; this is exclusively due to the lack of the appropriate Greek fonts while typing the

thesis. As already stated, however, all uncertain readings affecting the interpretation of the

marginalia are cited and discussed as appropriate.

An earlier version of the P. Wurzburg 1 has been presented in WUrzburg and London,

P. Oxy. 1805 and PSI 1192 from Chapter 2 at the Classical Association Conference in Lampeter,

Wales. I would like to thank all these audiences for their useful criticism and suggestions.

Finally, I wish to thank a few people who stood by me and helped me at all stages of this

research: first of all, my supervisor, Prof. H. Maehler, for his inspiring ideas, constant

encouragement and all the valuable time he spent correcting earlier drafts of my thesis.

Secondly, Prof. K. Alpers from Hamburg University for advising me on the chapter of my work

on glossaries, lexica and marginalia. His expertise saved me from many mistakes and his

meticulous writings on lexica ha always been a very safe guide when I was looking for links

between marginalia, scholia and lexica. Thirdly, the staff at the manuscripts Department of the

Wurzburg University Library for allowing and facilitating my personal inspection of

P.WUrzburg 1.

I also deeply thank my very good friend Dr Pantelis Michelakis for his continuous
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support and useful exchange of ideas all these years as well as for his help with the final

proofreading of the present thesis. I should not forget to mention also Mr and Mrs Sparsi for

their warm hospitality in London for the past four years.

Above all, however, my greatest thanks go to my parents, Panagiotis and Stella

Athanassiou, who believed in me and supported me throughout both emotionally and financially.
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Chapter 1

The Papyri of Euripides



The papyri of Euripides

P.Oxy. 3716 ( 412.21 Pack3 )
	

Second-first century B.C.

Euripides, Orestes

CoI.I	 ]

].

941

]

1	 [1

1

].[	 1	 945

lvi

0] avcIv

o4]ayrt

EKK)LTt(O]V aio

O[LczptOu]otv tAOL	 950

'aol.

1

I

P.Oxy.3716 is fragment of a papyrus roll which contained Orestes. What remains is part

of two consecutive columns (11. 941-5 1, 973-83) with intercolumnar space. If, as the editor ( M.

Haslam in 1986 ) has assumed, vv. 957-9 were not included, the papyrus had about 31 lines to

the column. The hand can be dated to the later second century B.C. There are no accents,

breathings or any lectional aids apart from a stichometric K (=v.1000) which was probably used

by professional scribes in order to calculate and receive their payment, and a diple obelismene

indicating the transition from the antistrophe to the epode (1. 981).

We should start from what looks like a marginal note next to and above v. 946. Although

the papyrus is damaged, one can see clearly the siglum (i attached to v. 946 and an interlinear

variant from which only the letter v is preserved. The cursive script in which the Cr1 has been

written has led the editor to the conclusion that it should be attributed to a date "no earlier than
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The papyri of Euripides

the first century A.D." Apparently, then, the papyrus roll continued to be in use for nearly two

centuries after it was written, in the hands of someone interested in matters of textual criticism

or someone who checked the readings of his old copy against a more recent one. It was very

common indeed for scribes or owners of papyri to correct their texts by comparing them to one

or more other copies.' On the other hand, there has been some disagreement over the meaning

of the siglum (r , often found in literary papyri. 2 The most plausible theory is that it was an

abbreviation of the verb ir€t) or (ri(t€tat) whose general meaning was 'the expression or

the word or the passage is under question '. In some cases, like the famousP. Oxy. 5.841

(Pindar, Paeans), Cii introduces variants. This led Grenfell and Hunt (p.15) as well as the

successive editors, Turyn, Snell and Maehler to claim that behind the abbreviated Cri hides the

name of the famous Alexandrian scholar Zenodotus. Lobel, however, in his commentary on P.

Oxy. 26.2442 expressed doubts as far as the explanation Zri(vóôotoc) is concerned: "I am

doubtful of its interpretation as Zenodotus. I should say it always means (itei., Cii tctat or

some other part of this verb ".The theory is still debatable but it does not seem to apply to this

papyrus anyway, since Zenodotus, as far as we know, did not deal with tragedy.3

It seems clear that the marginal (r is related to the interlinear note. As the critical

apparatus shows, a textual problem exists in v. 946. The manuscript tradition is divided between

two variants: ltEtpOl5JL€voç and I€rpoojvouc. The papyrus seems to confirm the existence of

the problem already in antiquity. The interlinear traces, of course, may belong to either of the

two variants, the one being in the text, the other being inserted above it. This assumption made

by the editor looks to me quite plausible and indeed within the old common practice of

correcting the texts or taking notice of discrepancies in the manuscript tradition by using copies

'See for example P. Oxy. 1174 (Soph., Ichneutae) and P. Oxy. 2452 (Soph. Theseus ?), both
examined in Chapter 2.

2 Pfeiffer (1968) 118 (n.4) defended the traditional view: "(ri can certainly mean 1€L, etc.,
but as far as my knowledge goes, it is never set in front of a simple variant reading. It usually
introduces a question about the subject-matter. ..Therefore, I am pretty sure that Grenfell and
Hunt gave the correct interpretation ". For another example of ( not introducing a variant see
Turner (1987) 66: (on the papyrus of Soph.Ichneutae, col. ix, 12) "... but (ii probably means not
Zii(vóöotoc) but Clit€L

List of all the papyri with this abbreviation is in McNamee (1981a) 35, where (i is
explained in all cases as
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of recognized authority.

The editor has also noticed the presence of "a long sinuous descender, lighter,thinner

and more flowing than the main text " next to v. 940 which extends into the of O[óvo (v.

974) in the next column. He suggests that a second marginal note should be recognized, although

nothing similar to C1(tcL) can be seen here. In my opinion, it looks more like a shapeless line

of ink, a slip of the pen. Not even a change of metrical pattern can be found in the main text,

which would make the use of the appropriate symbol necessary.

P. Mich. mv. 3735 (412.01 Pack3)
	

First century B.C.

Euripides, Orestes

[ P€ PaKxeu]t [atl /.UXVLaLç,	 ..	 835

[Eu]€vtot Opcqux oot

[ôpouxoL ]'ôt'[v€u]ov iX€apotç,

[Aycq€vov]toç itatç

[c icAcoç !L]atpoc ote

[xpuoeo7r i1 vrI tJ v ccpcwv	 840

[icwtov uit€]pt€)ovt €otô[ov

P. Mich. mv. 37354 is fragment of a column which contained Orestes 835-46. The scrap

preserves also part of the right margin including two very damaged marginal notes. Its two

editors, Koenen and Sijpesteijn, have dated the papyrus to the first century B.C. on

palaeographical grounds. As for the text, it was written on the recto of the roll with the verso left

It has been published by Koenen and Sijpesteijn (1989), unfortunately without a plate.
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The papyri of Euripides

blank and was supplied with a few accents and a high stop. The general impression, according

to the editors, is that this was a carefully produced edition.

Since the marginal notes occupy the right margin, following the practice of the

annotators it is certain that they refer to the extant column. The size of the letters as well as the

space between the lines is considerably smaller with the effect that the marginalia are not on the

level of the lines of the main text.

The first note is almost completely illegible. Only traces can be seen and the letter i. is

the only one that has been considered worth printing by the editors. Though there are some

known textual problems in the corresponding main text (835-6) , no one can be identified here,

until perhaps some further progress is made towards the decipherment of the marginal note.

The second note refers to vv.840-1. As the editors have stated, for the first few letters

xpu[ "erscheint eine Erklarung von puoco vit]v wahrscheinlich". The scholia of the

byzantine manuscripts have the following explanation: èK xpuoo 4avOvtv. Zowç ltapà

to itrpov. It seems that they cannot be of any significant help. One further explanation of the

same word is given by Hesychius s.v. xptae orr1vr1toc i ôth puooi3 cipyaovrl and it is

likely that its origins can be found in the lexica of much earlier periods, even collections of

tragic vocabulary such as the one by Didymus.

The second line of the note offers a doubtful reading: €to[ or Oc[ . According to the

editors, it is natural to see in ew[ an explanation of the form atôv. The inevitable conclusion

would then be that the two lines represent probably two different remarks and not a single

explanation in two lines as expected.

Two solutions are possible: either the note is a paraphrase of 840-1 (cf. P. Oxy.31.2536,

Theon's hypomnema on Pindar which offers among others some paraphrase); alternatively, one

might read O€[ which could be part of a participle i'xavOévta and so take the note as a full

explanation of the adjective xpuoeotiivtov: Xpu[ooi i4av] I O[vt&v. I believe that in the

case of notes on quite early papyri such as this, one should be very reluctant to infer relations

with the scholia vetera: the explanation looks ordinary and rather elementary; moreover, the

main stream of the scholia on Euripides was formed after the contribution of Didymus.

The papyrus offers an example of annotated papyri of the late Ptolemaic period. It is

See the critical apparatus in Diggle's edition of Euripides (vol. 3).
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unfortunate that the badly damaged notes do not allow us see whether there was more annotation

and of what kind.

P. Harris 38 (405 Pack?)
	

Second century

Euripides, Medea

Fr. 4	 Col. i

ttcv ôit icXi.x ziav tcv 7tápoç	 1282

yuva' €v 4[tAoç] xcIpa 13&Xctv t1'zvotç

IvC /Lav€tcJcv' e[iz O€cv oO i

tit

ôáczp vtv' e	 [czi.ji€ 8atv}d)atc	 1285

irCtvct ô ' a t&at[v €ç aAiav oJvco

tCKVWV ôixici€6[€t

ou

aKtrc f3t€pt€Cvaoa tovtIa[ç ir]oôa 	 1288

ôuov tc itczIôotv uvOavoi3a' àiró?Xutat

ri ôiit' oi yévovr' av tt ô€I.vov

yUVXtK()V AcOc

ov

ito?i3itov daa ôr [pJotoCç	 1292

Iaocov tt ô '€ortv ou 7tOU KcqL' a[toicretvat Oc)i 1308

P. Harris 38 consists of four fragments from a roll containing Medea. Fragment 4 offers

vv. 1279-13 12 in one complete column, which means that the whole play must have been written
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The papyri of Euripides

in forty-two columns. Our fragments come from columns 22, 32, 39 and 40. The hand, a

medium-sized ornamented uncial, is dated to the second century A.D. The text is full of

punctuation and accentuation marks, some by the first hand, others by a second. Since the edition

of the papyri Harris, a few more fragments of the same roll have been identified, one in the

Fitzwilliam Museum6 and another in the Oxyrhynchus collection at Oxford (still unpublished).

These fragments do not contain any annotation but confirm the provenance of the papyrus.

What is important for our research is the great number of supralinear additions as well

as a marginal note. All of them are of text-critical nature, namely variants which,a second hand

introduced above the words in question. Usually one syllable from the variant was enough for

the corrector. It is interesting that some of the r drs are very important, such as

which was previously accepted by the editors as a conjecture by Blaydes. On the other hand, ou

tou in v.1308 confirms a conjecture by Barthold but has not been adopted in modern editions.

The marginal note is also a text-critical remark. At first sight, it is not clear what exactly

it refers to. Apparently, JLóvav stands as a variant for Iav. ôi. on the other hand, is either an

abbreviated form of ôíç, ôt,t)f1 or an etacistic mistake for or1. In the first case, ovav Oi. means

that .iCav has to be replaced in both places; in the second case iovav O has to replace jiIav On

at the beginning of the verse 1282. The examination of the variants has shown that the corrector

twice supplied the papyrus text with readings reappearing elsewhere in the manuscript tradition

and at least once offered a variant which is otherwise unattested. It becomes inevitable to

conclude that with so much collation and interchange of variants in antiquity attempts to group

papyri into families would be fruitless.

6 This was published by Page (1938).
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The papyri of Euripides

P. Merton 2.54 (422 Pack3 )
	

Second century

Euripides, Phoenissae

26

27

28

29

30

32

33

[awttôoppova Otaciov e]vo7tAov

[avtnta).ov ata Aatvcx] tel.xEa

[XaA.KC ) 1. KoaILIlaac]

[ri ÔELVcZ ttç Eptc Ocoç a caô]e

[n- oato titara yaç acn]A€uotv

[(i) CaOccov t€ta?.c)v 7r0]AuOflpata

[toy vairoç AptqtôoçJ ovotpoov

[ojqia KtOapv]

[ritotc toy Oavaixn] tpoteOcvta

[IoKaotczç]

P. Merton 2.54, possibly from the Arsinoite nome, comes from the second half of second

century A.D, since the hand of the recto has been dated to the middle of the century. It preserves

11.768-89 and 792-806 from Euripides' Phoenissae written on the verso of a papyrus roll with

the recto used for a list of names. Each column would have approximately forty-eight lines, so

the whole play would cover nearly thirty six columns. The left margin is lost but the right one

is wholly preserved.

On the level of 1.26 (v.796) three cursive and very doubtful letters ôi.€ can be seen. Their

meaning is obscure and possibly unrelated to the text on the left. No variant or gloss given by

the scholia has a beginning similar to these three letters. One explanation suggested by the first

editor is that their closeness to the corresponding lines of the next column makes it possible to

link them to the opening lines of Teiresias' speech (vv.834-44). I was not able, however, to find

any variant or gloss suitable to that context either, so even the reading ôi.e itself remains

questionable.

A few lines below and on the same side the word Aó[€u]a is written. This is not a

' Also examined by Bremer and Worp (1986) 250. They offered some new readings.
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variant nor a gloss, although yévvruwc is attested in some manuscripts and the scholia as a gloss

on ?.óeujia. It has rather been inserted by the first hand, in order to correct an accidental

omission by the scribe. The word has been squeezed at this place together with 'IoKáotaç,

instead of being put at the beginning of 1.33 (v.803).

The papyrus with its two marginal notes does not offer anything of striking importance

for the purpose of our study. The first editor noted alter Lobel's suggestion that it looks like the

work of a" schoolboy learning to write for literary purposes " 8 The hand is indeed heavy with

thick strokes which are not linked to each other and verticals which are often ornamented with

serifs. The fact, however, that the text was written on the back of a used roll is not a decisive

factor for the attribution to a schoolboy, as the first editor thought. On the other hand, no link

to the scholarly tradition of its time can be seen in this papyrus. It is, therefore, only another

example of the use of the margins either for variants and glosses or for corrections.

P.Oxy. 3712 (415.01 Pack3)
	

Second century

Euripides, Phoenissae

€teOK)ea KA€tVI1V 'te] ItOAUV€LKOU/ [

]o

opaç te ôtaaa] t1 V IL€V €w/nlvll[v itatrip	 57

P. Oxy. 53.3712 is fragment of a single column containing Euripides' Phoenissae 50-69.

The hand is "crude and heavy ", according to the editor (M. Haslam in 1986 ), datable to the

second century A.D. The style of the hand as well as the marking of some line-endings with

8 Cnbiore (1996) listed the papyrus as item 282 in the catalogue of writing exercises.
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oblique strokes also led him to suggest that this could be part of a school-exercise . The

meaning and function of the oblique strokes at the end of 11. 56 and 68 in particular is not clear.

The editor thought that they could indicate line division in a text either dictated or copied from

an exemplar written out as prose. Among other various functions, slash is often used as a sign

of division within a text or in annotation 10 The mistake of verse division at 1. 56 seems to be

in favour of this theory. On the other hand, it is not clear that there were such strokes in 11.54,

55 and 60, 69, given that the papyrus breaks before the end of the lines. There is also a

possibility that the text finished with the prologue, as prologues were often used for school

exercises.

In v. 57 there are two supralinear notes, unfortunately both badly damaged. The hand that

inserted them probably marked them off at both sides with dots, a technique widely spread in

the case of corrections and variants."

The first note is placed above ôtooa]ç. Only o can be seen with some certainty and this

led the first editor to assume that it must have been ôi5o as a gloss to the adjective ôtooóç.

Above eto/nlvfl[v, the traces and the two letters 0 .....p point towards 0uyarpa.

This explanation looks very elementary unless we assume that the note like the text below it

breaks off here and continues with Ouyatép[a vecrépav referring to Ismene. It is interesting

to note in this respect that the scholia on the next verse gloss "ruiv öè 7tpáoO€v 'Avrtyóviv"

as "tiv 7tpoy€v€arépav, tiv /Legova".

The papyrus offers an example of trivial glossing even of words that would not normally

need an explanation, at least for one who can understand the rest of the text. This strengthens the

theory of a schoolboy's exercise.

If this text was indeed an exercise for verse division and possibly for the understanding

of iambic trimeter, it Constitutes another example of the use of classical Greek authors such as

9 Cnbiore (1996) included P.Oxy.37 12 in her catalogue of writing exercises (long passages)
as item 270. She also provided a photograph absent from the first edition.

10 
For examples of the use of the slash as a siglum in papyri see McNamee (1992 a) 17 and

Table 2, D.

"E.g. P. Oxy.5.841 (P. Pae. 2.61), P. Oxy. 9.1175 fr.84.2. For more examples see McNamee
(1992b) 19 n.56.
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Euripides for educational purposes in Graeco-Roman Egypt. The choice of Phoenissae is

indicative of the popularity of the play' 2 as well as of the tendency to read, teach and comment

on a limited number of plays, some of which later constituted the so-called "Selection".

P. Oxy. 2543 (379.2 Pack3)
	

Second century

Euripides, Andromache

Margin: ]Kt€)cL ô[

P.Oxy. 2543 consists of numerous fragments from one column of a papyrus roll that

contained Euripides' Andromache. Remains of 11. 346-68 can be identified in the surviving part

but the column had probably more text. The papyrus, according to the editor (J. W. B. Barns

in 1966 ), is of good quality and is dated to the second century A.D. No traces of annotation can

be seen on the fragments since very little of the original margin survives. One small piece,

however, written by the same hand in smaller size, offers a note. The editor assumed that it

belonged to the bottom margin, but from the photograph it seems that it could come from any

of the margins around the column of the main text.

It is indeed impossible to relate the fragment to any specific part of the surviving text

and it is also possible that it comes from another column. Furthermore, the meaning of the

legible letters ]Kt€A€1. 8{ is very obscure and the scholia of the manuscripts do not provide any

plausible supplement. If located at the lower margin, the note can refer to any line of the column

above it.

12 On the subject see Bremer (1984).

13 For more details on the "Selection" see the Chapter 'Conclusions', pp. 162-3.
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One could, however, tiy to find a supplement for the first part of the note and this points

clearly to the third person singular of the verb éKt€AeIv. If the decipherment is accurate, no

other verb could fit the gap. Furthermore, one could think of the noun ôóAoç as one of the

possible supplements for the second part. The whole phrase, then, would refer to someone

plotting against someone else. In our context, the first person could be Menelaus, the second

Andromache. More specifically, it is in vv. 3 80-3 that Menelaus offers a false deal to the

suppliant Andromache in order to remove her from the altar of Thetis. These lines would be

contained either in the surviving column or at least in the following one. The word ôóAoç occurs

twice in the text (Andr. 435,446) and once in the scholium on 428 a '11r1yayov: ).oytopr

0€ 7t€t0a KCZ1. êô€Aécwa.... as part of a paraphrase.

The above reconstruction obviously relies heavily on speculation and uncertain

supplements. If the supplements are correct, however, it seems that the owner and user of the

papyrus added in the margin an explanatory note on Menelaus' speech. This would be neither

profound nor scholarly. It simply facilitated reading or even teaching as we have often seen with

marginalia. On the other hand, the expression êKce?c2 ôó?.ov sounds odd, not proper Greek.'4

The problem of the marginal note will remain unsolved, as long as its relation to the main text

remains unclear.

PSI 1302 (431 Pack3)
	

Second century

Euripides, Alcmeon

	

]'l' autit	 a)A. €pr €ç OLK[Ouç

iiii tou[t] E/LrI[

	

J..vau'baL	 O/.LLV t cztauô[

EL tL ).aKouoa 't[

1111 I' avrtaft}oO[€
	

5

14	 to LSJ9 Kt€)LC2 means "accomplish, bring to an end".
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oauç 8€ 8o&co XOtI. lttGt€U€L

itoAArjv tcp rjaV LC)tV O2LLOKaV€L

PSI 1302 is the left-hand side of a column containing tragic verses. Lines 6-7 were

already known from a quotation in Stobaeus' Anthology (fr. 86 Nauck2 ) and this identifies the

text as a fragment from Euripides' Alcmeon either the first or the second.' 5 The first seven lines

which are reproduced above come from the end of a tragic (cnç and are succeeded by a lyric

part marked off by a coronis. Top, left and bottom margins are all preserved. There are twenty

lines in a column and the papyrus appears to be of very good quality. It comes from the second

century Oxyrhynchus.

On the left margin the remains of two incomplete notes can be seen. Their position to the

left of the text as well as their distance from it make it more likely that they belong to the

preceding colum& 6. The second note, however, could perhaps refer to the surviving column, as

the verbal similarity between a u' oat and àirauO[ indicates, thus making it a very unusual

case. It is quite clear, however, that both notes are variants, alternative readings to those already

in the text. The second one, as already mentioned, looks like a non-composite form of the verb

àrtauOG in 1.3 but this idea could be misleading, since the assumption that the annotation

belongs to the lost column carries more weight. Given that the text comes from a play which is

not transmitted through the manuscript tradition, any further attempt to investigate the notes is

impossible. These provisional cOnclusions are going to be reconfirmed after the examination of

the following papyrus.

' See also Schadewaldt (1952).

16 is more or less the unanimous view of all subsequent editors. Schadewaldt (1952) 48
remarks: "Bei Vers 1 und 3 stehen am linken Rand die Glossen .L cxutrp. und .vauOat, die aber,
wie Vitelli gesehen hat und der Abstand deutlich erkennen läI3t, zu der nicht erhaltenen linken
Kolumrie gehoren ". Van Looy (1964) 25 quoted the slightly different readings by B. Snell as
]H[ATTHIand JTONA'T'iA1. See more recently F. Jouan and H. van Looy, Euripide: tome
VIII: Fragments: Aegeus-Autolykos, Les Belles Lettres (Paris 1998) 111.
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P. Oxy.3215 (431.1 Pack3)

Fr. 1

1	 ].v eAeu[OJcpco [.] [

]fza tou v€avtou

]aVta Guy KELVO)t rovouç

15	 EU	 ou rauopxzt -

19	 ]. a[?]).cz€t€ ttç

€).€]uO€pov

P. Oxy.3215 is a column from a papyrus roll carrying twenty fragmentary iambic

trimeters. It is a second century piece and its right margin has remains of annotation. The editor

pointed out the close similarities between this papyrus and PSI 1302. This appears quite obvious

when one compares the two plates in the original publications.The hand looks the same, so does

the number of lines (20) and the entire layout of the two fragments.

The same scribe seems to have written more than one published text from Oxyrhynchus,

including tragedy (P. Oxy. 2077 (Soph. Scyrians), P. Oxy. 2452 (Soph. or Eur. Theseus)) and

presumably prose. The additional. element, however, of the same number of lines makes it

certain that P. Oxy. 3215 and PSI 1302 were not only written by the same hand but were also

parts of the same roll. Some similarities in content made the editor assume that the former

preceded the latter in a complete roll of Euripides' Alcmeon. The hand of the marginalia,

however, does not look exactly the same and there is no physical link between them to offer a

definitive argument. Eventually, the fact that the two papyri are fragments of the same roll must

be considered as a fact whereas their exact position in the text is still an open question.

The role of the marginalia in P.Oxy. 3215 cannot be studied in detail, since two out of

three consist of one syllable only. The note in 1. 15, though, is the complete word e&?oyGv. By

providing the main text with the plausible supplement € Aé]y&v the editor considered the

marginal as variant and at the same time expressed his preference for it by claiming that
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"eioyeIv is much oftener employed than €i AIycLV when a word for 'praise' is wanted ".

As a conclusion, one may maintain that P. Oxy. 3215 is another example of a papyrus

roll of good quality, in the intercolumnar space of which the first or a subsequent hand inserted

variants. Being related to PSI 1302, our fragment was not the only one carefully annotated with

variants. Moreover, a general view of the texts seemingly written by the same hand proved that

annotation with variants probably taken from other copies was a common feature of the entire

group according to the practice of the scribe and the demands of his clients.'7

P. Oxy.852 (438 Pack3 )
	

Second-third century

Euripides, Hypsipyle

Col.4 8
	

Iôou ictuitoç ôô€ KpOtáA&v
	 av(w)

	

Col.6 6
	

ctç av r yóoç 11 jicXoc i KOapaç laOapL[

€7ttôaKpuocL JLovcJ ' avoôupop€va €7tLÔaKPW%14

€ta Ka)totaç

	

9
	

€7tL itovouç av eAOo

38
	

] apo,4....c ] utuxcoc, yuva

17 The photograph of P. Oxy. 3215 fr.2 shows traces of annotation in the top margin of the
scrap. The main text is from Euripides' Hecuba probably from another roll but from the same
hand.
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Col. 19

Col. 27

JCOtflK' ouô[

5

48

<'H&ovCot>

50	 <lláyyatov>

3 lines lost

56

H]&w(o Opat-

]

flcJyyaiov opoç

tl)c 9pczrqc

loll v

] v	
Eka11 bzát((

P. Oxy. 85218 was found by Grenfell and Hunt together with other very important literary

papyri, such as Pindar's Paeans (P. Oxy. 841) and Hellenica Oxyrhynchia (P. Oxy. 842). It

contains a part of Euripides' Hypsipyle large enough for the reconstruction of the whole play.

Written on the verso of a document (P. Oxy. 985), the roll consisted of thirty columns of text,

approximately 1742 lines in total.

The papyrus has been dated to the last decades of the second or the first decades of the

third century AD and the editors regarded as very likely that it once belonged to a scholar's

library. Apart from the first hand, responsible also for the paragraphi, the names of characters

and some corrections, a second hand has checked the whole text and added variants as well as

a couple of explanatory glosses.

Most of the variants stand in the margins, some were inserted above the relevant line and

probably some additions were placed in the top or bottom margin. Due to the fragmentary

condition of the papyrus, however, it is often impossible to specify the improvement that a

variant could bring to the reading of the main text. Two of the clearest cases are n.Oapt[ and

18	 also by Italie (1923), Bond (1963) and Cockle (1987).
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€tLôaKpuotj4 in col. 6. The first one has been restored as either KtOápt[CJpX by Wilamowitz

and Diggle or KCOapt[ by Grenfell and Hunt in opposition to the preferred KtOápaç in the text.

The second one, éitt ôáKpucrt ,4 is a variant to the inferior êuôaKpl5oeL in 1. 7 of the text. The

rest of the variants (ci. ôr[ in Col. 6,38 and ç iô[ in Col. 19 between 11. 4 and 5) are either too

fragmentary themselves or the relevant text is missing.

In col. 27 there are two marginal notes introduced by a lemma, one of which is in the

dative case, apparently following the inflection of the words of the main text. The first one in

1.48 ('H&ovCot OpatKicaç) refers to the Thracian tribe of Edonians, whose king, Lycurgus,

was killed on Mount Pangaeum after his attack on Dionysus. The second note, two lines below,

llá]yyatov ópoç epatKr, is obviously related to the previous one and indicates a reference

in the text to the same event from Dionysus' adventures. On the other hand, a suggestion has

been made by Cocklethat the person in question could be Orpheus, given that he, too, was killed

on the same mountain.' 9 As regards scholia and lexica, a gloss on E. Rhesus 408 from codex

Vaticanus gr. 909 explains lláyyatov as ôpoc 8piaç, whereas Suda 116 has rather vaguely

lláyyai.ov ôvox ôpouc. 'Hôcvol. is glossed in Suda H 104 as ôvoux iOvouç but Steph. Byz.

298, 17 has the more specific definition 'H&voI Ovoç êp(perc similarly to Sch. Lyc. 41820

The scholium on Eur. Hec. 1153 is also very clear: 'H&voi. yap oi ®pKEç.

A few lines below (1. 56), there is the abbreviation Kát() which points to a note

(alteration or addition) in the lost bottom margin. It is an interesting indication of the annotator's

methods which reappeared in Col. 4, 8 with the abbreviated äv(co). It is likely that it refers to

a longer note or an omitted verse which could not be accommodated in the right margin.2'

19 Cockle (1987) 175.

20 In Steph. Byz. 97, 16 s.v. Avtaôpoç there is a reference to Aristotle (fr. 478 Rose):
'AptototiXr1ç jnaI tw3tiiv cvoithaOat 'H&vIôa ôt& to 9pKac 'Hôwvoöç övtaç
OtKroat.

21 Full list of parallels is given by McNamee (1981) 48-9, e.g. P.Oxy.11.1358, 22.23 13 and
P.Princ.3.1 13.
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P. 0xy3719 (399.21 Pack3)
	

Third century

Euripides, Iphigenia in Aulis

cu o]paç yu[vi

Ka]KoLc Opaov[

]ouJLou

a€ococJ]/L€Oa

917 4n?.tpo]veya	 [

tJEKVG)V	 [

7t€	 [

I	 [

I	 [

]	 [

]	 977?

P.Oxy. 3719 offers the ends of six verses (913-8) from Iphigenia in Aulis. Most of the

papyrus is blank, coming obviously from the space between two columns of text. From tle right

column only the name of the speaking character is preserved (K).ut(at/Lv1atpa)), thus allowing

for an approximate calculation of the missing part. According to the editor (M. W. Haslam in

1986), provided that the papyrus had the entire text as transmitted in the manuscripts each

column must have contained over fifty lines. It has been assigned to the third century.

Immediately after the end of v. 919, there is a marginal note which is so damaged that

it does not make any sense. This is the point where Achilles' long speech begins (919-74) and

one would expect to find a reference to it. Moreover, given the uncertainty about the authenticity

of a large part of this tragedy, including this speech of Achilles, there is a possibility that the

note could possibly make a relevant remark but there is no indication whatsoever to prove or

disprove such a conclusion. The text of the manuscripts is likely to be fully represented in the

papyrus, although the name of Clytemnestra in the next column is not enough proof, as long as

we do not know the exact length of the columns.

As an alternative, one could suppose that the note refers to the right column.

Approximately and if the assumption about the length of the column is correct, on the same level

stood vv. 970-2: tá) ' €ta€tat CJI8rpOç, ôv itpi.v éç (I)pi5yaç/ éAOci.v 4n5vou K11?.ICJLV ajatt
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xpavcIc tCç ue tiv oi'jv Ouyatép' aLpIiacraL JoAei. to ... looks like a future form of

à7CóAuu I LL and could possibly belong to a short paraphrase of the passage. The verb

àitó?.Auja is found in 1. 941: et ôi. '' ô).ctai ôtd te toI)ç êtoi yá/louç as well as in 978:

1n1ô ' êvôd1ç toôô ' à7O?.éaat/LL th y xápI.v; but no link to the marginal note can be seen.

In all likelihood, the marginal note which probably extended in two lines was a comment

of some sort on the beginning of Achilles' speech. It could be paraphrase or a comment of

general character referring to the entire speech. The fact that there is no annotation with glosses

or variants in the rest of the surviving margin makes this assumption more likely.

P. Oxy. 1370 (402 Pack3 )
	

Fifth century

Euripides, Orestes and Medea

Fr. 9 Orestes

Fol. 2 verso

[rt€cuya apapoç €u/la]ptotv	 €tbOutO1wato[c 1370

[K€ôpta itaataôov wt€p] tE€/LV

r[eJ7tO[L]aALevo[

[ot]Icoc

P.Oxy.137022 consists of nine fragments from a fifth century papyrus codex of Orestes

and Medea. Each page contained thirty seven or thirty eight lines of text, so if the editors'

calculations (B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt in 1915 ) are correct, this codex was of at least 84

pages. The sequence of the plays cannot be determined. Interestingly enough, these fragments

22 See McNamee (1977) 169-70.
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belong to the same find as P. Oxy.1369 (Soph. 01) and 1371- 4 (Aristophanes), all from the

fifth century and annotated.

In the margin of fr. 9, fol. 2 verso two brief notes have survived next to verses 1370 and

1371. The hand does not look like that of the main scribe and the editors have called it " late

fifth or sixth century cursive ". The same hand seems to have inserted the speaker's name at 1.

1260. The editors identified all together four different hands at work in this text.

Both notes are obviously glosses. The first one comes without a lemma, the second one

is preceded by a lemma in a grammatical case different from that of the main ,text.

The gloss etôoç oôi.uxtoç which explains the word eidptotv, has been explained

by the scholia of the manuscripts as follows: êv €jidptnv: etôoç ro8itatoç

oavôa)ôouç 7E€ltOITltaL ôè à7th toi3 elj.Lapôc itoô€o0at. ipocapov€tat êv tf

KaO6A0U. It is interesting that Hesychius under the lemma eiiápth€c (ô 6977) has the

explanation etôoç 3itooiipzto which derives from Diogenianus. Other lexica offer similar

explanations: Photius s.v. €iixpCôcç: i3icoôthtv yvoç and Et. M. 393,16 s.v. elLczpI.ç

€iuxpôoç, €tôoc iitoôitatoç, ôtà to d/Lapc)c aôI(ctv toiç iitoô€ô€tévouç.

Etpt7tCôrIc, apápotc év €iczpCotv. These may also have originated in Diogenianus'

influential lexicon. Moreover, in the scholium on Aehylus' Persians 660 we find €i5uxptv]

€tôoç l')ltoôrjJLcztoc.

Although the explanation of the papyrus is very short, the existence of so many identical

occurrences in other texts indicates that behind all these sources there is a common origin. This

could most likely be a commentary on Orestes or a glossary on drama from earlier centuries. We

know that the scholia in their present form emerged after a long process of epitomizing,

rephrasing and conflating older commentaries. Similarities between scholia and annotation in

papyri usually are an indication of this common origin. On the other hand, the same process was

the rule for ancient lexicographers, such as Hesychius and his main source Diogenianus who in

his turn relied upon Didymus' comic and tragic glossaries. The appearance of €juxptç in the

scholia on Aeschylus strengthens our assumption for an older scholarly origin.23

The second gloss t taGtáç 71€7OtKL)4thVOç OtKO refers to the word itaotd&v in

23 The problem of the origin of glosses in the margins of literary papyri is discussed in detail
in Chapter 4.
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verse 1371. Unlike the first one, this gloss is accompanied by a lemma in the nominative and not

in the genitive plural of the main text.

The scholia give a long explanation which is not particularly close to the papyrus note:

Kebpot& ltaGtábG)V: & èK KébpOu i5?a. 7taarábwv be tv KOL()V(ov... The lexica, on the

other hand, seem to stand much closer: Hesychius s.v. Ttaotáb€ç.. owç be Kai. oi

8taycypapjivot otKot itáoat yap to totKAat, and s.v. ltáoo€... vOcv aI itaotbç tO

yapuzOv 7to1KtXLa. Also Orion 125,7 s.v. itaocóç: onXoç oti'zoç vup4flKóc, lrap& tO

lEáOG€LV, Ô CJt1 1tOtKIA.?.CV and after it Et. M. 655,37 s.v. itaotóç: i êi TtapcL7c€taoJLdtcv

TEOtK1.?()V KatEOKEVaGILé Vii OKTtV1j, iti.ç éoci 7t€7tOLn.AiLvrr K&L vu4.KOc otKoç, ltap&

tO itáoc€tv.

As has been stated above, the similarities between papyrus annotation and entries in

lexica confirm the theoiy that common origins are to be found in earlier commentaries or lexica.

The possibility, however, that the annotator of this papyrus used this or the other source cannot

be proved. Given that both notes are glosses it is equally likely that it has been picked up from

a lexicon or from a hypomnema which contained such information.

Finally, one could argue that the later the date of the papyri, the closer the similarities

of marginal annotation to the scholia of the manuscripts. This is also true for the commentaries,

as will be shown later on by more explicit examples (e.g. P. Rain. 1. 34 and P. Rain. 3. 20 in

Chapter 3).

P. Oxy.3718 (414.02 Pack 3 )
	

Fifth century

Euripides, Orestes and Bacchae

Orestes

]	 [uv€toç 1tOA.€j.ou ovtoç tE bpaKcV

I	 €ppoi. tâ ii[ouxou	 1407

° itpovoIac [KaKoupyoç (i)V
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AtoX Mev[€Aczc tauoa]i )t[ EX(OV tcOyjzcvov	 1625

ta]yowLv [cv Apctototv cuoccatá]trv 	 1651

in]ov ôtota[oju[o'] cv[Oa vuroa oc xpii]

Bacchae

eit€t ]oi cy[yoc	 ]	 210

].€€...[

€y t]po[itqc	 ]

cKô11/tIOc cov[

vEal

K.XU(z) ô€ V€o[p

yuvcttKa[c

I ycrn	 tto'xioou[aav

7Epo4ao1v[

]	 )C[

{ ii v ô A4poôttrv

I ATpaat

cl v apuav

I 4apIhaK(

I [yorç c]itoôo[ç Auôtaç ato 6o]vóç	 234
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y]voç	 ,	 261

ojpyCwv[

P. Oxy. 3718 consists of many fragments of a papyrus codex of the fifth century. The

codex contained four or five tragedies of Euripides in unknown order. Our fragments are from

Orestes and Bacchae which, according to the editor (M. W. Haslam in 1986), were preceded by

two or even three other plays since the page-number 198 appears above Bacchae 195. The editor

regards the sequence Phoenissae, Medea, Orestes and Bacchae as a likely option but this is only

an assumption based upon other analogous examples. In his own words "there is no assurance

even that the codex contained none other than "select" plays ,,•24

The page had about twenty-nine lines with an interlinear space large enough to

accommodate corrections and glosses. These glosses were added by a different hand either in

the margins or between the lines. The editor distinguished three hands which have worked on

this papyrus codex.

The first marginal gloss is JLreI.poç and refers to Or. 1406 as an explanation of the word

uvEtôç. Although the reading is doubtful, the scholia at this point confirm it by offering: àvt

to3 iitetpoç oI3 ito?tou. The scholia recentiora offer similar glossing. The editor considered

any transmissional connection between them unlikely. The study of the other glosses of the

codex, however, tends to confirm the connection.

The second gloss next to 1. 1407 has been seriously damaged with only three letters

visible. The scholia do not offer any help towards its restoration: "... itpóvotav ôè rv

€iiiapizrii" derives from an erroneous interpretation of the passage. As for the lexica, Suda

and Photius gloss itpóvota as ltpóyvootç with clear reference to Soph. OT 978 (Sch. ad. bc.

ltpóvota irpóyvxitç) whereas Orion 133,27 and from him Et. M. gloss irpóvota as: .. .t' tép

ttvv vooi3oa. Hesychius has 7rpo€vO15/notc, éittAeta, 4povtIç which are close to the

Orestes passage. The last gloss in genitive, povtIôoç, could possibly match the letters

deciphered by the editor and would be in the same case as the word explained.

24 Cf. Irigoin (1994) who gives a systematic account of the editions of Eunpidean plays
before and after the "Selection".
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A marginal note, possibly a nota personae, has been erased in the left margin of v.162 1

and then replaced by a new one, no longer visible either. A few lines below, though, in v.1625,

the gloss 4p6viia is placed above the word Aia. The scholia once again offer something

similar to this gloss: roi3 poviuxtoc There are many other cases in scholia, however, where

?.fpa is glossed as 4póvrwz (e.g. Sch. Eur. Med.119 and 348, Sch. Ar. Nu.457 and Th.459).

The lexica make also a considerable contribution with Hesychius ). 860 ).fa: PovAil, àicowz,

àv8pea Kcà póvp from Cyrillus, Photius s.v. (confusion with ).fpt ) 4póvTuLa,

Kpôoc and Suda s.v. Afux: àCa KCf.I àvôp€Ia (from Herodotean glosses). póvrl/a, iépôoc

(from Synagoge). Photius and Suda through Synagoge refer back to Cyrillus' glossary. From the

same glossary derives the lemma in Hesychius. The origins of the gloss before Cyrillus cannot

be identified but it must have existed in one of the widely known collections.

In 1. 1652 over the verb ôtoCoouat, there is also a note of obscure meaning, since only

two letters survive it'a... The scholiaon 1. 1651 offer ... èôCKaaav ôè 'AOv& at "Apç. The

editor tried to establish a link between the two by supposing an abbreviated 't(apà) 'Ap€i. but

it is not possible to investigate further.

In the fragments of Bacchae there are many marginal and supralinear notes too. First of

all, over 1. 211 a gloss which has not been deciphered by the editor J.ce..[ seems to refer to the

noun rtpo trlc. Another gloss v€a[ explains the adjective veo[,ux in 1. 216. The glossing of

vcox,thc as véoç appears frequently in lexica. Suda, Photius and in this case Hesychius as well,

derived it from Cyrillus.

Next to 1.223 in the left margin, there is the gloss or variant ]4)E.yoot which is difficult

to explain. If it were 4ei3youoav, then it could refer to itt000uoav either as gloss or variant,

although I have not found in any lexicon ei5yo as gloss for rrtcooco. As a variant it would

require some changes in the text, but still the subjunctive cannot be justified.

Above 'A4poôCtrv in v. 225 there was a gloss, from which only the first letter K[

survived. The editor assumed a gloss K[OLtqV or something similar. Similarly destroyed and

without any hope for restoration is a marginal note next to 1. 227.

A gloss over èv pKtXJtV in 1. 231 has been partiy preserved: ]Xizaoi.. The editor

objected to the idea of a gloss and treated it more like a variant because it seems to scan. Two

possibilities, 'rt€pt])tjLaut and L€ ] A I1xot , were both rejected, the first for metrical reasons,

the second as inappropriate. Lexica offer numerous definitions of &pKvç, some from Cyrillus
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(Suda and Photius), others from Diogenianus (Hesychius a 7394 and Photius a 2833) and others

from Harpocration (Suda and Paus. Att.). A scholium on Orestes 1421 gives an interesting and

useful parallel: toI ô' èç &pKuotátv jnav&v êtitAei.v: ... Ka 'L E€p 3?fLatt Xivou

éL7r)KeLv KaI é43á?Aetv th y 'E)vv. otov etc àpKuotá'rr)v rxavhv KaI. [c]

t€pq3?rjza ?Cvcv. Moreover, the scholia on Ar. Lys.790 explain äpuc as etôoç ôucti5ou or

ACva Kuvfly€rLKà. I believe that in all likelihood the papyrus explained the word àpurn by

using the gloss and not variant, rt€ptAij.taot or Ivou cpt3Aaot.

Another gloss is found above 1. 234 and more specifically over the words yór étcpôóç.

The scholia on Hipp. 1038 offer an important parallel: (êrtôôç Ka) yóqç àitat€thv,

4)apfthKcov j.trctpoc. This parallel led the editor to suggest the possible supplement tctpoc]

4) apáK[v perhaps also under the influence of the marginal gloss on Orestes 1406: Ltel.poç

toi ito)éjiou. The evidence from lexica helps also to trace the use of 4)ap/laKóç in relation to

yórç. So in Hesychius s.v. yoritei5et àrtat j.Laycl5e. 7teOc. 4)appaKeliS€L. èô€t. Also

in Et. Gud. 3 19,16 s.v. y6rc Kó?.a, it?.âvoç, 1r€pIepyoç, { ]atev,4)apaK6c Apart from

4)appaKoc, the rest of the explanation together with Suda r 364, Photius s.v. and Hesychius y

774 are derived from Synagoge and Cyrillus.

In the right margin of 1. 261 'irópa stands as a gloss or variant to yávoc of the main text.

Grammatically, it does not belong to classical Attic and this led the editor to discuss it as variant

and in the context of the authenticity of the verse. I think that the problem which arises with

Ttó/Lcz as variant, can be solved if tópxx is treated as a gloss. Indeed, we saw that almost all the

annotation of the papyrus was glosses and not variants.

Generally speaking, this papyrus codex seems to have been annotated with glosses from

commentaries or less likely glossaries on Euripides from the main stream of scholarship that

gave us the scholia of the manuscripts (although the scholia on Bacchae have not survived) and

most of the ancient and byzantine lexica. More attention to its special characteristics will be

given below.25

25 See pages 40-1 in the conclusions of this Chapter and 147 in Chapter 4.
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P. Ant. 1.23 (406 Pack3)
	

Fifth/sixth cenüiry

Euripides, Medea

Verso

xolporc	 Iep[aç opac aitopOritou]
	

825

aitotp€[ir(wv)1	 t' ao[€po€vot II

iX€vo[tatav ootav]

[,tcufi(v) J avctpEo€(c) 	 ad ôta Aa{JLltpotatou I

[o c]tc1ovov
	

3aivovteç [aJp[ç at0cpoc]

[oux ]uito&ov(taL)	 ivOa itoO' ayvac
	

830

Recto

] 
44ciJv x6Ipal

iouv(at)

I

	

865

[r)K K€AEuOOEtç ai yap ouoa ôJu[o].t€vrç

P. Ant. 1.23 is fragment of a papyrus codex from the fifth or sixth century. It contained

Medea written in pages of approximately forty lines. Another fragment of the same codex

containing lines from Bacchae was published later as P. Ant. 2.73 but it does not offer

annotation of any kind. In the margins of two pages from Medea the hand of a diorthotes added

two short notes.

The first note is next to Medea vv. 825ff. and briefly summarizes the content of the lyric

passage that follows. The scholia ad bc. offer two quite similar versions of paraphrase, but the

second is shorter than the first one: a. ... oi5?.€tat a&rv àitotpiJiat toI atcx tGv 7ratôc)v

óvou. otç y&p év totç è. fic éithyc ôti oic eticbc toiç otcç i€poç KcLI. 000iç

&vôpac (sc. the Athenians) oè itatóvov y€voiévr1v iitoô€o0at b. ... àiotpéircov tfç

7rpá€c tfv Miôetav, dç oi &v ot toioCrot riiv toiczCta ôpáoaoav ôcatvto.

The marginal note of the papyrus presents similarities to both versions of the scholia
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cited above but its final appearance is rather clumsy. The syntax is not correct and one gets the

impression that something was deliberately omitted possibly for reasons of space. Strikingly

even the main verb is missing.

The second marginal note refers obviously to v. 864, the last line of the stasimon)which

is not preserved on the papyrus. Its counterpart in the scholia of the manuscripts is more

extensive but partly very similar to the marginal note: ... € otôa, i l ai, ott oi Kapt€p1jc3€tç

t1' V èpyáttv tOl) 4ovou XP a /LO).UVcXL t() atjzati. t(OV ltaCô(OV yoVu7tetO13Vtc)V GE.

The comparison of the marginalia of the papyrus to the corresponding scholia of the

manuscripts shows that behind them all there was a common ancestor, a commentary from which

later annotators and scholars derived the material they needed. 26 What we already know about

the rephrasing, summarization and abridgement that ancient exegesis underwent in the course

of time is here - especially at v.824 - illustrated by the three different versions of the same text.

The late dating of the papyrus is another important element, if one thinks that for many scholars

it is during these centuries that the archetype of the scholia was formed. This coincides with the

standardization of exegetical material and the creation of new mixed commentaries based upon

the few old ones that survived into late antiquity.27

Louaniensis deperditus (382.2 Pack3)
	

Sixth-seventh century

Euripides, Andromache

4'arn (	 I	 Aaoç ci. tp 6€ou

otcx /i€ toy ôuotrivov aj4i43czo €x€tc	 1082

ltCA)ç O t €tat j.LOt Iratç ILOVOU tatôoç uovoç;

26 See Maehler (1994) 113-4.

27 More about this issue will be said in Chapter 5, pp. 172-5.
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This fragment belongs to a parch ment codex of the sixth or seventh century. 28 It does

not come from Egypt but from Palestine and according to the editor's information it was

irrecoverably damaged and subsequently disposed of due to bad conditions of preservation. All

that survives is one old photograph on which one can read fragments of Euripides' Andromache.

The only interesting point for our purposes is a note placed at the top margin of page one.

Written in a cursive hand different from that of the main text, the note is introduced by the verb

a. This word is a common feature in scholia of various content and it is often used to

summarize the opinions and theories of previous commentators and scholars thus avoiding the

trouble of quoting them by name. In this case, after 4aat follows 1. 1089, which was on the

same page: K5c).ouç t 'épet ?.cthç oixl	 p O€ot (Sc. the Deiphians).

Unfortunately after 4aoi. there is a gap, that deprives us of essential information about

the nature of the note. The editor assumed that the meaning of v.1089 aroused the religious

feelings of the reader and made him point it out by rewriting the verse in the top margin. The

scholia of the manuscripts do not offer anything on 1.1089 but aot was probably followed by

ttv€ç or Xot or even dvaL. In my opinion a sort of explanation or a brief comment on the

phrase Aaôç oLKrflwp O€oi3 is likely to have existed but the missing bit of the note does not

permit to assume anything more specific. Finally, according to E.G.Tumer, as reported in

Wouter's article, the hand of the note looks very close to the handwriting of Dioscorus of

Aphrodito (6th cent.) thus offering some help with the dating of the papyrus as a whole.

P. Gr. Vindob. 29769 (418 Pack3)
	

Sixth-seventh century

Euripides, Phoenissae

Verso

337

] vàôoviv	 [

28 Published by Mossay (1972). More information about the dating of the text in Wouters
(1973).
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I €LVC)ELV	 [

] JLlt€tV	 [	 340

] Accot [[.]]t ta?.caycv[

]

I. E(C.) WV t&IV m t€va I

]oç

P. Gr. Vindob. 29769 is part of a papyrus codex of the sixth or seventh century which

contained Phoenissae and possibly other plays of the "Selection". There were about forty lines

per page.

The verso of the fragment which has been reproduced above preserves parts of the right

and bottom margins. In the right margin, one can see traces of a cursive hand, probably remains

of some sort of annotation which cannot be deciphered. Also in the lower margin, there are two

lines of annotation written in a cursive hand, not necessarily that of the main text. Bremer and

Worp, the second editors of the papyrus, disagreed with the first editor (H.Oellacher) who had

described the marginalia as coming "von derselben Hand".

The note was printed in the first edition as alit Co toI iôcv tà téKVa [. . .] oç, which

Bremer and Worp after their own examination of the papyrus changed into icdOo]v toO

iö€tv tà tcKva or something similar. They also tried to associate this note with the main text

which is a long lyric passage by locasta. Their conclusion was that "it is not clear to which of

locasta's utterances in the preceding lines this would refer".

In my opinion, since the note is in the bottom margin of the verso, it is very likely that

it refers to one of the lines between 300 and 341 which were contained in this page. It looks

more like a paraphrase or explanation of a complicated poetic phrase rather than a piece of

scholarly exegesis. The first person singular XCo points to locasta who is the speaker from v.

300 to 354. It is difficult to understand, however, why locasta could miss both her sons given

that Eteocles was never away from Thebes. Furthermore, I was not able to find any verse

matching exactly the meaning of the marginal note, namely that someone was looking forward

First published in Mitt. P.- Sammi. Wien, NS 3 (1939) 30-1 and reexamined by Bremer and
Worp (1986) 246-8.
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to seeing both his children.

As an alternative, it can be suggested that the note refers to locasta's description of

Oedipus living in misery and depression: ô 8' èv ôóp.otot tpouç ózatootepç / àitijvaç

ôpottipou t&ç àroCuy€Iaac ôóov iróOov fq4tôáKputoV ad KtOV (vv. 326 - 30). The

scholia of the manuscripts offer the following on v. 330: itóOov à4tôáKputov: autcp tóOov

ôjç àrto0avev C11tEL. The similarities to the marginal note of the papyrus are very

clear and it is perhaps because of them that Bremer and Worp proposed the supplement 7tóOo]v

x o etc. One major difficulty, however, is the use of the first person 	 o instead of the third

or the participle cüv. This is the reason that made both editors think of locasta speaking

of herself. Only with the supply of a final v (i.e. Xo<zv>) would the problem be partially solved.

A very plausible supplement for the end of the first line could be iô€Iv tà tKva[

8ta?ayvta but there is nothing in the text corresponding to such a paraphrase. Finally and

as far as the second line is concerned, I find it very difficult to provide a supplement.

Oi&itoô}oç is only one of the many options.
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Conclusions

Euripides is well known to be the one dramatist of the fifth century BC, whose popularity

increased fast after his death and soon exceeded that of the other two dramatists, Aeschylus and

Sophocles. In the context of Euripides' postclassical popularity Aeschylus' words in the Frogs

868-9 sound indeed ironic: " ott i tó1)cJtc cIUVtCOV11KC jzot, toi3rc ôè (sc. tc)

EipntIô) OUVtEOV1]K€V ". The, evidence comes from many sources including papyri as well

as quotations in other authors, anthologies, treatises etc.3°

The great interest and extensive research undertaken by Alexandrian scholars (e.g.

Aristophanes of Byzanhw,Callistratus, Didymus) and by some later minor scholars who edited

and commented on the plays of Euripides is well attested. The scholia that have come to us

squeezed in the margins of the byzantine manuscripts are what remains from this admirably

detailed study of tragedies from the Hellenistic until the early Byzantine period. We are going

to discuss the issue of the transmission of ancient scholarship more thoroughly at the very end

of this study.

Apart from the commentaries which represent the main product of Alexandrian

scholarship in written form, one would expect to find in the margins of the papyrus rolls or

codices small samples of ancient exegesis, enough to demonstrate the nature and continuity of

this scholarly tradition. Out of 129 papyri of Euripides checked for this particular study,

however, only fifteen were found to contain some sort of marginal or supralinear annotation. In

addition to that, three of them (PSI 1302, P. Oxy. 45.3215 and P. Oxy. 6.852) are fragments

of plays which have not survived, with the effect that the study of the marginalia in these cases

has to be done without the help of scholia or even without the text itself. Similarly, no scholia

have been transmitted for the so-called alphabetical plays and the Bacchae. Therefore, every

marginal note has to be examined in itself and without the possibility of comparison to the

corresponding scholium in the manuscripts. Another feature of the annotation is that very often

it is limited to variants. In this case it is interesting to see that some of them are still to be found

in the various medieval manuscripts inside or outside the text. It should also be pointed out that

° Aspects of Euripides' reception are treated under different perspectives in Easterling (1997)
211-27 and Elsperger (1907-10).
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it is usually glosses and exegetical notes which are the most useful for the purposes of our

research.

One important element that helps in classifying the papyri we have examined so far is

their attribution either to a scholar or to someone with access to scholarly works, or their use as

schooltexts by a schoolboy or a teacher. In the case of many papyri it is difficult to make a

decision only on the basis of the marginalia since such scholia are usually fragmentary and

sometimes obscure. I would suggest, though, that P. Merton 2.54 (Phoenissae), P. Oxy. 53.37 12

(Phoenissae), P. Oxy. 2543 (Andromache), P. Oxy. 3719 (Iphigenia in Aulis) and Louaniensis

deperditus (Andromache) are all texts once used by or for schoolchildren, by ordinary readers

and people with no advanced knowledge of style and language. More specifically, I would

consider P. Merton 2.54 as an example of a school text with corrections of mistakes or additions

of omitted words in the margin. The fact that it was written on the verso of a roll is not a factor

sufficient enough to determine its quality (for examples of literary texts written on the verso of

documents see P. Oxy. 6.852). Its general appearance as well as the nature of its annotation,

however, suggest that it was not destined for a person from the scholarly circles and that it could

not have been influenced by one. P. Oxy. 53.37 12 is another example of a school text with

elementary glosses and absence of any deeper thought or analysis. The two glosses do not seem

to offer anything original and, as the editor assumed, the whole text could bQty an exercise

for practice in verse division. The two texts of Andromache (P. Oxy. 2543 and Louaniensis)

cannot be regarded as scholarly texts either. Even if the text itself is of good quality, the

marginalia belong to that category of remarks that could easily spring in the reader's mind while

reading the play. They could be a short paraphrase of a striking or simply difficult passage or

a note for further attention. If the assumption of the editor is correct, the note on the top margin

of the Louaniensis, is an example of a passage that may have struck the religious feeling of the

reader. With a short remark at the beginning of a speech, P. Oxy. 3719 seems to paraphrase or

just comment on the passage that follows. In such cases, it is interesting and perhaps not

surprising that the annotation is limited to only one note.

In order to put together all those texts that contain variants one further category should

be introduced. In this category I would include P. Oxy. 3716 (Orestes), P. Harris 38 (Medea),

PSI 1302 (Alcmeon), P. Oxy. 45.3215 (Alcmeon ?) and possibly P. Mich. 3735 (Orestes).

Despite the fact that their marginalia are very fragmentary, the two papyri of Orestes are still
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important especially because they come from the Ptolemaic period. The first one, P. Oxy. 3716,

contains the remains of a variant and a Cu (ret) both written nearly two centuries after the main

text. Obviously this is an indication either of the continuous use of the roll for a long period or

of its rediscovery by the same person who thought it necessary to collate it with another, perhaps

more recent copy of Orestes. P. Mich. 3735, on the other hand, seems to have received a slightly

different sort of annotation; one of the two marginal notes is a gloss on XPua€OT1V1J)V which

is found as lemma in the much later scholia and lexica. Given that there is no relevant indication

none of these papyri can be regarded as a schooltext. One should not attempt, however, to see

them as scholarly copies either, since the evidence is fragmentary and most of the conclusions

are based on reconstruction and speculation.

P. Oxy. 1370 (Orestes and Medea), P. Oxy. 3718 (Orestes and Bacchae), P. Antin. 1.23

(Medea), P. Vindob. 29769 (Phoenissae) and P. Oxy. 6.852 (Hypsipyle) are all texts, the

marginal and supralinear notes of which occasionally reveal elements of the more learned or

even scholarly studies on Euripidean tragedies. These elements are mainly glosses and only very

few are notes of interpretation or paraphrases of longer bits of text.

P. Oxy. 1370, which comes from a papyrus codex, has in its margin two glosses which,

as has been shown, were drawn from a commentary on Orestes. It is interesting to note that the

corresponding scholia offer more elaborate and extensive explanations of the same words

combined with etymology and synonyms. The main reason is that the scholia have brought

together material from various sources, heavily or slightly rephrased in order perhaps to

accommodate it more easily in the limited space provided by the margins of the manuscripts.

The glosses in the papyrus, on the other hand, are limited to the essentials and are very close to

the definitions given by lexicographers most notably Hesychius but also Suda, the Etymologica

etc.

The papyrus codex of Orestes and the Bacchae (P. Oxy. 3718) is richly annotated with

glosses. They are all one-word explanations, and in this respect they are different from lexica

and scholia which, as stated above, usually give elaborate definitions and plenty of different

usages and synonyms. It has been shown, however, that these short explanations occur unaltered

or slightly rephrased either in lexica or even more interestingly in the corresponding scholia. At

first sight this could be considered as a coincidence but given the number of the cases and also

the difficulties of the words picked up for glossing, I believe that the codex was owned by
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somebody with direct access to a commentary or a glossary on the plays of Euripides. Whether

or not he was a scholar himself does not affect the overall impression one gets from the text.

The two marginal notes of L P. Antin. 1.23 are the only ones among all the marginalia

in the papyri of Euripides which stand so close to the scholia of the byzantine manuscripts. As

has already been demonstrated, these marginal notes look like shortened versions of their

extensive counterparts in the manuscripts. Given that the scholia have two quite similar versions

of paraphrase of the same passage, it is more likely that they should all be attributed to a

common source, an old commentary on Medea, which must have contained all this material. The

papyrus offers a clumsily abridged form of this commentary, adapted to the annotator's

preferences, while the scholia bring together two versions of the same material from two

different commentaries of common origin. This is another example of the difficulties involved

in tracing the successive stages of the compilation of scholia.

If the reconstruction of its marginal note is correct, P. Vindob. 29769 is another papyrus

which could be linked to the scholia. Its late date is another argument in favour of this theory.

It seems much more likely, however, that what the annotator wrote was a piece of paraphrase,

one of the commonest elements in late conimntaries and the scholia. Given the difficulties

posed by lyric passages this assumption looks probable. However, the continuous adjustments

and modifications of the exegetical material make any attempts to establish links with the

scholia very unsafe.

The papyrus of Hypsipyle, dated to an earlier period (second I third cent. AD), as the

editors have noticed, belonged to a scholar's library. It is very likely that he himself supplied the

text with the variants and the two surviving glosses by copying from other editions available to

him or possibly from a commentary. The fact that the glosses are introduced by lemmata

indicates that their origin is scholarly but the fact that Hypsipyle is a lost play, therefore without

scholia, makes further research impossible.

Apart from some conclusions about the nature and transmission of the ancient exegesis,

the examination of the marginalia from the papyrus fragments of Euripides leads also to a few

further points related to chronology, format and problems of attribution to specific sources. None

of the late Ptolemaic and Graeco-Roman papyri with marginal notes seems to have offered

substantially more than variants and a few glosses. Some of the variants are transmitted through

the manuscript tradition, a fact which suggests that the textual problems which preoccupy the
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modern editors were faced by the ancient editors too. The practice of using margin and

interlinear space for text - critical annotation is very old and very widespread among literary

papyri. Common is also the practice of using the space around the columns in order to make

corrections or to add omitted words or lines.

The annotated papyri of Euripides, though not being numerous enough, are not

exceptional as far as insertion of variants and glosses is concerned. The same practice is a

common feature of most annotated papyri of the first six centuries of scholarship, namely down

to the third century AD. After this period, the marginalia, in addition to gradually becoming

more extensive, show a tendency towards a text - exegetical character, such as remarks about

the action and the characters or about material that needs clarification (geographical or historical

names, idiomatic words etc.). Furthermore, the increasing lack of acquaintance with the Attic

dialect makes more and more necessary the addition of shorter or longer glosses in the margins

or between the lines. Two more examples are P. Oxy. 3718 and P. Oxy. 1370 which we

examined above. It is well known that in earlier periods all this material was written down in

commentaries which were the indispensable tool for the study of classical texts. The increasing

use of margins for similar sort of information may indicate a tendency towards more limited use

of commentaries, which, however, continued to be in circulation for another couple of centuries.

Another fact which emerges from the study of the annotated papyri of Euripides and

which is closely related to the observations made above is that the use of a roll or a codex

affected considerably the attitude of the scribes and readers. It looks quite certain that papyrus

rolls were originally not made to accommodate marginalia. Usually the intercolumnar space was

narrow, suitable only for variants or sigla that made reference to independent commentaries.

Glosses or brief remarks can always be found, as e.g. in P. Mich. 3735 or P. Oxy. 852 but this

is not what one would call systematic annotation. It was the transition from roll to codex that

urged the scribes to make extensive use of the margins. Unfortunately, the papyri of Euripides

do not offer examples of papyrus codices heavily annotated, as is often the case with other

authors like Aristophanes and Callimachus. We can suppose, of course, that if larger fragments

of papyri such as P. Ant. 1.23 and P. Oxy. 1370 had survived, they would exhibit much more

annotation similar to the existing one.

Apart from the frequency and the nature of the marginalia, it is also their relation to the

scholia and lexica that changes in the later centuries. It is true, of course, that one could possibly
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find similarities between the marginalia in the early rolls and the lexica or sometimes scholia.

Most of them if not all, however, are superficial and perhaps coincidental. This is the case

especially with some quite elementary glosses. On the other hand, as regards the notes in the late

papyrus codices of the fifth, sixth and seventh centuries AD, most of them reappear either in

scholia or in lexica if they are glosses.

A few concluding remarks can be added here: first of all, it seems that the later

annotators used to consult and excerpt from commentaries which were based upon various

earlier scholarly works (hypomnemata and monographs) and had at some point acquired a

standard form. The general question of the development of scholarship in late antiquity will be

discussed together with the final conclusions at the end of this study. It seems likely, however,

that similarities between marginallia and scholia are explained through the increasing uniformity

of exegetical material after the fourth century. Discrepancies, on the other hand, are due to the

freedom with which scholars and students of literature dealt with works of secondary rank such

as hypomnemata, glossaries and monographs. Secondly, ancient lexicography (Diogenianus,

Hesychius, Orion, Etymologica, Suda etc ) very often discusses lemmata and glosses that have

already been found in the margins of the papyri (e.g. P. Oxy. 3718). It is very difficult indeed

to say whether the lexicographer and the annotator used the same commentary as source or the

annotator took his glosses from a glossary or a lexicon related to the surviving one. For some

reasons, which are going to be discussed in the relevant chapter (chapter 4), the first theory looks

much more likely than the second one. Finally, it should be once again emphasized that in the

case of Euripides where we do not have sufficient evidence most of the aforesaid conclusions

are uncertain. It would be sufficient to say, however, that they certainly add arguments and

strengthen existing theories based upon marginalia on other authors.
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P. Wurzburg 1

P.Würzburg 1 (419 Pack3 ): Commentary on Euripides' Phoenissae

Hermupolis	 6th century	 Codex leaf, 31 x 17cm

II. 13-22 vv. 638-40

The papyrus offers a version of the story of Cadmus from the moment he went to the

oracle at Delphi until he founded Thebes. It includes Cadmus' question to Ajollo, Apollo's

answer, the foundation of Thebes and an etymology of the new city's name. As far as the

succession of events and the derivation of the name "Boeotia" are concerned, the papyrus shows

similarities with the scholia vetera edited by Schwartz: ... BotcotIa ôè à'itô tfc 3oôç

éijOr1 in the scholia (638) corresponds to BottCa ô'éiijOi1 6 tóitoç èi€voc ôt& to iz€

it[ccicv ..].tiiv oi3v in the papyrus (11. 21-2). On the other hand, it looks as if the commentator

took liberties with his exemplar; for example he turned the verse narrative of the oracle which

is transmitted in the scholia into a prose summary.

The first editor of the papyrus, U. Wilcken, regarded this particular lemma and its

explanation as very decisive for the evaluation of the quality of the whole text. By using the

Schwartz scholia as his only source, he considered every omission or discrepancy in the papyrus

as a clear indication of the copyist's confusion or incompetence. A closer inspection of the

sources, however, is going to refute this approach and show that the mythographical tradition

is very diverse, insofar as Cadmus is concerned.

A comparison of the versions provided by the Euripides scholia and the papyrus with

Apollodorus' Bibliotheca 3,4,1 shows their close vicinity to this very influential mythographical

compendium that relied upon earlier individual writings. As regards the story of Cadmus, in

particular, the narrative of Apollodorus is found also in the scholia D on Iliad B 494, included

in Dindorf's edition of the Homeric scholia (Vol.1). The scholium states that the source of the

story are the Boeotica of Hellanicus (FGrH 4 F51) and the third book of Apollodorus. 1 It is

1 On the relation of the Homeric scholia with Apollodorus see Van Rossum-Steenbeek (1998)
103-1 1(esp.109): "The story on 2,494 closely agrees with Apd. 3,4,1 except for the beginning
and the end. This seems to tally with the subscription where both Apd. and Hellanicus'
Boeotiaca are mentioned ". Furthermore, Van Rossum-Steenbeek points to the tendency of the
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highly likely, according to J. G. Fraser, the editor of Apollodorus, that in this particular story

Apollodorus followed Hellanicus. In the index of Euripides scholia, one can see that Hellanicus

is quoted eight times, Apollodorus not once. It is known, however, that quoting sources by name

is not a practice followed consistently by the scholiasts.

The first objection to the accuracy of the narrative raised by Wilcken refers to the

question that Cadmus poses to the oracle. Most sources, including the scholia, agree that Cadmus

asked the oracle about his sister Europa, and that the god gave him instructions as to where to

found a city instead. Wilcken in a clear cut statement says: "Das verstöBt gegen die gesamte

mythographische Tradition und kann wohi nur auf eine Verwirrung des Excerptors

zurUckgefuhrt werden ...". A close examination of other early accounts of the story, however,

suggests that this is not accurate. In the scholia on Aeschylus Septem 486 we read: "... ó o3v

Káôpoç O&v etc 'EAA.áôa j'zal j €lp&v [tiv Etprrlv] etc Le?4oI)ç ijAOev pijov

iroi KatacJtalrl". Similar versions are found in Latin literature: Ovid Met. III 8-9: "...

Phoebique oracula supplex / consulit et, quae sit tellus habitanda, requirit "; Myth.Vat. 1146

(149 Mai): "Cadmus desperata spe visendi parentis Apollinis oraculum ingreditur sciscitans in

quibus partibus orbis consisteret ". It is reasonable to infer that the papyrus follows a version that

was found in its exemplar, and that the scribe did not invent it himself, as Wilcken supposed.

Another argument against Wilcken'sjudgement is that, in contrast to the scholia which transmit

the narrative of the oracle in its poetical form, the texts quoted above provide simplified prose

forms of the oracle.

Wilcken's prejudice against the papyrus become evident in another case, namely when

we examine the narrative which follows the oracle. The text reads: (19-2 1) "... etta ?.c43&v toy

x{p n aithvl iXOev e[ijç t&ç Oiij3ac tfic BoutIaç Kal. KeL 7teaev i 3oi3ç Kal. Kn.[cJev

êK]€L t&ç &iij3ac". According to Wilcken, "liederlich ist seine Erzahlung, daB Kadmos nach

"Theben" gekommen sei und dort "Theben" gegrUndet habe" and also "der Hohepunkt seiner

Gedankenlosgkeit ". Despite the severeness of Wilcken's expressions, there is indeed another

parallel in the already mentioned Sch. A. Sept. 486: "...iOcv etc efjpac, toOev i 3oôc,

Kat 6 1v Káôoç K€ .r)Kqoev ". An additional and very interesting example will be given

scholia to modify their sources: "On the one hand, the scholia omit several times additional
information or variant versions regarding offspring or parentage found in Apd. ... on the other
hand, many explanations have been added to the stories found in the scholia" (l.c.).
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in the next paragraph, when we move to texts of much later periods. I hope, however, that it has

become clear by now, that so far as the details of the story are concerned, the papyrus text is

closely related to earlier texts. The claim that the copyist changed his exemplar because he did

not understand it or because he tried to be brief to the detriment of important elements of the

myth is not convincing.

-- In addition to the parallels discussed above, the narrative of the papyrus bears similarities

with a later version of the story of Cadmus in the scholia. This version provides a short narrative

about the foundation of Thebes that comes from the prefatory material in codex Monacensis Gr.

560 (C in Dindorf [Vol 3,179], Mn in later editors). Its similarities with our papyrus concern

both content and wording. First of all, this late hypothesis agrees with the papyrus on the issue

of Cadmus' question. 2 Furthermore, it includes the formulation that Wilcken found unacceptable:

"... i&t etc 8ij3ac tOr1Ke Kai. KE 400ó,nioe tàç 8iaç ". Other similarities concerning

the wording give one the impression that what we have here two versions of the same text;

compare: "... ôtou &v ira iy[racq.tévr oot] i oCç &4)' &WtTç, &itavt [o]tàç él'Z€1 KttGOV

tóXtv", with "... ôtou KaOta€1. i 3oüc cztr, zct jtCoov tó)v". Note also the similarities

between "icaI éKE teoev i 3oi3ç czi icrt[oev ic]€ tàç ewpac" and "... Kczl. etc ®ii3aç

OTp(e, K&L ic€i ()Koôó/LrIoe tàç Oi3cz ".

The only striking disagreement between the papyrus and the narrative in Monacensis

concerns etymology. Whereas the papyrus follows the scholia vetera in deriving "Boeotia" from

"I3oi3c", Monacensis etymologises the word "Thebes" from the Syrian equivalent for "oi3c":

Oi3a y&p upwti. ).&yetat i 3oi3ç The Syrian etymology provided by Monacensis is an

argument in favour of the Phoenician origin of Cadmus as opposed to the theory favoured by the

scholia vetera (codd. MTAB) and others, namely that Cadmus was an Egyptian.3

As regards the authority and the sources of the narrative in Monacensis, it is especially

interesting that the same etymology of the name "efij3at" is found also in Ft. M. 450, 41ff. and

Sch. Lyc. 1206:.. .ôOev ô Kôoç iitápwv è?.Ov èv 'EA?.áô tàç 1tta7r5?ouç KtW€

2 On this issue see Vian (1963) 3 1-5: (p.34.)"...Il faut raccorder Ia scholie C aux Phén. 638,
a la scholie A aux Sept 486. Toutes deux, en effet, introduisent deux variantes notables dans 1'
histoire de Cadmos: le héros demande a 1' oracle, non comment ii parviendra a retrouver sa
soeur, mais oi ii doit s'installer...".

For more details on the question of Cadmus'origin see Vian (1963) 32-4.
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'yuyiaç in5Aaç éKáACOe távta irouoaç Ei ôvoia rôv Aiyuwthov O1ôv. wA)Aot 6è

&ith tfic o4aitaoOeCoric rth to Kâôzou oóç 4acn 9iJ3riv tiiv éirthiru?.ov K)LTl0f vat.

EWI3ri yap r 1°ic izarà Th3pouc. According to Mastronarde and Bremer, both the use of Et.M.

or of one of his sources and the general character of the text indicate a learned source. The two

scholars conclude their analysis of the narrative in Monacensis with the assumption that what

we have here is " two consecutive notes from an ancient hypomnema on Phoenissae The

papyrus seems to confirm this assumption.

II. 22-3 v. 640

The explanation of this lemma is almost illegible. Even âôpaatov in 1.22 seems to me

doubtful, so it is pointless to comment on Wilcken's hypothesis that there could be a comparison

between âôpacrrov - aopatov and àôáxotov - àôáiuxtov.

A search in the lexica does not offer anything useful either. A reference to this word can

be found only in Hesychius a 995: àôájicotov àvoirótaicrov and 996: àôájurroc àôá1uxatoç,

avulrotaKtoç. There is nothing similar to the papyrus, though.

On the other hand, the scholia explain àôdtaatov as a&óp1xtov. Furthermore, at the

beginning of 1. 23, Jto can be seen with some certainty and the rest of the traces seem to agree.

It is not unlikely that a form of czitój.uxtov was written here.

II. 23-6 v. 651

In these lines the commentator deals with the story of the birth of Dionysus and his

subsequent rescue by Zeus. This was a popular and well known story in Greek literature and

mythography. Euripides, however, gives a rather different version of the myth. In order to save

the baby from fire, Zeus made ivy grow and surround Dionysus. This was what the Thebans

believed and according to the scholia, this is why they called the god tepttóvtoç.

' Mastronarde and Bremer (1982) 83-4.
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A search in the mythographical sources (Apollodorus' Bibliotheca 3,4,3, Diod. Sic.

4.2.2, Hyginus Fab. 179 and Ovid. Met. ifi 259ff.) offers no reference to this particular detail

of the myth. It is only in Philostr. imag. 114 that we find an analogous representation of

Dionysus. In addition, Pausanias 9,12,4 and E. Antiope fr.203 Nauck2 mention the cult of

Dionysus Perikionios in Thebes as related to the honours given by the locals to a piece of wood

supposed to have fallen from the sky. 5 Of some interest is the reference to this myth in Sch.

E.Or. 1492 (from Thomas Magister): lctooôç tEpW.I€V a&rôv (sc. iLoVUOOV) c1c 4DAaK1V

ôf1Oev, ç KaI. v t4 tpItc ôpájwtt (sc. Phoen.) ot6ç rotv v t4 xop4 j Kdôioç

The scholia vetera inform us that they have drawn their narrative from the work of

Mnaseas of Patara (fr. 18), an Alexandrian scholar, pupil of Eratosthenes. 6 It looks quite certain

that the papyrus contained a similar narrative, which was covering at least the most important

elements of the myth in the same order.

As regards the use of ajc€icáow. as an explanation for VttaE, it is worth quoting from

Hesychius € 3483: évtw€ t& vta lt€pL€aKéltaa€v, the lemma being obviously from

Euripides. The same verb is used in the paraphrase of the passage in the byzantine scholia:

oç 4)150LV C X G)V ALooeo6aL KUKAC)

This short narrative is one of the many we find in the papyrus and shows the practice of

the commentator to confine his explanations to brief but informative summaries of the myths

involved.

11. 26-28	 v.656

This lemma and its explanation were not deciphered by Wilcken. They coincide with the

sch. E. Ph. 656 in the scholia vetera: i'zat yuvativ €(otç: tatç ltEpt tàv ióvuoov

xop€uooatc KaI. to €lot €i&v é Oeyyovatç. It seems that the papyrus contains more

or less the same information with the exception that it specifies these women as Bacchae and that

See Nilsson (1967) 207 and 572. Also Kern (1903) cols.1015-6.

6 For the fragments of Mnaseas see MUller FHG III, pp.149-58 and Mette (1978) 39-40.
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it explains their €io c&v as a hymn to Dionysus.

It is noteworthy that the papyrus bears similarities here with the byzantine scholia. The

latter identify the women as Bacchae and provide an explanation of eio e&v. Sch.E.Ph.656

Dindorf, for instance reads: yuvatav eoLç: Iyouv tatc BdKxcxtc caç ooat d ot,

iyouv € KL Ka)2 &no ot KCzI at4 r4 Atovi5o. In another passage (Sch.638 Dindorf),

the phrase UVLKV tcv ctcov, ijyouv tcv PaKXLKWV is further explained by (note on 23)

tWV t() EDOt - &jtt ôc ijvoç €tc; Atóvuoov -ôouoôv.

Two more points are worth drawing attention to: one is the obvious iotacism in the

lemma (cioIotç) and the other is the very likely supplement àKo).ouOo€4at t4 Aov&x or

BáKX in 1.27.

The lexica do not offer any explanation that would help to decipher the rest or discover

the sources of the already deciphered part.

11. 28-34 v. 657

The new lemma begins in 1.28 and continues until the bottom of the verso. It is now clear

that Wilcken's suggestion for a lemma in 1.29 should be ignored; the same applies to his

conclusion that the scribe inserted in the text the word uibç, a word which is not transmitted by

the manuscripts. It is much more likely that what we have here is a lemma similar to that of the

scholia on v.658: 'Ap€oç b ópov iSXc.

Once again the explanation contains a mythological narrative of the sort we have seen

before in this papyrus. This time it has to do with the story of Cadmus after he arrived in Thebes,

namely his encounter with the dragon, Athena's intervention, the sowing of the dragon's teeth

and the eventual foundation of the city.

The sources for the fight with the dragon are numerous and extend to all the ancient

mythographical sources. Apollodorus is once again the source closer to the papyrus, in the sense

that it gives almost the same information but with different phrasing. Quite surprisingly, though,

the papyrus exhibits many verbal similarities to a narrative in codex Guelferbytanus, manuscript

of a later date, the scholia of which have been edited in Dindorf's edition. It is true that the

deciphered text in the papyrus is not sufficient to give us a full idea of the events narrated. To
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a certain extent, however, the content of the two seems to be identical and to follow the same

sequence of events. In my opinion there are enough verbal similarities to make the idea of mere

coincidence unlikely. These links of the papyrus with a manuscript of late date are very striking

indeed, especially because there is nothing like that when we come to compare the papyrus with

earlier versions of the story -except perhaps perhaps the one by Apollodorus. The whole issue

is going to be discussed further at the end of the chapter when the examination of the lemmata

and their explanations is finished.

II. 36-38	 v. 683

As usual the lemma is longer than the one in the scholia. On the other hand, the

explanation is shorter. Whereas the scholia offer two interpretations of ôuiSvoj.Lot, the papyrus

has only the first of the two, namely that each goddess had one alternative name. Moreover, it

explains the name K6pr by saying that Demeter was the mother of Persephone. This is missing

from the scholia, apparently as self-evident, while the commentator finds it necessary to mention

even trivial details.

A look at the byzantine scholia offers once again useful parallels. The lemma of the

papyrus reads: ôtthvutot O€aC: fl àvoccata'L Kal. èáKouotot fl cd &5o ôvó/Lata ouGczL, 1

yap 1'f KaI. LfL1tT i KcZL 'i llcpo€óvri KczI Kóp1 i a&. Compare the byzantine

scholia: ôuovi3touç ?.éy€t t&ç O€áç f .ôi.& to èKáatfl &So ôvóiatct etvcw tiv t€ y&p

Lirtpa al I'fv ica).ouat, tijv t€ llcpo€óviiv Ka'i. Kópv.fl é7t€Lôi ô5o ijoav ici.I. ôi3o
1

ovopata €xov.

It is of some interest for the study of the scholia recentiora to quote two entries from the

lexica. The first is from Hesychius ô 2051 ôcvupoç tep3óritoc, óvoiaotóç, the other one

from Photius ô 687 ôivujiov ôtaPóitov, óvoj.uxotóv, cpI.rov. This alternative definition

of ôuvupoç has not been accepted by modern commentators but illustrates that some material

in the later scholia had roots in much earlier sources such as lexicography.

11. 38-9	 v. 683
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In the middle of 1.38 the traces of ink that Wilcken read as -vtaL (after our new reading

llepoeóvric) seem to be remains of the strokes indicating the end of an explanation and the

beginning of a new lemma. The reading is not certain but it looks as if the scribe had initially

written at ö which he later corrected into the oblique and vertical strokes.

If a new lemma is accepted, it must have been part of the previous one which was longer,

this time with a new explanation. We have seen this practice again in the case of àôáuxotov

a,uz cited for the first time in 1.14.

As far as the explanation is concerned, this must have contained another interpretation

of Ôuvuuot, somehow associated with the cult of the goddesses in Thebes. The papyrus may

have followed the pattern of the scholi;which offer usually two interpretations.

11. 40-3	 v.687

In his edition, Wilcken had assumed the existence of this new lemma, which he inferred

by the few words of the explanation he deciphered. In addition, he thought he could read

tupoópooç before O€àç, now confirmed with the new examination of the papyrus. In any

case, this is a lemma already existing in the corpus of the scholia. It is interesting that the

papyrus offers the reading rtvpoópouç, not topópouç which is universally adopted by the

modern editors. As the relevant scholium shows, these two variants existed already in antiquity:

"ypthctat aI nipo()ópouc ".

A comparison of the explanation with its counterpart in the scholia vetera shows a certain

degree of similarity, at least so far as the content is concerned. Both stress the double meaning

of itupojx5poç partly on the basis of etymology. We also notice similarities on the level of

phrasing: 7tupo4ópouç ôè €t31c irtpa icti. Kópr1v in the scholia, tiiv llcpoe6viv KUI

Mutpa [poópouç in the papyrus. The rest of the papyrus text, however, is very different

from the scholium, so provision of supplements is quite difficult.

What is striking in 1. 41 is the appearance of the grammatical term ouv€KôoX. It is

really surprising, given that the commentator does not seem to be particularly interested or even

familiar with such a terminology. Furthermore, this grammatical observation is not to be found

in the scholia, or at least not expressed in such a technical manner. Consequently, it would be
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useful to endeavour to specify the meaning and the function of auveKôoXul in this passage and

look for other texts that could facilitate its understanding.

The definition of ouVEKôoXil in LSJ9 is as follows: "understanding one thing with

another.., an indirect mode of expression, when the whole is put for a part or vice versa ". In the

passage under discussion one can find two cases of this schema, both attested by ancient sources.

At first, itupo4ópoc means the one who brings itupôç, wheat. It is very often found in Homer

in the form mpo46poc &poupa. Eustathius (907,43-4) comments on one of these instances (M

314): .. j ôè ,tupo46poc &poupa tv &XGç a'rc€ppxto6pov ç i ,itpouc ôio. The

implication is that with the same word one understands simultaneously wheat and all sorts of

cereals. The expression K ppouc is an equivalent for ouv€KôoX, as other examples in

Eustathius show (® 239, A 529). In Hesychius s.v. OUV€KÔO X ii we find the same explanation:

ôtctv ttç àicô p.ipouc itapaAaf3.

The second case of OUV€KÔOXi1 in the expression in.po4ópouç øc&ç is associated with

the roles the ancient Greeks attributed to Demeter and Persephone. It was only Demeter whose

main function was to provide people with wheat. Perseph one was the wife of Hades and not the

patron of agriculture. In a broader context, however, she could also be considered as taking part

in her mother's activities. Whereas the scholia vetera do not mention that at all, the byzantine

scholia have a clear statement (Sch. E. Ph.687 Dindorf): f itup4ópouç tàç icapcxoi3oac toy

otov. et y&p i'ai. póv iitrp Tap&ev, &AA& i€t' a&tfic KcL1 taiStrv ouvAaev

(Gu.Bar.). In order to make the phrase in the papyrus clearer, we should turn to Eustathius once

again. In his comment on A529 (145,4) where we find another analysis of a ouv€KôoX, he

writes: " êv ôè t "Kuavaç êit' ó4p3atv "	 6Aq vocrat K€(j)&11 àitO jiépouc

cYUVCKÔOXLKcA)c KXL Kat& oA?.ritv, cç 01 TEX VL KO C 4aat &à tO OuV€KÔCX€GOat K&L

ouXAa43av€aOaL tatç ôpi5at tv ó?.rv K€()a)flv, 67r€p êotiv roov ouv€Kôorç ijtot

oucoç ". It is worth mentioning also Hesychius s.v. ouveKôoxuc ou 1vttu'z. The

use of ou??.ai43áv€tv in both these sources demonstrates that the byzantine scholium on

tupoópouç Oeàç refers to a auvEKôoX and accordingly that our papyrus made a similar

remark first in a much earlier period. When compared to the first possibility of a OUVEKÔOXI1

mentioned in the previous paragraph, this second one seems to me more likely.

As regards 1.42, the papyrus is offering the double etymology of the adjective

tupo46poc in agreement with the scholia. Though it is difficult to restore the whole line, a
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definition of avvcKôoX in Choeroboscus' ll€pI. Tpótcov (Rhet. Gr. ifi, 248, 11-2), however,

presents an analogous structure by using exactly the same pronoun, &t€poç: UV€KÔOXI CGtL

?.tç ôt' tpou Kal. tepov OUV€KÔTOUO(X v6TpX.

The last line of the explanation (43) is very difficult to decipher; the impression one gets

is that of letters squeezed next to each other, in order to make room for as much text as possible.

I think that I can read tupo4xSpotx êiz&.ouv 6€àç éit [ct&i but this is far from certain. It would

agree, however,wi4h the versions of the scholia referring to the torches lit in honour of Demeter:

"7cupoópouç ô ctrt€ iinitpa KaI Kóprv, 7t€l ôôooiat a&ralc yCvovtat..." (MTAB)

or "itup4ópouç ôè KaAc, &rtcMi êv vit't yvovcv t2v .woti]pCv ot puoi3t€vot rti3p

4€pov...".

Conclusions

Since it was first edited in 1933, the papyrus Wurzburg 1 has been regarded as a text of

low quality compiled for educational purposes by a person without scholarly abilities or even

common sense. To quote from the preface of the first edition by Wilcken (p.9): "Ich hatte aus

diesen und anderen Beobachtungen den SchiuB gezogen, daB wir eine Epitome vor uns hätten,

und zwar, wie ich meinte, aus einem Kommentar. Schwartz dagegen folgerte... daB wir vielmehr

eine Privatarbeit eines mittelmäBigen Schulmeisters vor uns haben, der sich << aus einem mit

Scholien versehenen Exemplar der Phoenissen das ausgeschrieben hat, was ihm gefiel, ohne

sich an den Wortlaut zu halten >> ". This negative attitude is due mainly to the absence from the

papyrus of quotations from earlier scholars, its rather arbitrary selection of lemmata and its

insistence on mythological narratives in a simple, not very elegant language.

Although the criticism is to a certain extent justified, a closer examination of the papyrus

in relation to the ancient and the byzantine scholia shows a few positive elements and allows for

a more balanced evaluation of the text.

First of all, despite the limited number of lemmata and the short explanations that seem
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to paraphrase and abridge those transmitted by the scholia, in some cases the papyrus offers

more. As examples I could mention the narrative about the oracle at Dodone (11.53-7) and the

story of the Calydonian boar (11.77-86). At the same points, the scholia vetera make very brief

remarks. It is obvious that the commentator had a fuller and richer version of the scholia (or

rather their sources) in his hands. Furthermore, it is indicative of his method that he tried to

include more than one version in his accounts of the myths. He introduced them with the

expressions: ttvèç ).&younv (1.84), VXot (1.61) or ot ôè ).cyOuaLV (1.55). On the other hand,

one cannot maintain that the commentator was not interested in grammatical problems at all,

since in a couple of cases the point is purely lexicographical (1.58: ç ôtfip€ç oxcctov, 1.52:

ôO€v tI t&lcztóç and 11.4 1-2 about auvcKôo%i). It is striking, however, that a large part of his

commentary is occupied by short mythological narratives of nearly the same size which

summarize the stories mentioned in the play, a fact which confirms the view that the

commentator's main interest is mythology7.

A second very important point in the study of the papyrus is its links to the so-called

byzantine scholia or scholia recentiora. As Wilcken informs us in the preface of his edition, it

was with E. Schwartz's help that he managed to decipher many almost illegible bits of the text.

It was also Schwartz who provided the papyrus with the most important supplements. No doubt

all this study was completed by consulting the corpus of the scholia vetera which had been edited

by the famous scholar in the last decades of the nineteenth century. A look at the commentary

after the main text demonstrates clearly that this was the only source for Wilcken's edition. On

the other hand, in two instances Wilcken found similarities to the later scholia. In the first case

(11.69-75), he made use of the WolfenbUttler hypothesis which he found in Nauck's edition of

Euripides, while in the second one (1.65) he refers to an explanation which " stimmt wörtlich

Uberein mit dem SchluB eines jUngeren Scholions " also edited by Schwartz. In neither of these

G. Arrighetti in Entretiens (1994) 134 suggested that "ii fatto è che questo testo veniva
utilizzato come raccolta di narrazioni mitologiche (totopia) tratte da un hypomnema e poco
interessava la sua connessione con le Fenicie di Euripide". See H. Maehler's reply ibid. 135:
"Ich möchte in P. WUrzb. 1 nicht eine Sammiung von icopCai. sehen, sondern einen
Kommentar, oder zumindest Teile eines Hypomnema aus folgenden GrUnden: 1) Neben
Mythologischem enthält er auch Worterklarungen... 2) Die Reihenfolge der Lemmata des
P.Wurzb. lfolgt im aligemeinen dem Euripidestext, bis auf die Lemmata 606, 24, 43, 90; die
beiden letzgenannten Erklärungen sind gerade keine iotopCat".
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cases nor anywhere else in his commentary did he refer to Dindorf's edition of the scholia,

which included scholia both vetera and recentiora.

As has been seen in our comments on individual lemmata, very often the papyrus exhibits

surprising similarities to the byzantine scholia. These similarities extend beyond the content to

the level of individual words and expressions. One interesting example is the Oedipus story in

11.69-76. Whereas the scholia have a short and very different version, the papyrus agrees

considerably with the hypothesis in the codex Guelferbytanus. This was a long mythological

narrative written by Thomas Magister in the fourteenth century and for that reason it has not

been edited in modern editions. 8 Another example one can mention is the story of the

Calydontan boar (11.77-86). Here the scholia vetera say nothing about the events which precede

and follow the hunt. On the other hand, the long narrative in the papyrus is very close to the ones

by Apollodorus 1,8,2 and Zenobius (Cent.V 33). The byzantine scholia offer a shorter version;

it is striking, though, that there are once again strong similarities, mainly on the level of

grammar and syntax. Moreover, unlike the earlier Greek sources, these later scholia offer an

etymology of the name of the boar which seems to have existed also in the exemplar of the

papyrus (1.80). The scribe left a blank space, possibly because his exemplar was illegible at this

point.9

When it comes to the question of the manuscripts from which most of the so-called

byzantine scholia have been drawn, the most important appears to be codex Guelferbytanus

(WolfenbUttel, Gud.Gr.15/l4th cent.). Before Schwartz the editors of the Euripidean scholia

relied very much on this manuscript which they considered to be of great authority.' 0 According

to Mastronarde and Bremer (p.15), it is especially interesting for its scholia "which are a

compilation of Moschopoulean elements and Thoman with some admixture of old scholia and

material of uncertain origin". This description is confirmed to a certain extent by all the above

mentioned similarities to the WUrzburg papyrus and accordingly to ancient exegesis. It is only

natural that the discussion comes to the role of these byzantine scholars such as Thomas

8 See Mastronarde and Bremer (1982) 84. This hypothesis can be seen in Dindorf's edition
of the scholia on Phoenissae (vol.3, pp.5-iD).

On the possible causes for the disorder of the lemmata cf. Maehler (1994) 109-11.

'° See Turyn (1957) 20-2.
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Magister, Triclinius and Moschopoulos, whose work is represented in such late manuscripts. It

is very common among modem scholars to consider their work mainly as product of their own

thought only, somehow not connected to the earlier philological sources. So, one cannot but be

surprised when one discovers that part of the material in their scholia came from earlier

centuries, even directly and without the intervention of codices veteres. A very indicative

example of this has been studied by W. S. Barrett and deals with Moschopoulos and his epitome

of Euripides' Phoenissae in comparison to P. Oxy. 2544 and 2455.11 Two of his conclusions are

worth mentioning. The first refers to the byzantine recensions: (p.68) "no recension produces

its text out of thin air: it uses manuscript sources. A reading found first in a recension may have

originated in that recension, but may equally have been inherited by it from its manuscript

sources". The second deals with the epitome: (p.58) "We now have, therefore, papyrus

fragments of the epitome ranging over the whole of the ancient text; and it is evident that the

Moschopoulean version is far closer to that text than is the version found in the principal

medieval manuscripts" and later on (p.68): "Moschopoulos' source was not only independent

of the source used by earlier manuscripts but was far superior".

It would be appropriate at this stage to go back to the Cadmus story and remember the

supposition made by Mastronarde and Bremer that the version transmitted by the byzantine

scholia was originally excerpted from an ancient hypomnema on Phoenissae. The same can be

more or less maintained for the Thoman hypothesis on the same play. The part of this hypothesis

which refers to Oedipus has been shown to be close to the Oedipus narrative in the papyrus

(11.69-75). As regards other similar cases concerning hypotheses, the one on Alcestis entitled

t1cc ápxou by Triclinius has been found by Turner to have ancient origins on the basis of

similarities of phrasing to the fragmentary hypothesis of Alcestis in P.Oxy. 27.2457 from the

early second century' 2. Zuntz in his discussion of the various types of hypotheses speaks in

favour of the continuity of such material at least for "three or four if not seven or eight centuries

before Thomas	 The Wurzburg papyrus agrees roughly with this chronological pattern.

' Barrett (1965) 58-71.

12 See also in Haslam (1975), esp.152-3.

13 Zuntz (1955) 129-52, esp.134 with n.2 and 140-2.
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To conclude with a general remark, the severe judgements of Wilcken and Schwartz

seem to be unfair and not entirely correct. The weak points of the papyrus commentary are

counterbalanced by an amount of clearly scholarly material drawn probably from a trustworthy

exemplar in the mainstream Euripidean exegesis of late antiquity. This is confirmed by many

links to earlier sources but also by the surprising reappearance of some material in the much later

byzantine scholia. Furthermore, the "peculiarities" of the papyrus (simple language, lack of

learned citations and insistence on mythological topics) may be due to the purposes for which

it was compiled, very likely those of education.
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The papyri of Sophocles

P. Oxy. 1805 (1471 Pack2)

	

	
Late second century

Sophocles, Trachiniae

Frs. 6-10

àyo]pa ovv€[ipcovov

A€tjpuwt mut[a

a1o1pct voiioat (&L to €it .]etztvoç (6potoa?

[t}v tatôcz [ôouvat] KUflOV oc € Xo[ ?cxoc
	

360

[€yJ.Xiia [tKpov] LtLV 0' eto[i.wzaaç

[ctLJatpatE[u€t iatpth]a tri v tau[tllc cv i

[to]v Eupvto[v tovô ec] ôcoto[etv Opovcov

Fr. 15 Col. i

I

I

[twç ettcç ü rtai. toy itap avOpoTtwv]

I

I

[[apvav6pc.tou1]	 744
[[Ap(toro4xzvllc?)JJ

P. Oxy.1805 consists of several fragments from Trachiniae. On the basis of the hand and

especially that of the cursive marginalia, the first editors, Grenfell and Hunt, dated the papyrus

to the late second century AD. Accentuation and punctuation are frequent and it seems that,

apart from the first hand, a corrector is responsible for some of them. Two more scraps published

later as P. Oxy.3687 belong to the same roll but they do not offer any marginal notes.

The first cursive note is placed in the upper margin of the column which contains 11.360-

87 (fr.6-10). Unfortunately its largest part is missing. What is left, however, allows us to identify

a quotation from 1.372 of the play: ai taita iro)AoI rpôc Jofl TpatvCov / ayop

ouv€xouov aa3twç épo't. as well as a reference to 1.188: év ou0cp€ ?€LJUVL 7tpO
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7roA?.o)ç Opoet / ACxac 6 K11)U ta&ra. If the supplements are correct, the meaning of the

third line is the following: "with &yop& one should understand a gathering in the meadow". The

scholia vetera on 1.372 offer an explanation of the word àyop as àOpoCojan which at first

sight seems insignificant and unrelated to the marginal note. It will be shown later on that they

both refer to the same problem, a problem which arises from a careful reading of the text.

Line 372 is part of the messenger's speech explaining to Deianeira Lichas'

announcements to a crowd of Trachinians. The event took place " irpôç jéo TpatvCcov

àyop ", in the middle of the market place of Trachis if one follows the most common

translation'. In his first appearance on stage, however, and during his first account of the events

the messenger referred to the location of Lichas' speech as follows: èv ouOep€i ?ctpivt tpôç

to?).oiç Opo€ Aixac 6 icfpu tcthta, "in the meadow where the cows graze in the summer".

Obviously here there is a self-contradiction which did not escape the careful eye of the ancient

reader and annotator.

The exact meaning of the word ouOcp is not clear and several suggestions have been

made both by ancient as well as modern commentators. 2 In ancient lexicography Hesychius

explained in ô890: ouO€p€v èv ) 3óeç Oipouc (7p VLOVtL and the lemma has been

attributed to Diogenianus and possibly back to the latter's source, Didymus (Did., p.106

Schmidt). Despite the vagueness of the adjective, however, it remains certain that the poet

referred definitely to a place outside the city of Trachis, somewhere in the fields.

On the other hand the problem is solved when we examine carefully the meaning of the

word &yopà. The ancient lexicographers give extensive definitions of it and indicate the double

meaning it could have in different contexts. Interestingly enough, most offer very similar

explanations: Hesychius a 724: àyopi éiathoCa. a&th to áOpoWJLcZ. KcZ. 6 tótoç K&L 6

Aóyoç; EM auctum 160 àyopá al a&th tO Opowta aI 6 tótoc Kat 6 Aóyo, probably

both from Apollonius Soph. 4,15 Bekker s.v. àyopá: i êKK).1101a tO 7C?1Ooç Kal 6 tótoç Kat

tO ouváOpotcrpxx. Apollonius' source could possibly be Apion s.v. àyopr e' tO y tóiov tijç

1 H.Lloyd-Jones in his Loeb edition, vol.! (Cambridge, Mass. and London 1994) translated
the passage as "in the centre of the market place".

2 See Jebb (1892) 60, Kamerbeek (1959) 67, Rougemont (1983) 285-89, Easterling (1982)
101 and Davies (1991) 97.
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éKK)Tla1ac. K&L tO itAOoc. K&L tv [3ou?v... Finally Orion 27,5: âyuptç: tO Opotcp.a at

1 êK1C,JGCcj... After all this evidence it becomes clear that there is no contradiction between the

two passages from Trachiniae, provided that with àyopà in 1.372 we understand "gathering of

citizens". In fact, this is exactly what the scholia vetera implied by glossing àyop& as

&Opotapix. The annotator of the papyrus seems to have given the same interpretation, although

there can be no certainty about the exact wording of the marginal note in 1.3.

Modern commentators have dealt with the problem but they have not reached a

unanimous interpretation. They seem to balance between the two meanings; public place, market

place on one hand, gathering of citizens on the other. 3 As Easterling briefly says: "tpbç po

àyop need not conflict with év ouOcp€t X€Lj)vL of 188: the details are in any case left

vague, and àyop& can mean both a place where people meet and the assembled people

themselves."

Considering the general character of the marginal note in question, it is interesting to see

that the use of the verb VO€V in all its grammatical forms is quite common in the corpus of the

scholia. A look at the index of the scholia on Sophocles as well as on Euripides shows that ô€

voetv belongs to the terminology used in ancient exegesis. 5 This, of course, is not an indication

of scholarly origin; it would be equally possible to attribute it to the vocabulary of the classroom.

LEt voev was often used to explain or point out to the readers the movement and behaviour of

the actors on stage or other details that the poet had left out as superfluous. Such scholia can

sometimes be simplistic and naive, possibly proper to a school environment. 6 Its case, therefore,

should be examined separately and on its own merits. One should also pay attention to the

common practice of annotators to point out inconsistencies within a text and to their attempts

to explain them. As a close parallel from our material, I could mention the marginal note in PSI

1192 that follows, where the annotator stresses the similarity of two passages from the same

Kamerbeek (1959) 99.

Easterling (1982) 123.

5 E.g. Sch. Soph. Ajax 860, OC 115 and 163 and sch. Eur.Or.156.1, 218 and Eur.Ph.10 and
690.

6 See Meijering (1987) 129: ".. but there are also some (sc. scholia) which take the viewpoint
of the reader, making explicit what he must (ô€) imagine as happening".
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play, one from the prologue, the other from a lyric part, this time illustrating not an

inconsistency but the consistency of the poet's descriptions.

In the margin of fr.15 col.1, the second hand has written a variant to the word

àvOpircov that stood in the text (1.744). The variant was àvOptou and is not attested in any

other of our known sources. It attracts more of our attention, however, since it is attributed to

a certain Ap ( ). This abbreviation seems more likely to stand for Aristophanes of Byzant*han

Aristarchus or Aristonicus.7 The variant has not been adopted by any of the modern editions and

was also crossed out in the papyrus. The last word of the line was also deleted probably by

mistake too. This had been written by the first hand as tczpcov under the influence of

ltap' &vOpc.nrv that preceded. It was the corrector's hand that changed it into the correct form

taOv.8

It is unfortunate that the remains of the papyrus have not preserved more of the marginal

annotation it probably had in its complete form. The marginal note and the varia lectio that

survive indicate a good level of scholarship, especially an acquaintance with the work of

Aristophanes of Byzarur one of his successors..

PSI 1192 ( 1467 Pack2 )

	

	
Second century

Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus

Cot. I

Opi] [.]ov airo€vov opov £Lu)O€aav yap ta iaOa. . . a a1tv

€tc cliv OaAaooav x(at) oinl(po;) AE(y€t) KL €Lç aXa Auac EkLAAov. . . . v.

Kp,1ta	 €it apwt€pa

177	 aicav itpo[........]Oeou	 eo(.... .)6€oucouàthou

coy toAtç a[........

Cf. Soph. Ich. 143 (col.6,5) 'Ap(totodvc?) and McNamee (1981a) 10 and n.16 with
examples of similar abbreviations in the other papyri of Sophocles.

8 See Jackson (1955) 224.
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vi€a[.]€y[. . . .]a tpoç ,t€ô(ot

Oavatcx[. . .]aK€ttaL avotKt()ç

[.1 v ôcz[ .....]7r0?..LaL

t €tt pa[.....]a[.]ta[

tczpa 1[

PSI 1192 is a fragment of two columns from a papyrus roll of Oedipus Tyrannus. The

editor of P. Oxy.2 180 suggested that they both come from the same roll on the basis of the

handwriting, the number of lines to the column and other features. PSI 1192, however, has the

advantage of preserving more of the original margin so that we can actually see that the text was

also annotated with plenty of marginalia. The presence of a X next to 1.177 shows that the scribe

made reference to a commentary for a more detailed discussion of a problematic or interesting

element in the verse, probably similar to the note in the right margin. A more careful study of

the marginalia will prove that their origin and sources are to be found in commentaries of a

remarkable level of scholarship.

In the top margin of the fragment, just above col. 1, there is an extensive marginal note

written in three lines. It starts with the lemma "0p1tKtov àitó€vov ópjzov" from 11.196-7:

cZ ' éç tàv àitóevov ôpj.uov (ópzov codd.) / Op1jtKtov i5&ova. These verses have not

survived in the papyrus which breaks after 1.190. The first observation one can make about the

lemma refers to its slightly modified word order, so that the syntax comes closer to that of prose.

It seems unlikely that this was the wording of the main text. After some space left blank to

indicate the transition from lemma to explanation, the explanation starts with a general statement

about the ancient custom to which the Chorus hints at: "€iOcaav yap ta KaOapta(?)

á)ELV ciç tqv OáAaooav". It goes on with a quotation from Homer A 314: i'za't €iç àAa

?5!1Lzt' a?Xov. The explanation finishes with a series of undeciphered letters as well as two

words in the middle of 1.3 unrelated to one another: i'zprltac and eltaput€pa.

The scholia on 1.196 do not offer anything similar to the remarks made in the papyrus.

There is only an attempt to give the exact location of the Thracian coast mentioned by the

Chorus: etr ' ç toy àird€vov: ta tOy a?ioôrlooóv 4rat ItEpl ôv iotopetat ito?..X&
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vauáyta yCveciOat. Moreover the adjective à7róevoc is glossed as ôuoeCp€poc 9. It seems

that the note of the papyrus is more profound and more relevant to what the poet intended to

show.

A look at the scholia on Homer, however, and more specifically on the line quoted in the

marginal note (A 314) presents two slightly different versions of the same scholium, which in

turn are very near to that of the papyrus: i. t& teptttjiczta etc ti'v &ptvtov Oá).aooav

á?J.ouot. Kat Eiputiôiic (IT 1193). ii. àteKaOaCpovto Kat etc tv Oá?..atrav r&

teptttoiata 1a1 KaOapaara 3&.Aov. The editor of the scholia attributes the first version

to the category of scholia exegetica and the second one to the so-called scholia D and with a

question mark to Didymus himself.

A whole series of later sources, both scholia and lexica, seems to reproduce the homeric

scholium either in full or partly. From a chronological point of view, of course, it is obvious that

the papyrological evidence is closer to the Hellenistic scholarship, whereas we know that later

texts such as the byzantine lexica were copied from one another and augmented with lots of new

material from late antiquity. On the other hand, some of the sources of later lexica and

monographs date back to the Alexandrian and early Roman scholarly activities, and in this

respect their information can be invaluable. We find for example in Et.Gen. 1065 s.v.

àiro?uciIv€o8at: ... ia tà ItEpLCtLata etc tv à7rptttov Oá?.aooczv aAAetat dç

EipiitIôric (IT 1193)... and Eustathius 108,29: etc tiv à7tépvrtov oiv aot tà 1tEptttLata

cX)ov. Also in sch. Ar. P1.656: etOtoto y&p toç àpxaiotc	 iaOaIpev toiç

$c)cnwJwvouç () KczI vOirpoc "d c &Aa ?.i5JLctv' 43aAAov".

It is worth noting that there are some possible links between two homeric glossaries

preserved on papyrus which give glosses on the Homeric lines in question and the scholiastic and

lexicographical tradition. The glossaries are P. Strass. inv.33 (Pack2 1163) and P. Palau Rib.

inv.147. Both explain the verb àiro).u1.wtiveoOat as à7toKaOap€aOaL, the same gloss

appearing both in the Homeric scholia as cited above, Et. Gen. bc. cit., Hesychius a 6469 and

Ap. Soph. 38,11. Moreover, ?5icta is once again explained as KaOapfLata or

a7toKaO [apwztcz, similarly to the Homeric scholia. It would be useful at this point to quote

Cf. Strabo 7.298 (7.3.6): "...Kcti. KaXeuOczt (sc. tv Od)attav taiStrv) wAevov ôt&
to ôuoXCtpEpoV Kal. tTV ayPLOtTIta tG)V 7reptOtKOl3Vtc)V é6vv".
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Hesychius A 1406: Ai3a KczOapLa and sch. S.00 805: A131ux Ká0apa which, V. de Marco,

the editor of the scholia vetera on Oedipus at Colonus, regards as coming from Didymus'

TpayLKii Aétç (Praef. p. XVIII). Also Hesychius A 1412: Ai5jiat ' [3aAAow tàç àKaOapoCac

3aAAov from the scholia on A 314.

From the examination of the first marginal note, one can draw two important

conclusions: the first relates to the origin of the note,which must have been a commentary on

Oedipus Tyrannus, probably scholarly. The fact that it is introduced by a lemma from the text

is an important factor in favour of this assumption. Moreover, the quotation from Homer which

aims at enriching the discussion of the passage shows that the explanation does not belong to the

trivial ones often to be found in the margins of papyri. Although it does not mention the

geographical location of the Thracian coast under discussion, as the scholia do, it treats another

aspect of the problem which is equally, if not more, important for the interpretation of the

passage.

The second point that the marginal note raises is its association with the Homeric scholia.

It is difficult to establish the exact nature of the relationship between the source of the note (a

commentary on Sophocles, as stated in the previous paragraph) and the various layers of the

scholia on the Iliad. Erbse, the editor of the scholia, attributed the first version of the scholium

on A 314 to the scholia exegetica'° and the second one to the scholia D or Didymus. The scholia

exegetica are considered products of post-Hellenistic scholarship, whereas the history of scholia

D goes back to pre-Hellenistic times. Despite the fact that the relation to Didymus cannot be

proved, there are, however, indications in favour of his involvement in the creation of the

specific scholium. Given Didymus' strong presence in the scholia on Sophocles, especially those

on Oedipus at Colonus," as well as his influence and contribution to the later lexica, it is very

likely that he is behind all the evidence and parallels mentioned already above, including the

marginal note in question. Moreover, the existence of a similar scholium on Aristophanes'

Plutus 656, where the contribution of Didymus is beyond doubt too, adds another strong

argument to our hypothesis about the origin of the note.

'° For the scholia exegetica see H. Erbse (ed.), Scholia Graeca in Homeri iliadem I (Berlin
1969) XJI-XI[TI.

See V. de Marco's remark about sch. OC 806 as mentioned above.
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Next to 1.1 of col.I stands a short note referring to 1.177 of the text: àicr&v ltpbg

êoitépou O€oi3. We have already mentioned the presence of X in the left margin as probably

indicating the discussion of this verse in a separate commentary on the play. The note starts with

the lemma "&iirpou Ocoi3" and then follows a very brief explanation, "too &tôou". This

particular use of the adjective olt€poç which identifies the god from the West with Hades is

not attested elsewhere. LSJ s.v. &Tlt€poç quotes this passage and explains as "the god of

darkness, i.e. Hades or death". A look at the ancient lexica shows no reference at all to this

specific explanation, for example: Suda E 3184 èoitiptoç 6 ôuotizóç, Heychius € 6301

O7tCpLC ôutKa jiépri and € 6308 ar€poc 6 àotip. In his commentary on the play Dawe

found this use of the word strange: "The "western god" must be Hades, though this is not a

normal description of him" 2. Sophocles seems to have used a very unusual expression indeed,

since there are no parallels for it in extant literature. The only explanation one can think of is

some Egyptian influence. For the Egyptians the god of death was placed in the West by the

Ocean, where the Sun finishes and starts his day-journey. The scholia vetera, on the other hand,

explain very briefly: êacpou O€oi3 toO Athou rciI. It is very interesting that this

interpretation of a unique and obscure phrase occurs only in the scholia and the papyrus. One

may argue that for the Alexandrian scholars it would not be so difficult to identify in Sophocles

an element of Egyptian religion with which they must have been quite familiar.

A few lines further down column I and again in the right-hand margin, there is another

marginal note referring to 11.183-4 of the play: "év ô' &OXOL ito?.tat r C7CI. 1Lat PE c / aKtaV

1tápa ov â).Xo0€v â)a". Here the Chorus describes the situation of desperate mothers

and wives assembled round the altars of the gods mourning and asking for protection. The

scholia vetera offer only two linguistic remarks on this passage. The marginal note of the

papyrus, however, contains a reference to the prologue of the play and compares the situation

described there with the one here. The editor failed to identify the reference but it is clear that

this was in 11.19-20 of the Priest' s speech: "ó/iotov toç itpo)[e]yovotç I to ô' â]X?.o

[i3Aov ]éeat€jv[ov / àyopaIot ]0aiz[€, itpdç te llczAAáôoç ôtrt).otç / vaoç,

IajrvoO te JLavt€Iq cntoô4". It is interesting but perhaps without any further significance

that this note is not accompanied by a lemma from the text.

12 Dawe(1982) 110.
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As regards now the nature and value of the marginal note, one can find out easily that

it belongs to a category of scholia which are not uncommon at all. In fact, there are several

examples both in papyri and the scholia where the annotator or scholiast discovers references

to similar passages from the same text in order to point out discrepancies or continuity of ideas.

As a case of discrepancy, I have already mentioned P.Oxy. 1805 and the problem of the location

of Lichas' speech in pp. 2-3; much more strikingly, in the scholia on OT 187, that is just a few

lines below the passage our papyrus deals with, we find a reference to a case of similarity. The

Chorus says: 7tai2,v ôè ?.átct crrovó€ooá t€ yfpvç ôjww).oç. The schoijast makes the

following remark: "...toi3to ôè ôotóv éott <t> "ôoi ôè 'tatávv tE KaL orcvay/.Latov

"(1.5)". He compares the situation described by the Chorus in the parodos with what Oedipus

says in his opening speech. Once again, what is illustrated here is a continuity in some elements

of ancient exegesis throughout the centuries.

After this presentation and study of the three marginal notes, it has become clear, I

believe, that PSI 1192 is a papyrus of considerable importance for the history and stages of

transmission of Sophoclean exegesis. Together with P. Oxy.2 180, which we will examine next,

they constitute a papyrus roll of high quality with reliable text and a series of marginalia very

close to the Alexandrian scholarship. It is unfortunate that very little of the margins survives,

especially in P. Oxy.2 180. From what we have it is clear that the text transmits several good

readings and that the marginal notes were excerpted from a scholarly commentary much richer

than the scholia of the byzantine manuscripts.'3

13 On the textual value of P.Oxy.2180 and therefore PSI 1192 see also H. Lloyd-Jones and
N. G. Wilson (eds.), Sophoclisfabulae, OCT (Oxford 1990) vi: "Though we cite their (scil.of
the papyri) readings from time to time they do not require special mention here. The exception
is P. Oxy.2 180, which thanks to a recent re-examination by W. S. Barrett, has been found to
contain several valuable readings".
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P. Oxy. 2180 ( 1466 Pack2 )
	

Second century

Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus

Frr. 10-11

[i'at a	 it)]r [u1rpoc t€] Kat ato otou ltarpoç	 417

tot €1Z y ]ric t[ciôc ôctvo]touç apcz

[13?€itovta v]uv i[€v opO €it]ctta ôe OKOtOW

[ou yap tt a r1ôr1 4apa cvrao}vt ' €tEL	 433

[oxo)t U LXV 0LKOU touç E ILOU €G]t€LXLXILT1V

P. Oxy.21 80 consists of numerous fragments from a papyrus roll containing Oedipus

Tyrannus'4. On the basis of the hand it has been dated by its editor to the second century AD.

There were twenty lines to the column with ample margins. Its main features are unsystematic

accentuation and punctuation but also a careful bookhand which give the impression of an

edition of high quality. This impression will be strengthened after the study of the marginalia

and the evaluation of the readings of the main text. As has already been stated (pp. and), it

probably belonged to the same roll as PSI 1192. They both have many features in common,

including hand and layout.

Since very little of the original margin has been preserved, there are only two marginal

notes, both of them very short. They appear in frr.10-1 1 of the papyrus. The first one, Xa).€()

EltO[ refers to 1.418 of the play: é) 7tOt ' K yfç tjoôe ôctvótouç àpá. Although the

decipher .ment is not certain, as the editor also admitted, there can hardly be any doubt that this

was a gloss, a short explanation of the word ôei.vótouç from the text and that it should be read

as xa?.€1tc ropvr1.

The scholia on 1.417 give a rather different explanation: ànt?.i] i ê àj4otpcv

' 4 Fragments 3 9,46 and 48 were identified and placed ("misplaced", according to Barrett as
quoted in Lloyd-Jones and Wilson (1997)49) by Brunner (1986) 295, most of the rest by
W.S.Barrett, as Lloyd-Jones and Wilson (1990) 82-3 inform us again.
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CXaUVOOOa, 1 èKatcp(OO€V irAijttouoa, K r€ 7tarpbç Kal zrtp6ç ô€ivótouç ôè i ôtà tv

itoôcv &oç é,xrotoi3oa. We find this definition repeated in the ancient lexicography: Suda

342 ôetv6tou àpá: i ôi.à tG)v 7ro&v ô€oc éirotoika (see also A 1753 s.v.

Also Hesychius a 4083 s.v.à4titAtW KaCpu)OEV t)000uoa. ooifç OtôCroôi.

Tupávv, from Diogenianus according to Latte.' 5 Thomas Magister on 11.417-21: ... ôctvóitouç

ôè ôtà tO KKÜ) tépca0at irpOc ofç ày tcu4)O1j. LSJ translates likewise, "with terrible

foot". It seems that Thomas' interpretation is much closer to the real meaning of the adjective

than the other sources and the scholia vetera. Did he have access to a better sourpe or was it his

own idea? Modern commentators do not offer anything significantly different.'6

Another careful look at the ancient lexica, however, shows that other compounds with

the adjective ô€tvOç are explained in a way quite similar to that of the papyrus. Suda i 341

explained the verb ôctvo7taOc as ô€LV(A bet, a)€irà itáact. The same explanation

appears in Hesychius ô 507 and Photius ô 127. The original source of all these is Synagoge and

Cyrillus. Although the gloss of the papyrus is still unparalleled, it seems now that it was not

completely unusual to gloss the adjective &tvbç as xaAcrrOc. The compound ô€tvóitouç would

then acquire its appropriate meaning, namely 'the one who follows or attacks angrily and

cruelly'. Finally, one could think of a different supplement for the gap, perhaps xaA€(itGc)

which has roughly the same meaning as êirojvr. In any case, the marginal gloss

explains the adjective ôctvóTtouç more satisfactorily than the scholia and most ancient sources.

The second note is a variant referring to a word from 1.433. Given that in the papyrus the

relevant part of the verse is missing, one cannot be sure about which form of the verb stood in

the text. The editor printed i1i.ôr in the margin and suggested the form i1ôr1 for the main text.

On the other hand, it becomes clear from the critical apparatus of recent editions that itôr1 is

only attested by the papyrus and Par.Gr.2884 (once associated with Thomas Magister) and that

the rest of the tradition has the reading fjô€t or ô€tv. Therefore, it is natural to assume that this

latter form stood in the text. The interesting thing is that the annotator provided the text with a

15 This was included by M. Schmidt among the fragments of Didymus p.98. Similarly
tavi5irouç from Ajax 837 and Hesychius s.v.tavi5iroôaç'Eptvi3ç as Did. p.101.

16 Dawe (1982) 135: "The -touç compound suggests to the mind an identity between
the 'Apà and the 'Eptvi3, for KcZJLqJulCOOç... are all epithets of the latter".
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varia lectio apparently drawn from a very good edition. There are three more instances where

the papyrus gives readings preferable to those of the manuscript tradition (1.417, 461 and 531

where the omission of the line in the papyrus has been adopted by modem editors).' 7 In the first

case it was the corrector who introduced the reading adopted by Lloyd-Jones and Wilson in their

edition.

To sum up, as has been stated at the beginning of the examination of P.Oxy.2180, it

seems that this was a text of very good quality not only because of its layout but also because

of the value of the few marginalia and the readings of the text.

P. Oxy. 3151 Second I third century

Sophocles, Ajax Locrus

Col. ii

I	 .[]aA[

I

]	 ataç
	

orlK[

1
a4opa ato

]
	

OUK€L.[

I.[
	

V()V aA€KtPU	 itoA?[[.]] [

]uj4.Jvt[
	

OV(j)V	 a)Xouo[

P. Oxy.3151 is a group of seventy three big and small fragments from a papyrus roll of

the late second or early third century. The presence of Ajax as well as a speech of Athena about

a sacrilege committed in her temple led the first editor (M. W. Haslam) to the identification of

the papyrus with Ajax Locrus by Sophocles (Soph. frr.lOa-g Radt). The text was supplied with

17 On the omission of v. 531 see Rose (1943) 5.
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accents, breathings and punctuation marks as well as various other lectional aids. The hand of

another corrector can also be seen in the text adding names of characters, correcting the text,

adjusting the layout and also supplying short marginalia.

The fragmentary state of the text, especially the lack of the right hand margin does not

allow a study of the marginal notes that would possibly exist there . Unfortunately the surviving

ones refer to preceding lost columns and they are themselves fragmentary too. The presence of

and rj next to some lines shows that points of interest were indicated either for further

discussion in a commentary or for the aims of an anthologist.

The only marginal note that can be studied thoroughly is in Fr. 1 in the margin between

col. 1 and col.2. It is almost complete and probably refers to col. 1. It explains a lost passage as

a metaphor from cocks defeated in a cock-fight. The fact that there was such a technical term

in cock-fighting is attested in the scholia on Aristophanes' Birds 71a: ittiOrç ttvôç

àA.eipu6voç: fnxnKôv toi3to év ¶aiç ouj43oA.atc tGv à1EKtpU6VV toiç ttriOvtac

C7t€OOczt totç vevtKr)KooLv. The scholium explains Peisetaerus' reply to Tereus' servant

saying: 5pvi.ç ycoye ôoi3Xoç. Suda repeats in a slight paraphrase the same scholium (H 620),

whereas in the Corpus Paroemiogr.Graec. 11,450 (Apostolii Centuria VIII 70) we find the same

idea too: ittiOr rLVOç aXEK'rpuovoç: èiri ôot5).wv fl O€paitóvtwv èouávcv 'toIç

ôEo7tótatç. A similar proverbial saying, also about defeated cocks, is transmitted by various

sources and has its origin in the tragic poet Phrynichus who was expelled from the theatre after

the performance of The Sack of Miletus: "7ttioaet (I)plSvtXoc ç ttç àAictcp" (Phryn. 3F 17

and fr. adesp. 408a, Sch. Ar. Vespa 1490a and Aelian, Var.Hist. 13.17). The explanation given

by the scholia and Aelian, "IapotLa éotI. &ft tv acç ti. taoxóvccov", could be

appropriate also to a tragic context.

Some more information about the behaviour of defeated cocks is given by Aelian, De

natura animalium IV 29: ... KcXi tf tpbç &?.Aov ittri O€I.c aycoVta OUK ày oet€. See also

Cicero, De divinatione I 34,74 and Pliny, Nat. Hist. X 24,47. Both these characteristics of cocks

defeated in cock-fight seem to apply to the context of the story of Ajax Locrus. The first editor

assumed that the metaphor of the defeated would apply to Cassandra who stood in silence but

he then rejected this view as inappropriate. Perhaps he thought that an expression used in

comedy could not have a place in tragedy. In order to justify the metaphor, however, one has to

assume that there was at least one person in captivity or in silence. Otherwise there would be no
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point for the marginal note, especially if one takes into account the absence from the surviving

collections of any other proverb related to cock-fight. Even if the metaphor was used in a

derogatory manner, it would still apply very well to the image of Cassandra or even Ajax sitting

by the altar as suppliants' 8. In fr.1O we find another striking image, the description of the netting

of a boar or deer.' 9 Whether metaphorical or not, such an image would add to the atmosphere

created by the imagery of cock-fight.

As regards now the evaluation of the marginal note in question, one should not assume

automatically that it indicates a scholarly source. The explanation of metaphors is a very

common element in the scholia in general. The normal structure is "ii t€twjopà àitô..." and

the indexes of the scholia have plenty of examples to offer. Zuntz has developed some criteria

to distinguish between elementary or rather simplistic explanations and cases where a more

scholarly approach can be detected. 2° The example found in P. Oxy.3151 is not easy to classify

but one wonders whether the terminology of cock-fight really presupposes previous research,

especially when the topic was a matter of discussion in several ancient authors as well as

scholiasts or lexicographers. I think, however, that the note should not be rejected so easily as

a note from a simple reader since the papyrus was quite carefully annotated. Yet the present

condition of the papyrus is such that does not allow any further speculation.

18 In one of the possible reconstructions of the play Ajax fled to the altar of Athena and was
not punished by the other Greeks.

' See Cockle (1976) 35-6.

20 Zuntz (1975) 10- 15: "Schulerkiarungen, die zu einem ubertragenen Ausdruck anmerken
"1 L€ta()Opà àitô..." u.ä., sind bekanntlich in den Scholien zahireich wie Sand am Meer".
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P. Oxy. 1175 (1472 Pack2)
	

Late second century

Sophocles, Eurypylus

Fr.5

Cot. i

<"Ayy€?.oç>
	 Tt1]A€4o()

7t]tqvat

5
	

O]paoi.o ()

II

]rlv /LEtatjJLt
	

I

]

9
	

€pprcztr eç Ku1c?.a XaKEV oir?.cov

20
	

€yxoc	 Ji€oov	 ou(tc) v zo(vov) €v et(€rx)

.i.tai. 'Jtpóoco

Col. ii

<'An.> tpvrrv 8 et € 4e ............ I <Xo> i'z[a]i. yap ouv
	

6

lEpooay[a]y' oôt{.].vy[...]u ôtav€tç

i'ztciuov	 €vov E€ÔUç	 ovyapaut[

ÔaLpOV o ôuoôatiov i'zétpac [€]JLe

< Xo.> ayxou rpoo€ucaç ou yap €toç eatoç
	

10

oi5pct ôr	 i5pôczv.	 -mvou(tc.)c)11v€v[p

<'Aa.> enotaoet

<Xo.> ôtKat vav
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<'Au.> aAA dç raxtat ' 
aptata. ntaxtorTIapwtTl

P. Oxy. 1175 consists of a group of fragments which were found together with those of

Sophocles' Ichneutae (P. Oxy. 1174) 21 The editors identified parts as coming from the now lost

tragedy Eurypylus by Sophocles on the basis of a known verse quoted by Plutarch (De cohibenda

ira 10, p.458D). Apart from the pieces of considerable length, which can be identified more

easily, some of the smaller fragments may belong to either Ichneutae or Eurypylus. The papyrus

roll, which probably contained only Eurypylus, dates to the late second century.

Despite the very fragmentary condition of the papyrus and the loss of most of its margin,

from what survives and especially from the bigger fragments it is clear that the text was

corrected and annotated. It is quite common, of course, as in the case of P.Oxy.3151, that some

marginalia cannot be discussed because the text they refer to is missing. On the other hand, one

can draw some conclusions concerning the general nature of the annotator's work.

First of all, the text was collated by a corrector with another copy. The appearance of a

couple of variants together with the abbreviated o(tç) iv ió(vov) êv &(ép) or

3 'indicates the use of a text of some authority in order to give to the new copy the greatest

accuracy possible. Two points deserve to be mentioned separately here: in col. 2,11 the main text

has the reading i3pôav (already corrected from i5ptav), "in utter confusion", whereas just

above the letter ô as well as in the margin the corrector added the variant i5ptav which he

probably found in the other copy. The interchange of ô and t in the papyri is a common mistake

due to pronunciation changes in the late Hellenistic period. 22 The corrector either could not

recognize the classical form or it was not part of his job to evaluate the variants he brought into

the text. The second point one can make with reference to the work of the corrector stems from

fr.84 (220a Radt) and the marginal note Nm() 4.etv oc Ô&. Here the variant is introduced by

the abbreviated name Nt( ), probably indicating a scholar who commented on the plays of

21 Eighteen additional fragments were published by A. S. Hunt in vol.17 as P. Oxy.2081(b).
All fragments were republished by Carden (1974) 1-51 and S. Radt, TrGF 4 (1977). Selections
by H. Lloyd-Jones (ed.), Sophocles:The fragments, Loeb Class. Lib. (Cambridge, Mass. and
London 1996) 82-95 and J. Diggle (ed.), TrGFS (Oxford 1998) 37-9.

22 Mayser (19702) 147.
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Sophocles. Nicander or Nicanor are both possible explanations but neither is known to have

worked on Sophocles. Interestingly enough, the same abbreviated name occurs in two variants

in the margins of Ichneutae (Col.IV, 23 and VI, 18)23. It seems that the edition or hypomnema

of this unknown scholar was used by the corrector or correctors of both texts and that it was

considered a reliable source.

A number of sigla wrQ. used in the papyrus in order to help the reader. 'Chi' refers the

reader to a commentary, whereas the use of diple obelismene at several points indicates the

beginning of a lyric part. Paragraphi are also found in the main text marking the changes of

speaker. The ancora in fr.3,7 (208 Radt) was probably used to mark an omission and a

corresponding insertion by the corrector in the top or bottom margin. In 2081(b) fr.8 (222 b

Radt) there is a trace which looks like a coronis or a stichometric figure (B=200) which would

indicate, as it is generally accepted, that the scribe counted the number of lines in order to

calculate his payment.

At the top right-hand margin of fr.5 (210 Radt), col.1 the remains of two marginal notes

cannot be examined thoroughly because the corresponding text is lost. However, the first one,

TqJA€4o() obviously gives some information about Eurypylus' father, Telephus. The second

one t]trlvaI I O]r)paoLpo ()could be either an element of the myth, paraphrase or possibly a

quotation.

In fr.5, col.2 two more notes are quite clear. The first one ... [ô]czKpt5e[t I oi yap a&[

looks like a prose paraphrase of the Chorus' words to Eurypylus' mother Astyoche: "...

ôtav€tç / éitcI KtrlcIov 4pevv éé8vç". Its most important element is the explanation of

the verb ôtaveLç as ôaKpl5€tç. The lexica offer similar interpretations e.g. Suda 880

ôtaCvcoOcu: peoOa. 1a(v y&p to iypaIv; Et. M 266,56 ôtczCvo: tO Ppéxco, tO

iypaCvo and Hesychius ô 1025 ôtaCvctav péetav ôaKpl5cL, all drawn possibly from

Cyrillus and the Synagoge. Hesychius has another one in ô 1040 ôtaCv€tav PPéXEtcX,

iypaIvctat, this time from Diogenianus. A similar explanation is given in the scholia on A.

Persae 1038 ôIatv€ 1trLa' ôcLKpU€ tO &ri3iipa. The second marginal note is a very simple

paraphrase of a proverbial expression. The annotator turned into Attic what he possibly thought

to be Doric; perhaps also he was already familiar with the proverb in its Attic version. Nothing

23 For more examples see McNamee (1981a) 63 s.v. Nt(Kávp?) and n.51.
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comparable can be found in the existing corpus of ancient proverbs. In Antigone 1327, however,

we meet the same idea: Ppáxtatc yap Kpattotcc tàv 7tocftV KcXKá. Kamerbeek assumed a

reminiscence of Euiypylus which is thought to have been one of the early plays of Sophocles but

the line in Antigone can simply be resonance of a proverb known from everyday life. 24

As a general brief remark after the examination of P.Oxy.1 175, one could say that this

text was supplied with plenty of lectional aids and was collated with another copy. It was

probably a scholar's text, like the papyrus of the lchneutae together with which it was found.

Furthermore, as has been shown above, it contained some marginalia about the content of the

play but it is not easy to form a clear idea about their extent and quality since what survives is

too little and very fragmentary.

P. Oxy. 2452( 1479 Pack2 )
	

Later second century

Sophocles, Theseus(?)

Fr.1= fr. 730 d

ôuata 7rpczcxlEL[v.] 1(6. [
	

5

€t1]V oOt[

P.€ o €v P IL	
apcx .. I

KtX1.tO .. [

Fr.2= fr. 730 e

I
	 )ct)p0u (&)t 7taV

I

ay€ ato{
jai€,t[. 1...	 totoutoç[

' Kamerbeek (1978) 209-10.

25 Republished by R. Kannicht in S. Radt, TrGF 4, 730 a-g.
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]o4€AG	 4poupa[...]. .
]vyapoxo	 tpo[uvt]€ç i1ôr1 14	 4

W t	 xX(A)IL€v1caA()o[	 16Jvo €V€ ap

]oopaLvozL	
X V€OV	 7cr[

)€uizrv yaXr[vv
]uvoaouO€v€t() x a€ ô' a[v] Or[cux

].
I.

P. Oxy.2452 offers fragments from a lost and unknown tragedy. The only certain fact is

that it dealt with the adventures of Theseus and his companions in Crete. Various stylistic and

linguistic observations led the first editor (E. G. Turner) to the conclusion that it can be

attributed to Sophocles and indeed to his play Theseus. There has been a series of objections to

the attribution of the fragments to Theseus but at least there seems to be unanimity about the

authorship? For the purposes of this study it is enough to accept the title which the first editor

suggested, only with a question mark.

The papyrus has been dated to the later second century on the basis of the hand. Accents,

breathings, quantity marks and punctuation have been supplied by the first hand. A second hand

has corrected the text, added the names of characters and what is more important, has written

in the margins notes about textual criticism and interpretation. As it is the case with several texts

from this period (e.g. P. Oxy.1 174 and 75), this one has also been collated with one or possibly

two other copies. Often we come across the formulaic abbreviated expression o(tç) êv

èt(épcp) .u5 (vov) preceded by a variant. Unfortunately the loss of the corresponding main text

prevents us from a full study and evaluation of these alternative readings. In the left margin of

fr. 2,16, however, a reading is ascribed to a certain Apt or AptX, that is Aristophanes of Byzanttn

See e.g. Lloyd-Jones (1963) 434-36: "...Prima facie Sophocles is the likeliest author; but
he should not be named as author without a question mark (436) ". In his edition of the
fragments of Sophocles (344-5) he included P.Oxy.2452 among the "fragments not assignable
to any play". Similarly R. Kannicht in TrGF vol. IV, 497-5 18.
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or Aristarchus respectively. The interpretation depends on whether is part of the abbreviation

or simply the common siglum for a notable passage. It should be noted here that X has been used

many times in this papyrus together with j), the sign that indicates a passage useful to an

anthologist. Since a similar x can be seen at the same position a couple of lines below, it seems
(a

to me that api. was what the annotator wrote and simply squeezed it below the siglum that was

already there.

There are also a few examples of marginal notes of interpretative character but without

the main text only speculative and uncertain suppositions can be made. The note in fr.2 seems

to have been quite extensive if it was a continuous one. We have the end of five lines in the left

margin with a reference to night ( vuKt(ôç)) and possibly to darkness (oKo / [t ]vri.). Given

that in the main text there is a description of a nocturnal event possibly associated with a late

night guard, the marginal note must have contained a comment on this. In line 17, immediately

under a variant, there is the verb óopaCvojiat in the margin. One cannot tell whether it is a

gloss or part of a quotation but the first editor has already stated that it does not belong to the

vocabulary of tragedy. He suggested that a citation from Aristophanes' Frogs 654: KpopL13G)v

óapaCvouxi, could give a solution. The commentator needed an example to distinguish

between Kpo4L15c)v and Kpopiuxv, the place where one of Theseus' adventures took place.

Because marginalia normally refer to preceding columns and in order that this theory functions,

fr.3 in which Kpopwcv is mentioned should therefore precede fr.2. In my opinion, although

we have here a very plausible suggestion, the problem of the note has not found a fully

satisfactory answer. In the margin two lines below, Kannicht reads Ja(ojwtt instead of ]uvo/.wi.

of the first edition but the latter looks to me more likely.

Generally speaking, P.Oxy.2452 is another example of a category of texts the

fragmentary condition of which does not allow us a detailed study of their marginalia. Most of

the annotation is lost or unclear and our study helps only to specify its nature, the methods used

and possible parallels. Naturally there is plenty of speculation involved especially as far as

sources are concerned. Despite all this, however, P. Oxy.2452 must have been a copy prepared

for and used by a person interested in the correctness and accuracy of the text. This is the reason

it was in all likelihood collated carefully with editions of recognized authority and also annotated

27 See McNamee (1981a) 9-10 and n.15 about the uncertainty of the abbreviation.
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with notes of some value for the interpretation of the text.

P.Oxy. 1083+2453 ( 1739 Pack2)
	

Second century

Sophocles, Polyidos or Manteis and other plays

Fr.19= Fr. 1132 Radt
	

Fr.46= Fr. 1133 Radt

] .
	 I.. [..]c.[

]pao€tat[

I
	

J.K).uctvK.[

].. ooutoac.[	 4	 ..]otôaKa[	 4

I
	

].ucoç v[

i]aa'ta7tta7t[at.	 ]peoirnto[

I
	

]tL 4p€v[

]LEV €LITELV	 8
]uoôOU€LV €p4u[

Right from the first publication of P. Oxy. 1083 by Hunt in 1911 it was obvious from the

presence of a chorus of Satyri in fr.1 that the roll offered fragments from a lost satyr play. Its

authorship is uncertain but since one of the characters involved was king Oeneus or Schoeneus

and it is known from other sources that Sophocles wrote a satyr play with the title Oeneus,

editors usually include it in the editions of the fragments of Sophocles, although among the

dubia. The publication by Turner of 27 additional fragments as P. Oxy.2453 in 1962, however,

showed the presence of another character, Polyidus. Given also that Phoenix is mentioned in fr.
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4.6, 14.3 and 19 i.m. it is impossible to imagine a single play with so incompatible characters.

It was, therefore, clear that this series of fragments comes from one or more rolls containing

more than one play or parts of several plays. There was definitely one satyr play, the tragedy

Polyidus or Manteis and possibly other plays as well.

What matters more for our study is not the attribution of the fragments to individual

plays but the fact that this papyrus was occasionally corrected, supplied with accents and

breathings, punctuation and some marginalia. There are also names of characters (Xo (pôç)

aatiS(pv) and Jotv€uç in fr.1 ) as well as paragraphi indicating the changes of speaker. It is

mainly the first hand which is responsible for all these and from what survives there is no sign

of collation with other copies as in the texts examined earlier on. The corrections may have come

from the first scribe in the process of copying or in a later stage of collation with the exemplar

used.

A few marginalia appear in some of the fragments, such as 19 and 46 which are

reproduced above. Unfortunately, once again it is not possible to find out their exact meaning

or function because the main text is missing. Interestingly, however, some of them were quite

extensive with the one in fr.46 occupying three lines in the bottom margin. 28 Apart from that,

it is also clear that they addressed various issues and not exclusively textual problems as it

happens very often elsewhere. The note in fr.19 talks about Phoenix whose role was more likely

in the satyr play Oeneus. In 1.9 where the first editor, Hunt, had read ]aoôouç tv' 4u, Carden

(1974) 151 reads ]ooôou€i.v cj 4w which is preferable.

Carden (1974) 156 offered a slightly different reading of the note ( ]. utoo'rpt[ 1]. to7ctato

[I] cxfpev[ ) but I find Turner's transcription, which has been printed above, more accurate.
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4 (142)
6u. 1c7tAay(evt€) Ap(totoavç)

€veao €e

vLOth ou(tc) liv io(vov)

€v t() 8e(voc)

The papyri of Sophocles

P. Oxy. 1174 ( 1473 Pack 2 )
	

Sophocles, Ichneutae

Second century

Col. 3

EtXTivo(c) Oeoç Turi [K]a ôatpov iOu'vcripte	 €(U6]UVtTpL€ Ap(tOtc4ct)v(Tç)	 20 (79)

rux[€] Lv t€ 7rpayblç oi ôpatrt' €7revyetat

Col. 6

<Xo> âicouciov autoç vu[v taJt€p Xpovov tva

1o,u t,A,ay€vt€ç €vOaô, €[o]pyLoJLEOa

iIJoco toy ouôc[L]ç it[cono]t rpoua€v potwv

<st> u tot iIr[o]ov 4o[. . .] .	 .] ôctjiaCv€t€

Col. 8

<Ei..> ca. <Xo> tt eottv <)> ou jivo <Xo> /L€v ' €[tJ O€).€tç.	 17 (205)

<Xo> OUK €OtLV c) czutbç ob tauO otr 0€?€tç, tau)e owii uvcnr,€A(tov)

t€ Kt%V€UE KXL
	 cou tauO] oiti 6€A€tc

The papyrus of the Ichneutae (P. Oxy.1 174) is one of the most important of all the

papyrological finds of the lost plays of Sophocles. Since its first publication by Grenfell and

Hunt in 1912 it has been examined from various perspectives including textual criticism as well

its important contribution towards the understanding of satyr play as a poetic genre.

As one would expect, in all the editions of the papyrus apart from the main text the ample

marginalia have also attracted the attention of the editors. It is to be expected, therefore, that the

marginal notes have been more or less fully deciphered and nearly all mistakes of the first

edition corrected. What has not been done yet is a detailed research of the meaning of each note

separately for the interpretation of the text as well as a general assessment of the philological
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principles behind the scattered and often fragmentary variants. It is not in the aims of this

particular study to attempt such an extensive task in full, so it will be limited to a brief

description of the facts and presentation of some examples chosen at random.

P. Oxy. 1174 has been dated to the late second century. As has been stated earlier, it was

found together with 1175 (Sophocles, Eurypylus) and both share common features in layout

and annotation, possibly written by the same hand. Similarities are to be seen also when the

papyrus is compared to other texts from the same period, such as P. Oxy.2452 and others. The

fact that 1174 is a very well preserved and quite long text allows us to observe the work of the

scribe and the diorthotes to a large scale and to base our conclusions on a firm and reliable

amount of material.

First of all, the text has been collated with other copies. The presence and repetition of

the expression: otoç iv év t Elovoç makes sure that one of the copies belonged to Theon

regardless of whether Theon was the owner, the editor or both. The identification with Theon,

son of Artemidorus, seems doubtless and is confirmed by the appearance of his name in the

margins of other papyri as well. 29 Apart from Theon, the names of other scholars are also

mentioned, very interestingly that of the famous Aristophanes of Byzantiumand of a certain Ni.

(),possibly Nicander or Nicanor. I find it unlikely, however, that the text has been collated with

all these editions. It seems likely that some of these variants were quoted by Theon in his own

copy, probably as marginalia, perhaps in the discussion of the passages in a separate

commentary.

A look at the variants attributed to Theon and the other scholars shows that they can be

regarded as products of the scholarship that developed in the Hellenistic and early Roman

Alexandria either in the circle of the Museum or in provincial centres of Egypt such as

Oxyrhynchus.

In col. 3,20 of the main text stands the expression ôcziiov i0uvtipte. The variant in the

margin attributed to Aristophanes lacks the second and third letters and was supplemented by

the first editors as €[iO]uvtiptc, thus denoting a poetic form or less likely an etacistic error.

Later editors, though, gave the preferable supplement el0ovt1ejptc, the classical equivalent of

29 P. Oxy.841 (P., Paeans), P. Oxy.2427 (Commentary on Epicharmus), P. Oxy.2536
(Commentary on P., Pythians) etc.
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iOuvp€.3° It seems that it was not an unusual phenomenon in the textual tradition that some

scribes would write the epic form iOt3v instead of the classical €iOi3v and vice versa and that

we would find the manuscripts divided between the two. 3 ' Although it is unlikely that

Aristophanes suggested the rarer €iOuvtijpt€, it is indicative of his scholarly abilities that he

thought that an epic form like iOuvttpt€ might not be appropriate in a tragic dialogue especially

in a metrically indifferent place.

Two variants referring to the same verse appear in col. 6,5. The first one, otc

ir?ayévteç, comes from Aristophanes, if the abbreviation Ap is so understood. The second

variant, êvOáô' é€vIaji€Oa, is attributed to Theon (fr. 28 GuhI). The reading of the main text

is not clear but it was definitely some form of a different verb, possibly ê[coJpyIoji€Oa (Hunt,

Radt et al.) or é[fl]yIoJLEOa (Siegmann). Theon suggested the verb €vCojun not with its

classical meaning 'receive or entertain as guest' but in the sense of 'be astonished' which is

mainly post-classical and would not seem appropriate in a text of the fifth century. Of course,

one cannot be certain whether this was a reading Theon found in an earlier copy or his own

conjecture and in any case modem editors print ecvio jz€ea despite the objections.32

Another point concerning the variants in the margins is that some of them stand on their

own, that is without any reference to a particular scholar. There is still the possibility that they

were found in the copies which this papyrus was collated with but it is equally likely that they

come from the anonymous person who annotated the text either for his own use or on behalf of

his client. There is an example where we can see clearly more than a mere presentation of

variants. In col. 8,18 the marginal note says: taC]O ' 6it ôi5vq éX(ttov) I [toü rcth]O 'óiq

O9€tç, according to Siegmann's correction of Hunt's supplement which was: tcz]O 'ôi

ôi5va	 (ttov) / ta€]e 'ôiq OI?.€tç. Two variants, one of which is probably the reading of

the main text, are compared and the annotator expresses his preference. No reasons are given for

3° See e.g. Blomfield (183O) 72 (note on A. Persians 779), Diehl (1912) 209 and (1913) 6,
Pearson (1917) 239 who provides a few relevant examples.

' Barrett (1964) 387-8 (note on Eur. Hipp. 1223 and 1226-7).

32 Carden (1971) 42-3: "...The source for the corruption is not explained, but it seems possible
that éevCoJL€Oa, not recorded otherwise for the classical period, was also liable to be
misunderstood ".
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this preference but we can infer them from the context of the lines involved. The repetition of

the verb OAetç in two consecutive lines seemed objectionable to the annotator who thought that

by replacing the second OAeç with ôi5v, he would improve the text. 33 This suggestion cannot

be accepted for two reasons: first of all, a repetition may be intended by the poet in order to

achieve a particular effect. Secondly, as Pearson noticed, forms of the verb ôi5vcw6ai. tend to

gloss very often equivalent forms of the verb OéAetv. Although in this case there is no need

for an explanation of 6X€Lv, both arguments justify the rejection of the variant and all modern

editors apart from Grenfell and Hunt seem to agree in printing tai3O' ôt OIX€tç in both

positions. It is interesting, however, that this marginal note is not attributed to the edition of an

eminent scholar but probably comes from the annotator himself who for the first time expresses

his personal opinion.

Apart from preserving large parts of a lost satyr play, P. Oxy.1174 is also a very good

example of a scholar's copy. The careful corrections, the stichometric figures in the margins and

most importantly the marginal annotation indicate that this text was copied for a person whose

knowledge and acquaintance with classical literature was considerably above that of an ordinary

reader. The quality of the variants, as has already been said, is very good and this is of course

due to the copies used for collation. The names of known scholars such as Theon and

Aristophanes clearly confirm the above statement. It is rather unfortunate that no interpretative

marginalia exist and we can only assume that the scholar in question had at his disposal a

separate roll containing a detailed commentary.

See Siegmann (1941) 72.

Pearson (1917) 251 with several examples from scholia and lexica.
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Conclusions

The popularity of Sophocles was at its highest point in the fifth century BC but was

eclipsed in the centuries that followed by that of Euripides. Revivals in the festivals, citations

in other authors (Aristotle in the Poetics regards Oedipus Tyrannus as the highest point of Greek

tragedy) and Sophocles' inclusion among the three dramatists whose text was chosen to be put

under state protection, however, show that his work continued to be in circulation, to be

performed, read and studied by later generations. The creation of new centres of philological

activity in the East, especially in Alexandria of the Ptolemies marked a new era for the fate of

Sophoclean drama, as it is of course the case with the whole of classical literature. A great deal

has been written about the contribution of the Alexandrian scholarship to the preservation and

study of classical texts. Although no complete work has survived, plenty of material has come

down to us in the corpus of the scholia in the margins of the byzantine manuscripts, through the

lexica which usually abridge or paraphrase material from lexica and glossaries of the

Alexandrians and last but not least in the papyri, whose proximity to the period in question

guarantees their preservation of reliable information.

The papyri of Sophocles as discussed above give us the opportunity to examine the

history of the text during the Ptolemaic, Roman and early Byzantine times in Egypt. Though

always bearing in mind that this sort of evidence comes only from a limited geographical area

leaving aside other important centres of scholarship, papyri can offer new information to

confirm, refute or expand our knowledge of the philological interest in Sophocles. At first, one

should mention the much repeated observation that the Alexandrians possessed the biggest part

if not the whole corpus of Sophoclean drama. The discovery of lost plays which still circulated

in the first centuries of our era shows that these plays were not only read but also studied and

annotated, probably with the help of independent commentaries. The examination of plays such

as the Ichneutae or Theseus illustrates not only that the texts of the "Selection" were subject to

scholarly attention but also that critical editions and commentaries for the rest were still available

and there was demand for them.

It is unfortunate for the study of Sophoclean scholarship that the material which survives
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comes in its entirety from the first centuries AD. 35 Papyri of the early or late Ptolemaic period

would perhaps enable us to learn more about the Hellenistic scholars, although similar examples

from the papyri of Euripides have shown that this is rarely the case. On the other hand,

fragments from late antiquity which are usually more heavily annotated are few and without any

marginalia. We should, therefore, limit our research to the papyri examined above and try to see

if there are any conclusions to be drawn from them.

In order to organize the presentation and assessment of the information provided by the

papyri, we can attempt to classify them in two categories: on the one hand we have P. Oxy.2 180

+ PSI 1192 (from the same roll) and P. Oxy.1805; on the other hand, the fragments of the lost

plays, namely Ichneutae, Eurypylus, Theseus, Ajax Locrus, and the roll with the various plays.

The first group gives fragments from Oedipus Tyrannus and Trachiniae, both plays from the

"Selection", and therefore, with scholia we can compare to the marginalia. It has been shown

already that papyri were supplied with notes from scholarly sources. The amount of the material

is admittedly limited but the main reason is that very little of the margins has survived. From

what we have, however, it seems that the marginal notes dealt with obscure passages,

inconsistencies and difficult words as well as with problems of textual criticism. The scholia of

the manuscripts on these specific passages do not contain anything like this, a fact which simply

confirms, however, the well established assumption that the scholia are the result of a long

process of amplification, abridgement and conflation of different ancient sources. It has also

been suggested that commentators of the late antiquity used to replace large parts of ancient

exegesis with trivial explanations and long paraphrases which are very common in the scholia.

If we now return to the three papyri in question, we see that their marginalia seem to

have been drawn from commentaries, possibly scholarly ones. More specifically, in the case of

P. Oxy.2180 and PSI 1192 which belong to the same roll, two of the notes are introduced by a

lemma. The use of lemmata is a feature of commentaries and their appearance in the margins of

a roll indicates an immediate relation between them. There are also other features of the

marginalia which illustrate their scholarly origin such as the quotation from Homer in PSI 1192,

the two notes on OT 177 and 184 in the same papyrus which show a careful reading and

the history of the text of Sophocles see Pearson (1917) xxxii-xlvi, Dawe (1982) 23-6
and Easterling (1982) 240-7 (Appendix 2). Also Testirnonia W in TrGF IV 83-6.
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interpretation of the text and finally the presence of the very important variant jtoi in P.

Oxy.2180. P. Oxy.1805 (Trachiniae) offers a couple of scholarly marginalia too. In the note

about the exact meaning of àyopà, in particular, there are two elements which point to a

scholarly commentary: first of all, the note seems to have been introduced by a lemma from

1.372 of the play and a quotation from 1.188. Secondly, if the explanation has been correctly

supplemented by the editor, it seems to have dealt with an inconsistency concerning the exact

place where Lichas' speech took place. This indicates on the one hand a very careful reading of

the text and on the other a quite literary way of approach. The commentator was aware of the

double meaning of the word àyop& and his interpretation coincides with that given by the

lexicographers as well. We have also seen in our discussion of this particular point that the

scholia offer only a one word explanation which reflects, though, the explanation given by the

papyrus and the lexica. Once again the scholia illustrate clearly that they preserve only a very

small amount of material in comparison to what was written in antiquity. Another indication of

the sources used for the annotation is the marginal variant àvOptv in P. Oxy. 1805. If it

definitely comes from the edition of Aristophanes, we should assume that the annotator had this

edition at his disposal or otherwise that he found the variant quoted under Aristophanes' name

in the commentary he was using for the rest of the marginalia.

When it comes to the identification of the marginalia discussed above with the names of

scholars who worked on Sophocles, one has to be very speculative. We know from various

sources that Aristophanes of Byzanfiwclassified and edited the plays but also that he did not

probably write commentaries on them. Aristarchus must have been the first to write systematic

commentaries on Sophocles, although there is no absolute certainty about him either. The other

two persons who engaged themselves in the study of these plays were Didymus and Theon, both

from the late first century BC to the first decades of the first century AD. References to the

former in the corpus of the scholia confirm his compilation of commentaries and we should

expect that he made extensive use of the work of earlier scholars, possibly of Aristarchus. As

regards Theon, there is evidence that he worked on Sophocles; the evidence consists of variants

attested to have been copied from his edition. It is probable that the marginalia which, as noted

above, were copied from scholarly sources, must be related at least to the work of Didymus and

Theon. Furthermore, given the fact that there was close communication, even exchange of books

between Oxyrhynchite scholars and people from the Alexandrian Museum, it is very likely that
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Theon's and Didymus' commentaries or treatises were accessible for consultation. Some of the

surviving marginalia can indeed be excerpts from such works. On the other hand, it is only in

one case that one can find traces of Didymean scholarship. The marginal note at the top of PSI

1192 has plenty of parallels in the scholia and lexica as has been illustrated in the detailed

discussion of the papyrus above (pp.5-i). One of the two parallels in the Homeric scholia has

been cautiously attributed to Didymus but it is mainly the rest of the evidence which points

towards him. The lexicon of Hesychius, for example, and the scholia on Oedipus at Colonus

and Aristophanes contain a lot of Didymean interpretative and lexicographical research, so the

appearance of versions similar to the note in PSI 1192 cannot but increase the possibility of a

common scholarly source. By common source one should understand a hypomnema either by

Didymus or based upon him.

The second group of papyri of Sophocles with marginalia includes the fragments from

some lost plays, namely Ichneutae, Ajax Locrus, Theseus (?), Polyidus (?) and a few other

unidentified plays. Although in all these papyri we find marginal notes which refer not only to

different readings but also to points of interpretation, as has been repeatedly stated, these cannot

be studied further either because the main text is missing or the notes themselves are very

fragmentary. From what survives at various points, however, we can draw the conclusion that

they were of uneven quality, most of them trivial but some showing a more scholarly approach,

such as the metaphor from the defeated cocks in Ajax Locrus. Equally important, of course, for

the study of the various forms of ancient scholarship are the conclusions one can draw from

these papyri about the method in which they were corrected and annotated. A thorough

discussion about their owners and the overall atmosphere in the second and third century

Oxyrhynchus has been made mainly by Turner and other scholars in various books and articles.37

What is certain from this discussion is the conclusion that we have in our hands copies written

for and used by scholars. The texts were not only corrected by the first diorthotes with the help

of the exemplar but also collated with one or two copies of authority. To give an example, the

papyrus of Ichneutae because of its length and relatively good condition makes clear that its

See Richter (1911)37-70 and V.de Marco (ed.), Scholia in Sophoclis Oedipum Coloneum
(Rome 1952) xvi ff.

Turner (1952), (1956) and Kruger (1990).
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margins were supplied with variants of good quality drawn, as stated above, from the copy of

Theon. Some other variants are attributed to Aristophanes of Byzantwiind some to a certain

Nicander or Nicanor. The fact that these latter variants are not said to have come from a copy

of Aristophanes or Nicander may mean that they were found elsewhere, for instance in the

margins of Theon's copy, or in the first exemplar or in a commentary on the play. Furthermore,

from what we have seen and discussed in this second group of papyri, it becomes clear that in

the second and third century Oxyrhynchus there was a circle of scholars interested among others

in the plays of Sophocles. These so far unknown people were not satisfied with an ordinary

commercial copy but were keen on acquiring a reliable text collated with other editions which

were either in circulation or more likely stored in a private or public library. The exact meaning

of the expression otcç i!jv êv t4 ... has been debated by many scholars as to whether it denoted

the copy belonging to an individual, the critical edition made by the person mentioned or even

a commentary. The last possibility seems more likely if one interprets the word àvIypa4ov

as commentary. 38 On the other hand, it is not easy to imagine the diorthotes or the scholar

himself going through a lengthy commentary picking up variants to copy them into the margins

of his text. The absence of interpretative notes, especially in the case of the Ichneutae, is a

serious indication that the owner of the text used to work with a commentary which was written

in a separate roll. The frequent occurrence of the sign is proof of the discussion of specific

passages in available commentaries.

As has been stated above, the fact that the Sophocles papyri with marginalia come all

from the second and third century limits our research to a very short period. The effect is that

we cannot follow the process of supplying the margins with notes of textual and interpretative

character throughout the post-Hellenistic times.The surviving material, however, shows that the

margins of the texts were often used for brief notes of all sorts. This annotation was usually

unsystematic and rather elementary but one should bear in mind that there was always a

widespread use of commentaries alongside the circulation of texts. These commentaries must

have been those of Didymus, Aristarchus, possibly Theon and other minor grammarians. Traces

of this intense philological activity can be seen sometimes in the margins where the scholar

Pfeiffer (1968) 277:"These &vtypaca (sc. those cited in the subscription of the scholia
on Medea) were, of course, 7rO/LV1Lczta", Treu (1974) 64 and Erbse (1959) 295ff.
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copied short bits from the commentary he was using, often together with the lemmata as in PSI

1192. When these marginalia offer more information and indeed of better quality than the

corresponding scholia, we can once again confirm the process of epitomization which our

scholia have been subjected to. As regards the variants, which, together with the glosses, are the

commonest element of annotation, their appearance simply illustrates the reservations with

which one should treat the readings of ancient texts, especially when their tradition goes back

to only one exemplar from the late antiquity. 39 Finally, references to scholars such as

Aristophanes, Aristarchus, Didymus or Theon demonstrate both the extensive use of their works

and their deep influence upon annotators or later scholars. This influence lasted until the time

of the formation of the scholia in which already selected parts of the writings of the

Alexandrians or works falsely attributed to them were included.

Cf. 'Die Spurhunde des Sophokles" in Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1935)348:"...Beherzigen
wir nur, da1 der Text (sc. Ic/zn eutae) ziemlich stark geschwankt hat und einheitlich aussehen
würde, wenn der Korrektor nicht eingegriffen hätte".
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The papyri of Aristophanes

P. Oxy. 856(138 Pack2 ) 1	Third century

Commentary on Acharnians

1.3. The editors have suggested the supplement ]atç K(s) [LcoL81.atc without reference to any

particular verse. It is likely, however, that what remains is part of an explanation of v.97:

&OK(OIL' x€Lc itou it€pl toy ôOa)thv Kdto, and more specifically of the word àCJK(ofLa. The

scholium on this verse is as follows: ...&oKwta ôè, 6 iLcc 6 auvcXu)v tv K(o7crV ,tpOc t4

OKa?4L). A comparison with explanations of the same word elsewhere gives useful parallels:

Sch. Ar.Ran 364D: ajcjia, ô€pjiáuóv tt, êv talc tpL1pEoL pÔVtaL, KaO' ô 1

á?Xctat. A fuller version of the scholium appears in Suda A 4183 s.v.àoKata: tà év talc

itatç oKc'itctotpta ôpiatoç, otc xpvtat v tczlç tpupecn, KaO' ô tpfLa 1 Kth7tT]

áA?.€tat. Other lexica such as Hesychius a 7724, Et. Gen. a 1284 and Pollux A 88 give

similar explanations, the ultimate source being Diogenianus and possibly Didymus. Line 3 could

be thus supplemented as t}ca K(O [itatç Moreover, the supplement ô€pjux]ttvcov is likely for

1.2, although it is far from certain, given the length of the line and the huge range of possibilities

for ]ttvv.

1.5. puJotou could be either an explanation of pioo from v.104 within a paraphrase or part

of a lemma from v.108: OSK, &)X' àxávac óô€ ye puciCou ).éyci. which is found shorter in

the scholia.

1.6. vt]ot or &AX]o ô(e) a(ot) refers possibly to v.108. The scholia offer two explanations

of the word àxávr: it is either a Persian weight, according to Aristotle (fr.566), or a basket to

put food in: &ávr tpov cyt). ll€pouóv... Xot ô aotv ótt ioti otCv...

Lexicography too dealt with the exact meaning of the word and presented both alternatives by

quoting the authority of Aristotle for the first (Pollux X164 and others) and the atthidographer

Phanodemus (FGrH 325.19) for the second (Hesychius a 8818). Ael. D.a 202 and Paus.Att. a

'The papyrus was first published in the sixth volume of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri by Grenfell
and Hunt and was later reprinted unchanged in the preface of N. G. Wilson (ed.), Scholia on the
Acharnians (Groningen 1975) vii-ix. Plates and description can be found in Wittek (1967) 21
and plate 11, as well as in Turner (19872) 122.
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179 have very similar explanations to those of the lexica. It is almost certain that all this,

together with the evidence from the scholia, goes back to Diogenianus and Didymus (See

Did.frr., p.299). II the papyrus really had a note on this word, is is very likely that this note had

similarities to the rest of the tradition.

11.7-9. The dicolon at the end of 1.8 indicates that two different lemmata were explained in these

three lines but it is not clear which specific verses of the text were examined. If we accept

something like dvoSc 7tap]a&)Jv in 1.8, then an explanation emerges similar to the one

in the scholium on v.118: ...oiStoç ôè 6 KAeoOviic &€i. to yvctov i.pâto tpOç tO

4xiv€oOat véoç ôt& toi3to €ivoS a&tOv €tKd(€L. The presence of the participle xo(vt)

in the accusative case in 1.9 indicates a paraphrase or a brief note (e.g. €toáyet tOy K?.etoO€vri

iji€uôi t]yva Xo(vtcx) on v.120. 2 The scholia on the same verse point out the parody of

a verse of Archilochus, bu?t seems rather unlikely that such a remark was included in the

papyrus: the length of one line is not enough to accommodate both a lemma and a long

explanation even if the latter occupied a part of 1.10 as well.

1.10. The papyrus seems to have the same explanation as the scholia on v.127, although slight

variation can never be excluded. It mentions that v.127 was a proverb about the habit of the

Athenians to entertain too many state guests. The same appears also in Suda I 717 s.v.

1.12. Similarly to the scholia on Ach. 11 and 140a but much more briefly the commentator

explains who Theognis was.

1.13. A likely supplement is 7rMl]v tv [tapvó7Icov either as lemma or as part of the

explanation on v.152. The fact that so much is missing on the left of the column, however,

makes any further assumptions too speculative.

11.14-5. In these two lines, the papyrus has a lemma from v.160. iz]ccraiteAj [táaovtat is quite

certain but we do not know how long the whole lemma was. It is impossible, however, to

reconstruct the content of the explanation. The corresponding scholia offer two possible

interpretations: Kczta1re?.taoovtaI.: KataKovt(0000L, Kata7roAc/L1oouoL. rrAri yap €tôoç

ixavfic à4f iç aKóvtux at àA)La ttvà &taotv, fl Kataôpaoivtat. itXti yap àaftç

,upà ii xouaa tthvta. The first definition of iréXtri as catapult arises from a confusion of

2 Modern commentators find it more likely that Cleisthenes was wearing a beardless mask
suitable for a real eunuch. See Rennie (1909) 108 and Sommerstein (1980) 163.
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itéAcr1 with Kata,téAtrlc while the second one provides the correct meaning of the verb

Kata7r€?.táCo/.wzL. A possible supplement of 1.15 could be itéAtr1 yap etôocILrxav1],Lcrroc.

Hesychius K 1320 repeats the right interpretation, probably from Diogenianus, and associates

Kata7t€câC€oOaL with the troop of peltast 's who used to carry the pelte, a small and light

shield. One should not be surprised, though, if the papyrus had only the wrong explanation based

on a misleading etymology.

1.16. Here we have the end of an explanation, as the dicolon indicates. Perhaps it referred to the

word owoIto).tç in v.163, which is hapax in Aristophanes and occurs also in Strabo (14,1,41)

as an epithet of Zeus and in Pausanias 6.20.2.4 where it is attributed to a tutelary hero. Since

there are no traces of any relevant explanation in ancient lexicography, this could only be a

simplistic interpretation analyzing the two parts of the compound noun, e.g. ó ocov 4]rioi

tóAt. On the other hand, the whole line could apply to ó Opavitric ?.thç in v.162 with the

comment being something like: "the upper-oarfolk saves the city as the poet says".

11.19-20. One of the numerous possibilities for supplementing ]€votç in 1.19 is

coKopoôLoL]votc with reference to v.166: o jiI tpóoci. toi5tototv éoKopoôtovotç. The

absence of a high stop to indicate the end of a lemma is seen a few more times e.g. in 1.36 and

44. In such case the note as whole was about the use of garlic in cock-fight. On the basis of the

scholium on v.166 a and the connection with the à?EKtpuóvcç a supplement like out€pJot

(etot) in 1.20 is very likely.

11.25-7. After a lemma from v.378 the papyrus discusses in three lines the Babylonians, the

comedy that caused Aristophanes much trouble for having offended the Athenian authorities.

The scholia on v.378 have a quite long account of the issue with details of the circumstances of

the alleged offence. They also stress the presence of the allies at the theatre as one of the main

reasons Aristophanes should not have criticised so explicitly the political system of Athens. The

commentator of the papyrus seems to have concentrated more on the action of the play and to

have given some more specific information about it. Given that key elements of the explanation

are missing, however, there is inevitably a great deal of speculation involved. In 1911, just three

years after the first publication of the papyrus, Alfred Körte suggested the following
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supplement: 3 eio1yaye yap tobç ovp,Láxouc thç ôoi5Aouç ottK]toiç tc2v 'AOivaüov KaI

7t€ô1[tac. . . dcaO€lç l]7tb K?ovo ÔIKflV 4u[y€. One of the main arguments in favour

of this supplement is the evidence provided by Eustathius 1542,47: ... atIv (sic) Ka1. itéôcov

ôoI3Aoç 6 ottyzotIaç ica'L teôiti lrapà 'Aptotoáv€t (PCG III 2 frr.90, 99 and 871) and

also slightly rephrased in Suetonius ll€pi. aoi.n.Gv p.62 XII. The word otIycov is also

explained as attypatiaç with reference to the Babylonians in Ael. D. a 34 and Hesychius. Both

lexicographers' source was probably Diogenianus. On the other hand, there has been a debate

about the truthfulness of the assumption that Aristophanes presented on stage the allies as

chained and branded slaves. It is worth quoting from G.Norwood: "... There is no shadow of

reason to suppose that they [certain slaves] were, or in any case represented, members of the

subject-states... (note 3)... but that [restoration], of course, is the result of his [Körte's]

preconception." In my opinion, regardless of the identification of the branded slaves with the

allies or not, the supplements oruc]toIç and it€ôi[tczç look plausible. As regards now the issue

of them being the allies or not, there was probably no need for them to be named as such. Only

the presence of a group of chained and branded "Babylonian" slaves on stage would be enough

to make the audience associate them with their heavily exploited allied cities. As for the papyrus,

it would not be surprising if its information about the play was not completely accurate in

referring to allies presented on stage, as Körte also assumed.

1.29. Although the scholia on v.392 (dç oiijrtv àyv oiroç ol ôéEtaL) have only the later

gloss oKfJnv: tyouv rpóacnv, the papyrus apparently contained more. The main if not the

only point was that the Aristophanean verse was a known proverb, tpoIa. A search in the

ancient proverb collections shows that this was the case: Zenobii Centuria II 45 'Ayv

itpó4aotv oi é7rôéXEtat, ote 4t?.Ia: 6 Mi5?ov 6 tapotjiLoypaoc 'ISK€tov tv

itapotpIav tai3trv ri aCv, c tpctou procqzévou 'roü 'I&ou. Also Greg. Cypr. 1,19 and

Cod. Leid. Cent. I, 10 and 11. Mylon the paroemiographer seems to be nothing more than a

name but we know that Zenobius in the age of Hadrian had made an epitome of Didymus' and

Korte (1911) 268-9. This short presentation is the only study of the papyrus after its
publication.

4 Norwood (1930) 1-10 (esp.4) ( Gr.Com. p.282-7).
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Lucillus' collections of proverbs. 5 The same proverb was often explained in lexica such as Suda

A 328, Photius a 317 and Paus.Att. a 23. The source of Suda and Photius is indeed Pausanias

and he got some of his paroemiographical material from Didymus and the Paroemiographers.

Moreover, the scholarly treatment of numerous proverbs within the scholia on Aristophanes also

goes back to the work of Didymus, as frequent agreements with Zenobius indicate. We can

suppose that in a fuller version of the extant scholia there existed a reference to the proverbial

origin of v.392 which was later left out. I should also mention that variations of the proverb are

found in many classical authors, including Pindar, Aeschylus and Plato. 6 As a final remark one

should note the alternation of tpóaotç and OKfjiJLç in the various sources. Usually the first

glosses the second and eventually replaces it as is the case in the corpus of proverbs cited above.

11.30-1. The lemma and the explanation which are contained in these two lines refer to vv.41 8-9:

t& itoa tpiSxii ; pc2v v otç Oivebç ÔÔ1 6 ôl3ototJLoç y€pai.ôç i'yvgero; The

conesponding lemma in the scholia is t& rroa tpiS, whereas the papyrus had probably

Oivcix 6Ô't 6 &5wrorioç. The explanations agree in identifying Euripides' Oeneus but are not

entirely similar. The scholia offer an account of the story of Oeneus drawn possibly from a

mythological work or a collection of tragic hypotheses. The events and the names of the heroes

involved are given in a very precise and concise manner. On the other hand, the papyrus omits

all details of the plot and probably names, thus concentrating on the figure of Oeneus and the

way he was presented by Euripides. For the commentator what matters is not the general

framework of the play but what was absolutely necessary for the understanding of the

Aristophanean reference and comic exploitation of the Euripides' play. It is interesting to note

that the explanation is introduced by the formulaic expression: €Loáyctai. yap iap& + Dative,

which is found very often and in many varied forms in the corpus of the scholia, e.g. Sch.

Ar.Ach. 416: Kat roiç 7rpo).dyouc paKpryopouvtac €iodyei. EipurIôç and in v.424:

€ioiy aye toy (ItA.oKtitTlv év tf Aijv 7revój€vov.

11.31-2. In these lines the papyrus has an explanation of v.42 1: tà roü tu).oi3 (I)OLvtKoç. The

scholia have only a very short note by Triclinius: oivtiza ?yei. tO y 'Avtopoç. It was

For more details see Rupprecht (1949) esp. 1754ff.

6 P.O 1,81, Aesch. Glaucus Poinieus fr.37 Radt, Pl.Craiylus 421d. A brief discusion of the
proverb with parallels is found in Gerber (1982) 124-5.
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Körte (1911) 269 who identified the reference in 1.32 and suggested the following supplement:

tu4AO€I.ç yap tô toi iratpóç, EiadyE]tczt 7rap' a&r4), Oitb ôè XeIpov[oç 0€pc7r€u0c'Lc

tàç ôlVetc ... His reconstruction of the line is based on Apollodorus' account of the story.7

Although one is never certain about the relation between Euripides' handling of myths and the

narratives in Apollodorus' Bibliotheca, it is very important that the papyrus confirms that in the

play too, it was Cheiron who cured the blindness of Phoenix. From a structural point of view,

it should be again pointed out that the explanation starts with the common expression

cioâyeita tap' a&r4, just as the previous explanation did, and indeed others, where the plot

of a play or a specific character is discussed. As regards the rest of Körte's supplement, it should

be considered as one among many other possibilities, since there is no indication that our text

is dependent upon Apollodorus.

1.33. As the dicolon indicates, the two glosses á]KI1 and oXCa/Lci.ra are at the end of an

explanation. Without the corresponding lemma, however, it is not certain which word of the text

they refer to. They gloss either ).aKCôaç in v.423 or otdpyava in v.43 1. AaKCÔ€ç is glossed

in the scholia as keppoyóta i/1ána. Lexicography, on the other hand, explains the word

?.CZKCÔ€ç by using oIazirta, e.g. Orion 96,27 AaKCÔEç. êiti cJIapacog i/LarIou... , Hesychius

?. 200 XaKiôeç th ?cirt& toy apvwv axiapatcz from Cyrillus' glossary and X 204 ?aK1ç

...oyjCapa. On the other hand, the glosses on oltdpyava include Fc'tn just as the papyrus does,

if the supplement is correct: Sch. Ar.Ach.431 tà arcápyva] t& tthtta. izupI.c ôè tà ir

Hesychius a s.v. othpyava ÔEG, áicr1. The first editor's assumption that it could all "go

back to tp.5ri in 418 "is not valid any more, after a new lemma (v.421) has been established

in 1.32. The two other options, however, are both equally possible.

11.33-4. The lemma oKtza[Aiao comes from v.444: ôitoç à y aOtobç ruxtCotç oKtwtACoo.

The scholia offer a detailed discussion of the word, investigating both the literal and the

metaphorical meaning of the verb (êouOcvIao f XAuáao) as well as quoting a parallel from

Peace 549. Ancient lexica have dealt with oKLux?gco too: Phrynichus 83, 13-5 De Borries:

KataôaKtu?.tctv: ...toi3ro at aKL&.I(EtV oi 'AttuoI ?.éyouatv and from him Moeris:

Frr. 804-18 Nauck 2 and pp.621-6 about the fragments of the play and Apollod. 3,13,8:
.11reiç ôè a&thv itpbç XeIpova ioiCoaç r' éK€IVOU OepaiteuOévta tàç ôlIJ€Lc

3 oatAia icczt&rcrIa€ oAóirwv.
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oKtiLaAIoaL 'Attu(ot, KataôalcruAtoaL v E)Jr1 vcc, Hesychius ciictj.taAIoat

Kata8aKtU)CcjaL from Cyrillus, and Photius oKtp&.CoaL KataôaKtuXtoaL àoXjióvoç. The

gap in the papyrus does not allow us to compare the explanation provided by our text with the

rest of the ancient evidence. What remains seems to point towards a sort of paraphrase combined

perhaps with some glossing of 0KLJ11x?.C(w in its metaphorical sense.

11.35-6. There is no high stop in 1.36 to indicate the end of the lemma that probably began in 1.35.

We can assume that it should be either supplemented after ôôç or that the lemma stopped

immediately before the gap in the papyrus. The scholia have iaxvá jzoi. 4uU€ia as lemma, but

as we have often seen, the lemmata between papyri and scholia are not normally entirely

identical. As regards the explanation, the scholia on v.469 are as follows: t& à7ro).c1cIoLata

tGv ?.aávv.	 ôè otov jiqapajtva Kai	 tv ?aávcov 4n3AAa...

Hesychius s.v. u)?ea tà tGv Aaávcv & itpocittOéao totç cvoujiévotç 	 KaL

ai.Xa. Interestingly, PSI 892, probably a fragment from Diogenianus' lexicon, has the same

explanation: & 7tpoottOéaaL toiç voujivotç oAa aI 4)ai3?.a Aáava. 8 The papyrus

explains as ÔÔç t& oatpà 4SAA.a & èi' t[ which could be either t[v ?.aávcv or

/Lrtpôç, for which one can compare v.478: j.tirpóO€v ôcôcyjvoc.

11.38-9. The comment refers to v.483, on which the scholia run as follows: ypczp ô '

àpyij, à€tr1pIa, i Acyopvr aACç. K 1etaop&c o3v tv ôpoji&ov. The lexica offer

various explanations too (Pollux 3,147, Hesychius y 894), but it seems more likely that the

papyrus had simply something like éK ta4op&ç 'r(2v ôp]opv which is a quite common

form of interpreting similar passages inancient scholiography.

1.40. This line is a real puzzle. The first editors called it obscure and they could not think of any

other satisfactory solution but corruption. The problem starts first with the lemma, for which we

suppose that it was oIKuov tôo]€v but the scribe forgot to mark its end with a high stop. What

constitutes the explanation does not really make any sense. The scholia on v.520 have the

following: cJIKuov] &rtô eOeCaç tfç 6 cRKUoç. Other instances in the scholia (Sch. Ar.Pax

1001) as well as in lexicography (Suda, Hesychius, Pollux) deal with various aspects of this

noun, including different kinds of cucumber and proverbial uses. Moreover, there was a question

of grammatical interest, namely whether the nominative case was 6 aCKuoç or cnzuóç It seems

8 This supplement was suggested by Körte (1932) 23 1-2.
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that the scholium on v.520 cited above, implied the same point. The only thing that one can

make out of the explanation in the papyrus with some certainty is some kind of parallelism

between ouiuoç and TtOcovóç. If this was on a grammatical level, the choice of Tithonus looks

inexplicable. Tithonus' name, however, obtained a proverbial use, especially as regards

Tt&vo13 yfjpac, namely from the fact that when he reached a very old age he was transformed

into a cicada. On the other hand, there was a distinction between cJLKuÔ irp&ç and ouzubç

wt€ptatIaç (unripe and ripe cucumber) with the former being of the best quality. Even the fact

that both nouns are in the dative case is strange, despite the presence of a form of OtKCZ which

asks for a complement in dative. Perhaps there was a note indicating that aLKIXAt is also

accentuated on the last syllable, just as Tt0wvcoi. does but this seems to me very unlikely. The

line remains obscure and the theory of corruption is still the only reasonable one.

11.40-1. The first editors have suggested èKK€KaOJLé VOL as gloss on iteuoyyopvot. This is

only one of the many possibilities offered by the scholia on v.526 as well as by the ancient

lexica. It could also be: 7CE()UO1l !1 Vol., 7t€ItAI1OIIEVOL or êOKopOôl.CJjAE VOL which would equally

fit the gap.

1.41. From what remains of the explanation of tópva ôi5o in v.527, the papyrus does not seem

to have contained anything like the discussion in the scholia. On the contrary, it must have had

a very elementary remark, for example ç iropv[ri. tii. Aartaotat prtat without any

historical or other information of anecdotological character.

11.41-2. Although the scholia on v.532 do not offer any specific definition of the term OK6AL0V,

in many other instances both in scholia and in lexicography we find versions similar to that given

in the papyrus,e.g. Sch. Ar. Vesp 1238c aK6?.tc ôè ?y€tat t& tapoIvta from Triclinius

and sch.Ar. Ran 1302:aKo?Cv CJKOALa ).CyOVtaL t& tapoIvta o/icta. Also in Paus. Att.

o 16 from Pamphilus and subsequently Synagoge and its derivatives. The original source must

have been Didymus' Th.n1OoLaK& as attested in Et.M. 7 18,35 (Did. frr., p.371). Finally see

Hesychius s.v. oKó?.La.

1.42. Once again and unlike the scholia, the papyrus has a very short explanation of E€pi4Cv

from v.542. The scholia offer an interpretation of the whole context in v.541 together with a note

about Seriphus itself: ... tIç €pIou, cfjç €it€).eotátric viicou toy 'A0vaIov. As a

supplement for 1.42 one could think of something like tov A0[ilvatuv (JU/1JLXOL ot Ept(j)LOL

or tcv A0[vauov vooc r E€ptoç.
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1.44. The scholia have nothing on ôLKt3otç in v.550. The explanation offered by the papyrus

is a gloss which is in turn explained by lexicographers such as Hesychius y 1023, Pollux 10,158

and Suda 1' 508. They all refer to Aristophanes' Daitaleis fr.226 K.-A. The use of the verb

?.éyei. is common in the scholia in cases of explanations of glosses. Its subject can either be the

author or the gloss itself. In the second case Ayet gets the additional meaning of oriaivet or

ôrot.9 What seems interesting in this comment is the fact that the commentator felt the need

to gloss a rather easy word which even the scholia omit. It is another example of an approach

which serves the needs of the school.

11.46-9. In these four lines there must have been a summarizing account of verses 557-65. The

scholia on v.557, as the editors of the papyrus also noticed, have a sort of similar comment.

Furthermore, an indication of the content of these lines is given by aJywvtCo(j€vov) in 1.48

which can be compared with to 1tóptov tO ouvaycovuóp€vov a&4) in scholium on v.564

and also by ]outoç ôet[O which can refer either to Dicaeopolis or Lamachus. Not much can

be said with certainty, however, given that very little of the text survives and that we do not

know how many lemmata were discussed.

1.50. The scholia have no comment on v.568. The papyrus, on the other hand, comments on

one of the characterizations given by the Chorus to Lamachus, and the explanation it

provides is tO tfjc a&fiç A search in the scholia and lexicography shows that the term

was discussed in many places. In Sch. Ar.Aves 368 we find KCcL cJu)ta outitatptcta... Suda

in ci) 832 s.v. u?.étrlc: auyyevic, ô d4u).oc. It is very interesting that the formulation is often

identical: Hesychius s.v. u)&11c &trç (a&ç) u?.fiç, 6 êottv ô64u?oc, Erotianus p.116

fr.60 ... Kcct t'PIvOoct ev t4llcp1 tñ 'AtttKfç auvr0€Caç raCv "oi uèv oiv éKtrç

ctitfic 4w?.fjc ôvt€ç 4u?éra ?yovtaL ..." and Orus A27 (Alpers) ... ô'qjLótflv ôè tO y toü

cz&oi3 ôii,iou, áç u).ét1]v tOy tfic cthrfjç u?.f ... Also Pollux 3,51:...oiKeIoç, uAétqç,

ôT]f2ótrc, pátTp and Eustathius 90 1,8. From all the sources quoted and especially Erotianus

and Orus who offer an elaborate discussion, it is clear that grammarians dealt with the problem

of a group of nouns which denoted people belonging to the same social group such as ôrj.u5tr1c,

Similar cases together with passages from the scholia can be found in W. G. Rutherford
(ed.), A Chapter in the history of annotation being Scholia Aristophanica Vol. III (London
1905) 341.
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Ao%itrc and pátrp. The ultimate source must have been Aristophanes of Byzathtunllepi

7o?..tt1.K(OV óvozdtov.'° In classical Attic one did not need the pr eposition obv to imply

membership to the same group as somebody else, and terms such as ôflporLKôç were used to

imply simple belonging to the group. It is not surprising that the Atticism and its representatives

in scholia and lexicography (e.g. Ael. D. ô 12) would pay special attention to such subtle usages

of the Attic dialect. I also assume that similar points would be of particular interest in the course

of school lectures or in the writing of exegetical works addressed to students. It is a bit strange

that this note occurs in the papyrus but not in the scholia on the same verse.

1.52. It is not easy to make sense of the remains of letters in 1.52. There is a possibility, however,

that this was a note on v.571: èy() yap XOImL ooç The scholia explain as &vti. toi3

i'jttiij at, àitb .i€taopâc tG)v à0?rt2v tGv tà uoa 0vtv. In Sch. Ar.Nubes 1047c

for the same expression we find: p€ta4opà &TCO tc2w 7Ca?aLoVtcA)v, whereas in Sch.

Ar.Ran.469 we read: toto ôè K taop&ç tTv àO?ritv. It is likely that in 1.52 the text

was i Letaopà àtô] t(v) à[O?]r1tv, although other possibilities cannot be excluded.

11.58-9. The explanation, the final part of which can be seen in 1.59, started in 1.58 and refers to

v.598: Aái.wzxoc: x€IPO16V1WctV yap ji€ -Lt: KoKKuyc ye tp€ç. The interpretation offered

by the scholia, àvtI. toC &raictot. Ka'L àtczô€otot. Kai yap ô KóKKu &JLoucJóv tt 4Oyyetat

is unsatisfactory and furthermore unrelated to the interpretation in the papyrus. In Hesychius K

3294, however, there is a note which is more appropriate to the context in the play and also very

close to the meaning of ê]prIa in the papyrus comment: K6KKUy€ç <ye y'> 7t'L

ovoOéviv 7rAetóvcv ctvat KcIL o?Iycv ôvtv. Alfred Körte has already suggested for

the papyrus the supplement ôu5ti. aL KcC& tiv ]pr[Ltav ot ôpVcLc and stated that this

version should be preferred to that of the scholia." Although Hesychius seems to point to the

right direction, his note does not offer a straightforward explanation either. In other ancient

sources, however, we find more about the behaviour of the cuckoo which gave rise to proverbial

expressions: In Arist. H.A.563b18: ô ôè KóKKU czIvetat êt' ô).Iyov xpóvov tou Ocpouç,

'° See Ar. Byz. fr. 298A-305 Slater and p. 97 (introduction to the relevant fragments).

' Korte (1911) 269: "In letzterem Verse ist die Auslegung der tpeI.ç K6KKUy€ç, die den
Lamachos wählten, etwa ôtótt Gxri. Kat& tiiv ê]prjiCav ot ôpvetç der unserer Scholien 6
KOKKO tO (()OV ajiouoóv ti. 4Oéyyetct wohl vorzuziehen".
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toy ôè xetiôva a4avg€tat. In Et. M. 524,50 s.v. it is its cowardice that is stressed: ...fl

ô€t?.ótatov, ç 4iiot 'AvaKp&ov. This characteristic of its behaviour appears also in Sch.

Lyc. 395: ...ôt& ô€tACav oi auvau?.C(ctat toç ?.ot7totç ôpvéoç! 2 The fact that the cuckoos

live in isolation is stated also in the note of the papyrus and apparently explains in a much better

way the phrase of Dicaeopolis "By three cuckoos (you have been elected)".' 3 This case is one

of the few where the papyrus has to offer something much better than the scholia.

11.61-5. In these lines the commentator abandons the explanation of very specific passages or

individual words and provides a paraphrase or rather a prose summary of a longer part of the

text, possibly from v.603 to 615. The unity of the explanation is illustrated by the absence of any

paragraphus in the left margin after 1.60. The only objection one can bring is that the lemma in

1.61 is from v.614. It seems, however, that the commentator deals with it in 11.64-5 after he has

made a brief presentation of what the poet said in the previous lines. First of all (11.6 1-2) various

names that Aristophanes enumerates are referred to. Some of them are characterized as

'tpoô6tat and a d stinction is made between them and those who served the army by means

of the construction ot t(èv) and ot ôè. The adverb KEO€ at the beginning of 1.63 probably

refers to some of the names of places mentioned in the text such as Ecbatana or the land of the

Chaones. Again in 1.63 the phrase cttct iruv0ávctat summarizes the questions that Dicaeopolis

addresses to the Chorus in vv.607-13. The final part of the passage (1.64) apparently deals with

the four names that the poet invented for some of the members of the Chorus. The commentator

points out that the names denoted the social and professional status of their bearers. The noun

tczç used in 1.64 clearly speaks of the social class to which the addressees of Dicaeopolis

belong. In 1.65 the reference to Megacles and Lamachus must have been part of the same

discussion and not of a new lemma. The paragraphus in the left margin indicates a lemma

probably at the end of the line.

12 All relevant material has been collected by Thompson (1936) 15 1-3. For the passage from
the Acharnians 598 see p.153: "Of the "three cuckoos" who voted for Lamachus in Ar. Ach.598
no satisfactory explanation has been given, unless we accept that of Hesychius".

' A different interpretation is suggested by A.Sommerstein (1980) 186: "i.e. by an ill-
attended Assembly acting stupidly. For "cuckoo" meaning "imbecile", cf. Plato corn. fr.64
[65K.-A.]". This is supported also by Phryn. PS, p.48,11: ... K6KKUya ?.éyouat to y K€vov Kat

KOU4OV.
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11.65-7. The paragraphus above the beginning of 1.65 is the only indication of a new lemma

which must start and finish in the same line, despite the high stop in 1.66, normally signifying

the end of lemmata. "A€yov éIcrrco" is not in the text, so it must be part of the explanation.

The scholia on v.6 17 have a quite similar version to that of the papyrus: ekSOeoav, € 7tote

tKXIOVtO àrcóvtirtpa &7CO tC)V OupCôc)v, tva (L ttç pa% tc2v iraptóvtcov, "éCot"

)yEtv. With some reservation we could suggest the following supplement: to ô(è)

àrtó[vitrpov êKXéOVtEc (oL àpXatot or ot t?ot) ... Jtpo4xovoiotv èoto tv[a

Ppaxf tcv itaptóvtcov.

1.68. As the first editors suggested, Aáxxoc in 1.68 was part of a new lemma, or perhaps a

complete one, since there was no paragraphus above the previous line (67). This lemma refers

to v.619: o ôt' &v p.to0oopij y€ AdpaXoç on which the scholia have no comment at

all. The explanation given by the papyrus is again a sort of paraphrase of the words of

Dicaeopolis. More specifically, the theory of a paraphrase is strengthened by the supplement

€tO o AtKatoto.tç oi ô[fita... which is very close to the original verse. On the other hand,

it is tempting to see in this line a short note about the staging of this scene. Six lines below, the

action stops and the actors leave the stage in order that the Chorus perform the parabasis. Given

that after this note the commentator proceeds with the interpretation of lemmata from the

parabasis, it would not be surprising to find here a reference to the end of the scene. A form of

the noun otôbç which means "threshold" together with the appropriate verb would indicate the

fact that Dicaeopolis approaches the entrance of his house and thereby is about to quit the stage.

It seems that both ways of supplementing the text are plausible, with that of paraphrase being

more likely as ov ô[iita is part of the verse in question.

II. 69-72. In these lines the commentator deals with vv.647-49 or even 650. He gives a

paraphrase which is very close to the text and repeats entire bits of it such as "rtp&rov èv)

rót€pov taç vau[ciI. Kpato otv" from v.648. The scholia have notes on the same passage but

there does not seem to be any similarity between them and the papyrus. Moreover, the papyrus

interprets the attitude of the poet as one of pride or arrogance - depending on the translation of

pE Y aAO4POOS V1 in 1.72. From the same point of view, it is likely that u]tcp caitou should

be supplemented at the beginning of 1.70, as the editors suggested. The presence of a

paragraphus above tep in 1.70 indicates a new lemma somewhere in the line but this would

interrupt the paraphrase which appears to continue naturally into the next line.
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11.73-4. These two lines refer to vv.652-4 and continue to give a prosaic version of the text. Line

74, however, explains the relationship between Aegina and the poet, as also do the scholia on

v.654 in a more detailed and scholarly way. The absence of the second half of 1.74 does not

allow us to see which explanation the commentator adopted if he adopted one. Another point that

is worth mentioning, however, is the role of the paragraphus above the beginning of 1.73. As the

first editor noticed "[this line] seems to have been tacked on to the previous note without a new

lemma". If this remark is correct then the paragraphus is sometimes used to indicate only the

transition to a new section without the presence of a lemma being necessary, as it was for most

part of the commentary. It is very likely that the paragraphus in 1.70 served the same purpose,

although the survival of only the left hand side of the lines does not permit definite conclusions

for what is missing on the other side.

11.75-7. This comment refers to vv.657-8 and seems to continue the paraphrase that started in

1.69. The scholia on v.657 run as follows: oi Ooitei3v: o Ko).aK€ucov, oi àiratôv, oi&

tLOL taObv ôtôouç tva aitôv étatvéootv. The commentator is more precise and talks

about to 81KcWtUCOV. According to the ancient sources (Arist. Ath.Pol.27,3 and Plut. Per.9)

/LtaOOc ôLlcczon.KOç was introduced by Pericles and Cleon raised it in order to gain the favour

of the people. Contrary to the vagueness of the scholia, the papyrus must have given a much

more precise explanation based on historical facts. The scholia and lexica have more details too

drawn from Diogenianus (= Hesychius 81813) or from Aristotle (Sch. Ar. Vesp 684). As regards

1.76, the comment probably refers to oôè Katáp&ov in v.658, for which the scholia offer

analogous interpretations, the closest being oi KataPPIX()V toç élEaIvotç cbç 4wt&.

Finally, etO OUt(S) Kat€ltpattOV[ in 1.77 has no equivalent in the scholia. It probably concludes

the long paraphrase by adding a short remark about the content of the six verses, the so-called

pnigos, that follow. It is also likely, however, that it refers to the same people who unlike

Aristophanes, were flattering and playing tricks against the citizens.
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P. Mich. 3690
	

Second / Third century

Aristophanes, Heroes (?)

touot 1€V v000uç ôtôoji€v	 7

cyirAyvt&v P1TCtCLv iô€pàv

KopuCav po.pav itoôayp&v

.LaLvco0aL ?I.€LXl VcLc €X€tV
	

10

3 oi43covaç çtyoc 7UEt0V	 ptyoc OUK

[..........(.) ].jcAeirta[t] 8tôoi€v

P. Mich.3690 (PCG 1112, fr.322) is fragment of a papyrus roll from the second or third

centuly AD.'4 It contains part of a speech by a Chorus of heroes which led the editors to attribute

it to the lost comedy of Aristophanes, Heroes. What is important for our study is the two glosses

in the right margin. Both refer to a long list of diseases which the Chorus enumerates in the form

of present infinitives. The first gloss is [8po]ttàv and explains iôcp&v from 1.8 of the text.

Although the first editors have not commented further on this, a look at the ancient lexicography

shows that the same glossing occurs quite frequently: Hesychius s.v. iôep2v iôpoirtôv and

s.v. ôapi4 ôpiti. Photius s.v. ôepôv iôpoittv; similarly Suda Y45. Both Photius and

Suda derived the gloss from Synagoge and it is very likely that in Hesychius we have a gloss

from Cyrillus' glossary, which is among the prime sources of the Synagoge. The fact that

Cynlius is the source of the Hesychian gloss is confirmed by its reappearance in the atticistic

lexicon of Moeris (Y7 Hansen): iSôcpoc KaL '.ôpàv 'AtttKol C)ôpcNIf KcZ'L 1)ôp(A)ltLaV

'E)Jrivec.' 5 With the term E?Xvcç one should understand the lexicographer's

14 The first publication was made by Merkelbach (1967). The articles by Th.Gelzer in ZPE
4 (1969) 123-33 and B.Gentili in QUCC 13 (1972) 141-3 do not contain anything relevant to the
marginalia.

' See K.Latte (ed.), Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon (Copenhagen 1953) XIV: "...Haec
Byzantina e Cynllo maxime ad Hesychium venerunt, et eiusdem originis sunt quae totidem
verbis in Moeride recurrunt, ita ut quae ille Atticorum dicat, lemmatis vice fungantur, quae
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contemporaries in contrast to the Athenians of the fifth century whose dialect served as model

for imitation. In this context, the person who supplied the papyrus with this gloss on iô€p&v,

provided as explanation for himself or another reader a word current in the everyday vocabulary

since the classical term was no longer intelligible.

The second marginal is not exactly a gloss. It is a longer note that refers to v.11:

ou3vaç SIyoç rupetôv. This makes clear that (yoç and tuperô are two separate diseases

and not one, the so-called yolr13peroV for which there was the special word iitIa..oç. The

meaning of iitIa?t.oç is discussed in many instances both by lexicographers and scholiasts.' 6 It

seems that some identified it with that kind of fever which is accompanied by shivering and

others took it as the shivering that actually precedes fever. More specifically, in Sch. Ar.

Ach.1164cz we find: ...iit(&.oç yap iup(coç 6 jz€tà (youc tupetôç... In Sch. Luc. Gall.9

p.90,1R: ... i yoç ouvrpjvov itupet4 (from ms. i in which the Erweirerte Synagoge was

used). Also Ael. D. r 13: itIaAoç: 6 çtyoti5petoç from which Phryn. PS. p.73,7: <irCaAoç>

..klcpóv t c11 jLLXI Vet, 'th iczAoi5ii€vov tyO7n5petOV and Timaeus Lex. Platon. ijitIaAoç: 6

tyoti5p€toç. Suda H 433 s.v. 'HitCa?.oç: 6 tyo',t5pctoç (from Synagoge like Phot. 72,15,

both from Phrynichus) ... i!ptIaXoç y&p 6 p€tà Iyouç itupecôç(from sch. Ar. Ach. 1164 a).

Very interesting for the ancient distinctions between different kinds of fever is a passage from

Galen, De duff febr. H 6: ...ToStou to3 yvouç éotl Kczl. riCa?oç ltupctbç iôIç

óvoaói€voç, ötav &ia Twpétt000C te Kal. tyo3ot... aivovtat ôè tG)v 'ActtK2v

&vôpcv vtoi. Kal to tpO coi3 irupetoi3 yo oitç óvoitáCovtcc. The second alternative

definition is found also in many sources such as Sch. Ar. Vesp.1038a:...itpo€Ipritai. y&p, &ri.

iitIciXoç ?y€tat tO ltpO toi3 itup€toi3 Kpl50ç. 'Aptoto4ávric N€4?atç (fr.399 K.-A.) Kat

eco,LooptaooaLc (fr.346 K.-A.)... Côujtoç ô jnot (Did. frr., p.51, n.1). Also in

Hesychius r 687 s.v.iitCcx).oç yoç itpO itup€roi3, Sch. Luc. Gall.9 p.90,1 R:itia).ov]5tyoc

,tpO 7rupctoi3 and Moeris H23 Hansen s.v. 11tia)ov tb rpb toü tup€toi3 iIii5oc. &pu

ô'iiti&.oç 7tUp€tou tp6ôpopoç. It seems that this was the definition adopted by Aristophanes

in the second Thesmophoriazousae (fr.346 K.-A.), according to the scholium on Wasps 1038,

and possibly Galen included the comic poet in his group of Attic men who regarded TiirC&.oc

'EAAijwov, explicationis".

16 A detailed discussion of ipiCaAoç is found in Deichgraber (1956) 23ff.
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as the shivering that occurs before fever.

Returning to the note in the margin of the papyrus, we notice that the annotator follows

the first interpretation, namely that 17tCa?oç is the simultaneous occurrence of shivering and

fever, the nyoin3pccov. It seems likely that LOitl€tOV could be a variant in the text but the

existence of two separate words makes it clear that the poet inteMed them to be two separate

diseases. As regards now the quality of the annotation and the scholarly abilities of the annotator,

the two notes are not enough to allow firm conclusions. It is enough to say that he must have

consulted good sources (possibly including atticistic lexica) or that his education was adequate

in order to explain difficult medical terms by using also technical vocabulary of his times.

P. Grenf. 12 ( 1625 Pack 2 )

	

	
Third century

Aristophanes, Gerytades or Thesmophoriazousae Ii (?)

autov ?pt tpuX]owtv iai v<o>u-

&rouol	 €iJtouAEuouot

IOuCtOV €X€t

xaAou]oL tEVta-

O4tOV	 ]U.OV €V ()

Ot icarnôucot io]Aa4ovtcn

]OVtWV K-

aotat ?.a?.ouoat tov[

tP0XODJL ito?)1.otç c[

KaKOUJL€VaLc yap v[

i3ito ritpuc2v tE Ka[t

00K iO aprov a).[?.

vuv ouv aitotva t[

izata trv Mc?.avut[trv

a?Aa €cYt(A)V ct[

5
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P.Grenfell 12 (PCG Vifi fr.1005) was first published as a fragment belonging to a lost

tragedy. O.Crusius, however, in a detailed article showed that it was rather a comic fragment

than a tragic one.' 7 He also argued for the assumption that it belonged to Aristophanes'

Geiytades, a play whose action takes place in the underworld, a sort of "comic Nekyia" in which

the dead Euripides was presented being tortured by the women he had criticized in his tragedies.

The problem has been discussed by many scholars since then but their opinions differ.'8

What is more important for the purposes of the present study is the annotation that the

papyrus offers in its left margin. Given that the text has been dated to the third century AD, the

presence of so ample marginalia is quite surprising, although a considerable number of papyri

with scattered marginalia or systematic annotation come from around this period. Naturally the

smaller the fragment, the less certain any conclusions about the entire roll can be. There is

always the possibility that the annotation did not spread evenly throughout the roll. One of the

problems that the first editors faced is the location of the marginalia on the left of the column

to which they are supposed to refer. In papyrus rolls the notes are usually related to the text on

the left and not on the right. In this papyrus, however, a closer look at the annotation shows

clearly the opposite: the notes match exactly bits of the column on the right. As Crusius

admitted: "Toutefois, si l'on compare de plus près les restes subsistants avec les debris du texte

places en regard, on découvre bientôt certaines analogies et certaines relations qu'il est

impossible de mettre sur le compte d' un pur hasard".

The supplements that various scholars have suggested for the better understanding of the

marginalia look more or less acceptable, although different supplements cannot be ruled out. The

first note in 11.2-3 and the second in 1.5 belong to the category of paraphrase, which is a very

common form of exegesis especially for poetic texts. The annotator rephrases the text in a

prosaic form and replaces obsolete and unintelligible words or expressions by others he draws

from the contemporary vocabulary. Two small points are worth mentioning: first, the insertion

of an ypsilon in 1.2 in order to make the supplement v<o>uO€toi3ai. possible does not seem

' Crusius (1898).

18 example Kuiper (1913) 237-8 who thinks of Thesm.b and Wilamowitz-Moellendorff
(1935) 446 who makes also useful suggestions for the restoration of the text. Full bibliography
in PCG Vifi, p.296.
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absolutely necessary. The interchange of ou and u in the papyri is a phenomenon that occurs

frequently and is due to phonological changes.' 9 This is, however, something concerning mostly

documentary papyri and any attempt to apply it also to literary texts is risky. Of course, the verb

vouOcteiv seems to apply well to the present context in the sense of 'chastise' or 'rebuke' but

there is also another possibility, vISKtp, according to the suggestion by Wilamowitz (1935)

446. My second point is about 1.5 ]otKtov X€t, which probably refers to o i1jAO' àpiv

à?.[. and takes as subject a person, possibly Euripides, who did not show any compassion to the

maltreated women and is therefore punished by them. Otôéva, once again suggestion by

Wilamowitz, seems to me a very likely supplement.

The second marginal note covers lines 6-8 and apparently explains the way of

punishment the person on stage was subjected to. The instrument of torture was called

7rcvtEcJuptyyov i5).ov and its use is attested in many ancient sources including Aristophanes'

Knights 1049: tourovI I &fjaaC a'éici?.€u' év t€vt€oupCyy i3A. Both in scholia and in

ancient lexica we find descriptions of this instrument such as in Hesychius s.v. lt€VtEcJl5pl.yyoV

i.S?ov 7rVte ótàç ov atà to ôcojiti5ptov..., Photius s.v. 'rt€vtew3ptyyov i3?.ov

7Cévt€ óiràg Ka tpita xov, tpax1 (, xcpoI, tooiv 'Aptatoávrç and s.v. aaviç Kczi

ev fj toöç i'zaKol5pyouc ôouv... The last one is first attested in Ael. D. o7 s.v.aaviç, possibly

from Diogenianus and in P. Oxy.3329 fr.1 1 1-2 (Diogenianus ?) as well as in Eustathius

1923,46. Given the Aristophanean origin of the word it is likely that the explanation ultimately

goes back to Didymus' K/4Kui Ac. Interesting is its frequent identification with 7toôoKáKr1,

e.g. in Sch. Ar. Eq.1049 tcvr€oupIyy 5?] tfi ltoôoKáicfl and Hesychius s.v.

7cOôOKaKr 6 év t i5X ôeoóç, êv o KaKoupyot ôcop€'5ovtat, otov 'toôoKatoX1. See

also Harpocration s.v. itoôoKá1cxr1. The explanation of the papyrus is quite elementary, probably

without any specific description or function of the instrument. For this reason one should not

assume that the annotator had consulted an independent source. The text itself would be enough

to allow him to formulate this short note. There is always, of course, the possibility that the next

line had more on the same topic but this cannot be confirmed because of the big gap. Finally,

the form itevtaat5piyyov, which the note contains, is a later development of the classical

ir€vtcoi5ptyyov. Ael. D. Tc35 discussed this morphological development. Similarly other

'9 See Mayser (19702) 79 and Gignac (1976) 214.
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Atticists such as Phyn. Ed. 386 Fischer and Moeris II 63 Hansen. Et. M 346,18 has also a

remark on this issue: ..4uAáttouoL y&p to téAoç tGv àptO jiôv êv t cJUVOéO€L,

t€Vtcirqvov Aéyovt€ç Kal v t€vt€aupCyyco i5A tj€iç ÔC, tEvtávqvov.

Although the fragmentary state of the papyrus prevents us from drawing important and

definite conclusions about this particular text, the density of the marginalia is still a factor that

makes it worth studying. As has been shown above, the notes combine paraphrase with

explanation of difficult words and are not concerned only with variants and glosses as is

normally the case. On the other hand, the problem of the identification of the play has not been

solved and its authorship cannot be taken for granted as its classification among the adespota in

the latest edition of comic fragments (PCG VIII) illustrates.

P. Amh. 13 ( 1626 Pack2)
	

Third century

Aristophanes,?

Col. i

] .0' 1 1mf1

J € mttaç

]ti. ôr aOv

]Xeyctv

I

€t(p)t(cu) tapa co opni(ov) otpaov

zitpao.. [.1 ....acpou()

€ç Mayvtlta

av(n) OU?)€y€LV	 5

]. tcztcA)v

t000]utout xpovou
	

10

]xpovoc
	 toc€Aoçrqvôa[

]BuCavttou
	 7tOt€OV aito[
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]ta 7ro.tç	 8wiuf

]'roç rp' €yw	 pa6(

]A.:L	 15

]ouvta 0€.	
,tat€L itapa[

]i. japupac

]vt€t

€4rjJt€pc*n.	 av(ti) oiiieptvwt

] . [ .1 . cOat JL' autta	 20

P. Amherst 13 (PCG ifi 2, fr.593) is a fragment of a papyrus roll from the third century.

It contains remains of two columns of text and intercolumnar space of considerable length which

has been filled in with marginalia. The identification of col. i,2 with a known citation from

Aristophanes (Pollux vii 138) shows that our fragment belongs to a lost comedy by

Aristophanes, the title of which is unknown.

The marginal notes refer to col. i, from which only the endings of twenty lines survive.

What makes the situation more difficult, is that most of the notes themselves are incomplete as

well. The examination of what remains shows that the annotator's interests went beyond

problems of textual criticism or glossing of words and expressions. Some of the notes are, of

course, glosses introduced by the technical àv(tI.) (toi3) or possibly lemmata, such as the note

next to 1.11 to tAoç tiiv ôa[thviv. This note explains a word from the text but it is not

absolutely clear whether tXoç was a lemma or the first of the two glosses. The presence of

lemmata from the main text is usually an indication that the scribe has transferred into the

margins explanations that he found in a commentary. In this case, however, the nature of the

comments as well as the vocabulary used seem to point towards a quite learned source. Toç

is explained by Ael. D. t7: téAoç oi 'AttLKoi tátt000t K&L &Vt td€COç K&t ôamtávrç,

vOcv 6 7to).uteAç Kcà eit€Af Kal ouvte?Sç... Similarly in Sch. Plat. Symp 205a. Also in

Sch. Horn. ii K 56b: orj,uxIvEL ôè mA€Cova ,torè ithv ôamrávia... ç EiptirIô1ç..

KCL MijiooOvric. Expressions like €tprjtat tap& tO 4optuthv, etc Má'yv1ta and icaICet

lcczpà... are found elsewhere in the scholia on Aristophanes and one can claim that they are part

of a technical terminology. At least they indicate an acquaintance of the annotator with the
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scholarly exegesis. Apart from the indications arising from the above mentioned expressions,

the content itself shows a good level of erudition. The first note in 1.1 explains the meaning of

an expression that stood in the text as deriving from a vulgar equivalent which is also quoted.

With no traces of it attested anywhere else, it is impossible to reconstruct its exact meaning and

how it applied to the comic text. It is also uncertain whether etc Máyvrta in 1.3 is the

concluding part of the note or it stands on its own. In any case, it illustrates the ability of the

annotator or his source to understand the allusion to a comic poet whose work may not have

survived until such a late date. In one of his articles, Allen has suggested that Magnes relates

with the expression J.a fl jd '143áXc in 1.1 of the main text and with the reference to his person

in Knights 525: éc3AiOi1 'itpca3i3uc v but it is difficult to confirm it on the basis of so

insufficient and unstable ground.2°

Another interesting point is the presence of an additional verse in the top margin of

column 2 preceded by an antisigma. 2 ' The same symbol appears in 1.4 of the second column and

shows that the omitted line should be inserted here. Itis likely that the annotator corrected a

mistake by the scribe or that the scribe himself collated his text with the exemplar he used.

Generally speaking, P.Amherst 13 is a carefully annotated text with notes drawn from some kind

of scholarly source, possibly a hypomnema. It is also important, as also the first editors have

noted, that plenty of free space was left perhaps for convenience of the annotator.

20 Allen (1901) 425 col. 1: "...The text may presumably be restored éiza?.Gv o'rj jri

43aA, and if the reference to Magnes extends to this line we are reminded of cAi0r1
7tpeoutflc v Knights 425 ".

21 For the function of antisigma see McNamee (1992a) 14-5 and notes 26-34.
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P. Rain. 3.20 ( 1725 Pack2 )
	

Fifth century

Commentary on Aristophanes Clouds

11.1-4. The explanation refers to v.186 of the Clouds: toIç éK lli5Aou )jO€Iot, toI.

AaKCOVLKOç The scholia on this line concentrate primarily on the point that Aristophanes

makes about the state of the Spartan prisoners during their imprisonment in Athens and explain

the reasons for their bad physical appearance (€iKôç ov to3touç... d)poI)c Kal. ôuoctô€tç

ycyovvat). On the other hand, the papyrus focused on the events that came before their

captivity, namely the siege of the island of Sphacteria and Cleon's role in the whole expedition.

Since the battle at Sphacteria and the fate of the Lacedaemonian prisoners are mentioned

frequently in other comedies as well, the scholia on those passages with their various accounts

of the events give us the opportunity to compare and look for similarities with the version of the

papyrus. The most striking parallel is found in the scholium on Knights 393a: ... àvtI rôv

aix.ctv oCç ôvtac	 ev	 teicayy&.€voç ô KX&ov toç 'AOrvaiotç

rrpoO&ic tycryev. As in our papyrus, the emphasis is on Cleon's promise to bring the

Lacedaemonians to Athens as captives within a limited period of time. From other parts of the

scholia on the Knights we hear further details of the story, as well as a reference to Thucydides

as source of 1054a: .. .izcI. ®oUKUôL ôTlc ô In fact, Thucydides was the single most

reliable ancient source about events of this period and it seems that the scholia made extensive

use of his work on many occasions. 23 As the second editor of the papyrus has also noted, in this

passage the papyrus presents some verbal similarities with the text of Thucydides which cannot

be accidental or negligible: Thuc. IV 28,4: ...êvtôç ipEpv €ti'zootv f ä.EI.V AaK€ôcctpovIouc

fl aitoI3 àitoi'zt€vev and IV 39,3: ... êvtàç yap €tKootv 1jiEpv 1!iYaY€V toI

âvôpac, t7xiit€p 7tatrI. There can be no doubt that the accounts of the story in the scholia and

probably the one in the papyrus are all reated to the narrative of Thucydides. The fact that the

papyrus is only partly preserved does not allow us to trace closely the extent and accuracy with

The identification and second edition of the papyrus have been made by Gronewald (1982)
61-9.

23 See the Index Scriptorum in F. DUbner (ed.), Scholia Graeca in Aristophanem (Paris 1842)

706 s.v. €OUKDÔ1.Ô11c.
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which the unknown commentator was reconstructing the events. It seems, however, that the

papyrus offered a summary of the story in a version shorter than the ones surviving in the scholia

on Knights 55. The issue of the use of Thucydides in the compilation of the scholia on

Aristophanes in late antiquity has been briefly discussed by Zuntz in his study of the

Aristophanes scholia on papyri and more specifically in the section about the historical accounts

of the death of Themistocles. One of his conclusions that seems to apply also to our case is the

existence of a rhetorical tradition (chronicles, historical handbooks etc.) that derived some of its

material from Thucydides. It is not easy to reconstruct the various stages in the formation of this

tradition but the mixing of selected parts from the original narrative of Thucycides together with

other historians and later compilations seems the most likely pattern. It is in this context that one

should put the short narrative in the first four surviving lines of the papyrus.

11.5-6. These two lines refer to v.192: oitot ô' èp€oô xctv nth 'ro y Táp'rapov. The second

editor compared this with the scholia vetera (RV) and thus suggested the following supplement:

tà u1 7 'ri'iv yfv[ (r'roôcn icat Ka'rcqwvOavouoLv. This supplement would indicate an

immediate relationship of the papyrus commentary with the sources of the scholia and would

indeed confirm the editor's assertion that "Da man nicht umbedingt an Phaeinos und erst recht

nicht an Symmachos denken will, dUrfte man unseren Kommentar am sichersten denen der

)wv ttvcv zurechnen" (with reference to the subscription to the scholia on the Clouds).25

There are, however, some other options which should also be taken into account: in the scholia

recentiora on the same verse we find explanations of the word Tartarus as ó tO yiv

Katwta'roç 'ró'toç. The same is found also in Hesychius s.v. tdp'rczpoc and similarly in the

scholia on Iliad el3b. It is therefore equally likely that the papyrus offered an explanation such

as these. In addition, the following line can be said to continue somehow the discussion of the

Zuntz (1975) 29-47. See e.g. in p.35: "Allen drei Fassungen des Scholions ist gemeinsam
mit Aristodem die Anknupfung der "rhetorischen Vulgata" an eine im Wesentlichen an
Thukydides orientierte Vorgeschichte" and p.47 n.1: "Em Beispiel: das Scholion (sc. sch. Eq.
814) ist eine rhetorische Bearbeitung des Thukydides (wörtliche Beruhrung...) wie es,
unabhangig, auch Diodor-Ephorus und Aristodem sind ". Also F. Jacoby, FGrH 2C, (Berlin
1926) 319-20: "daB für das erhaltene Herodot und Thukydides die letzten Quellen sind, ist
sicher; ebenso sicher aber, daB für die eigentliche Darstellung nicht sie, sondern eine jUngere,
bereits fortgebildete Tradition benutzt ist, die ganz auf athenischem Stadtpunkt steht".

25 Gronewald (1982) 62.
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same point by adding a remark concerning the connection between Tartarus and Hades.26

Already in classical times but also in the later literature Tartarus stopped being a separate part

of the world and became identical with Hades. In the scholia on Iliad e 13b we find for

example: Táptczpoç to irO tl]V yv coKotul/2 vov uépoç Kcit(Ota'VOV to3 WALÔoU and in

Et.M 747,14 s.v. Táptcpoç: 0 KattEpOç 'roü ôou róitoç. Likewise in Suda T 135 and

Photius, obviously from the Synagoge. In this context one could think of the following

supplement for 1.6: ?]yet ôv ? 'r[cptapov, although some of the letters are very uncertain.

1.7-8. Nothing important emerges from these two lines. It is an explanatory remark on v.195:

'€knO', tvcz ILT 'Ketvoç 5Lv èirttt5, giving the reason for the student's advice to the

others. The scholia offer a similar comment only in different words and they accompanied it by

paraphrase. Apparently the poet implied that more than one student, have come out of the

phrontisterion, contrary to Socrates' instructions. The commentator finds it necessary to state

clearly what happens on stage and what the reason is for the student's sudden reaction. Similar

notes are often found in the scholia. Gronewald's supplement co ]avvtov àv[Op5itcov

tLV(OV A&yct a&totç €ia€?Ociv tva jd ô]apGxnv i3itO toi[ Kpátouc seems plausible and

appropriate.

11.9-11. It is not absolutely clear to which specific verses these lines refer because no lemma has

survived. Nor do the scholia offer anything particularly profound for vv.196-206. The first

supplement that Gronewald suggested is y€[tctpIav in 1.9, probably referring to v.202 and

Strepsiades' question about geometry. The second one is tepIp€tpoç which glosses t€pi.oôoç

from v.206: a&rq ôé aot yfjç lt€pLOôOç 7táa1ç. The scholia vetera do not comment on this

term of geography as used in this context. In the scholia anonyma recentiora, though, rcpoôoc

is explained as tO ôtáypaia, y€oypwIa, ôt€uoç tflç t€pttpou, 1 7t€pIL€tpoç.

Although the spectators of the comedy in the fifth century would understand with tepioôo

something like 'map', 'chart', in a later period it was necessary to give a more technical and

precise explanation by using the term 'tcpIetpoc.

11.11-2. The lemma, the beginning of which is visible in 1.11, comes from v.209 of the text: cç

26 See for more s.v.Táptapoç in RE 4.A2 (1932) col.2442: "... Diese Erweiterung des
Tartarus wird der Grund dafUr sein, daB er seine selbststandige Stellung als Teil der Welt verlor
und mit dem Hades vereinigt wurde".
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t[oCrr' àAr6&ç 'AttLKÔV to copCov. The scholia offer a paraphrase with the remark that this

verse caii be read also as a question: év épwtijo€v "()ç tOOtó Got ÔOKE àtttKOV 	 piov, év

KaOip€vot ôuczdouotv; ". Part of the paraphrase can be seen in 1.12 of the papyrus and we

assume that to some extent the commentator had made a similar remark. The ambiguity and

briefness of the scholia vetera is overcome with the help of a scholium from the Aldine edition:

ttvè v6ev c to "oi 'p01. ôiitótat" too yépovtóç aotv, vtot ôè ôtatpoOotv. iaI

Kac' êpthtrcitv ôè €tvat tO toO tAoad4Ou K&L Iv àTtOO€t ôiSvarat. The implication of

giving v.209 to Strepsiades and not to the Student is that the verse should be read as a question.

If spoken by the Student, v.209 should remain in affirmative.

11.13-7. Gronewald saw correctly the lemma from v.211 (t & y 'ESota dç ópç) in 1.13. Its

explanation could go on up to 1.14, although without a visible lemma it could extend even up to

the end of the present fragment. Possibly, however, there was a new lemma from v.213 starting

between 11.14-5. The issue is the conquest of Euboea by the Athenians under the leadership of

Pericles and 1.15 fits this context. The scholium on v.213 runs as follows: ê7OAt6PK1OaV

a&Iv 'Aevaot p€t& ll€pti'z?éouc, Kal JLczALota X&KtÔaC KaL 'Ep€tptéaç. A possible

supplement in 1.14 is: Kpat]icJaVt€c KaOC[lt€p, as part of a longer historical narrative similar

to that on Sphacteria and Pylos in 11.1-4.

P. Rain. 1.34 (2865 Pack2) 27	 Fifth century

Commentary on Aristophanes' Peace

Recto 11.1-2. There is no introductory lemma for the explanation in 11.1-2 of the papyrus but

from the content we see that it refers to vv.410-1 from the Peace of Aristophanes: ipec (sc.oi

'E?Arvec) pèv jáv Ol5oJLev, 'routotot (sc. the Sun and the Moon) ôè ot ápj3apot Oi3ouot.

The scholia on these verses confirm the cult of the Sun and the Moon by the barbarians and point

27published together with P.Rain.3.20 by Gronewald (1982) 64-9. See n.22.
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out their identification with Apollo and Artemis respectively: ...ô 1ièv y&p iAtoç 'AiróAAv

CVEVO[LtOto, i ôè wAprqttc a€A.ivq. The papyrus commentary seems to have contained also

this remark as it can be seen from what survives in 11.1-2. It is, of course, equally likely that there

was more information in the part of the text that is now lost. Another scholium on the same

passage quotes Herodotus as a source for the cult of the Sun and the Moon by the barbarians and

Sch. Ar. Nubes 595 inform us: 6 ai:rroç ôè HAtoç K&t 'Art6??v. In Herodotus' account of

the Persian culture we read: (1131,2) ... Oi3ouot ôè (sc. ot llipoat) ic te Ka oc)vr. Also

in Book 1V188: ... Oi5ouot ôè (sc. A113u€c) 'HACc KcIL €).iivri jioi3votot. Another element

that strengthens the theory of the identification of the two Greek deities with the two Persian is

given again by the scholia on Pax 410-1: ... ôt& 'roi3to ôè Kat tv AiXov icaI tiiv 'E€oov

oi ôic?.unjvavto (sc. oi ápapot). This piece of historical information is not attested in the

same straightforward manner in any other of our sources. Herodotus in Book VI 97 has Datis

saying to the Delians: ...KaC /lOt K aot?oç ô€ erccotaAtaL, v oi ôi5o O€oI

èyévovto, tai5rv arôèv oCveoOat... Modern commentators have seen in this speech an

example of the Persian policy of religious tolerance towards conquered peoples or a

premeditated and deliberate political gesture prompted by Datis' advisors. 28 In any case, it has

been suggested that the identification of the Greek with the Persian gods was easy and could

serve well the political purposes of the time. Insofar as the Persian religion is concerned, the

evidence shows that gods like Mithra were related to the Greek Apollo and also goddesses like

Anahita to Aphrodite or more frequently Artemis. 29 It is very likely that this religious proximity

gave good argument to the Ephesians whose Artemision survived when all other sanctuaries

were destroyed by Xerxes during his campaign against the lonian cities (Strabo 14.5(c.634,25)

and Solinus Mern. 166,7 (40,2)).

11.3-6. The lemma in 1.3 comes from v.413 of the poetic text: tva tàç tc?.ctàç a&rot ?á13ot€v

tcv Ocôv. It is uncertain, however, how many lines the explanation covered since nothing

intelligible appears in 1.6. From what survives it seems that the main point was about the

See Macan (1895) 352, who talks about a policy of religious tolerance and How and Wells
(1964) 103: "...The Persians may well have seen in them their own gods of Sun and Moon,
Mithra and Mah (cf. i 131.2) ".

For more about Persian gods see Cook (1983) esp. 148 and Briant (1996) esp.171, 566 and
724.
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meaning and the usage of the word teA€t in this passage. Gronewald suggests the supplement

Ouota]ç )€yctV t[e).etaç for 1.5 on the basis of the scholium on v.413b: 7rapau)prtéov, oct

évtai3Oa àvtI. toi3 "t&ç OucjCa" i'zetat tO "t€Actàç" Lexicographers show that the two

words are indeed related to each another: Ael. D. t6 te?€tij OuoCa jwatipithôr and from

him Tim. Lex. 251R and probably the Synagoge and its derivatives such as Suda T267. Also

Hesychius s.v. teAe'raI optaC. OuoCat. jnxtipta and Et. M 751,11 s.v. t€?.eti: OuoCa

JLvot1ptc)Oflç. As regards now the nature of this scholium, it is very interesting to quote the

scholium on v.419 táoaç tc t& <&?)aç> te?.ctáç: Kat to&ro tpOç tàç &Uaç teA€tác (in

v.413). oa4otepov ôè v toi3totç 7tot€, Ott o 7t€ptyEypap/Lcvc)c êirI tv OuotGv tà

t€?.Etaç EpK€v. The continuity in interpretation seen in the response of sch.419 to sch.413

is certainly an element of importance. Firstly, it shows clearly the existence of separate

constituent parts in the compilation of the existing scholia which were all mixed up at various

stages. Secondly, and by taking the point that the scholiast makes into consideration, we can say

that it is one of these remarks that are products of the classroom. According to Rutherford who

studied carefully and also classified a large part of the Aristophanic scholia into categories, this

scholium belongs to "others [which] are merely scholiasts' prattle in which they use the day's

lesson to Aristophanes to remind the boys of some trifling piece of information that they have

often been given before". 3° Although this analysis refers only to the scholium, the fact that in the

papyrus we assume the existence of a similar explanation allows us to draw conclusions about

the general character and origins of this commentary as well as about the educational purposes

of the commentator. Another point that is worth mentioning is the use of tapatrprtéov Oct

in the above cited Sch. Ar. Pax 413b as a technical expression that crops up in several places in

the scholia, e.g. Sch.Ar. Pax 32f3, 380, 578 and 865.

11.6-9. The abbreviated ]apet has not been commented upon by Gronewald whereas the first

editor suggested tentatively àpcti. It is likely, however, that it stood for it]apit(pcyov) from

v.415: KcZL roi3 1iS14ou taptpor'ov àjtaptACaç. It is known that lemmata were often

abbreviated in commentaries. In this case one should transfer {o 1.6 the lemma from v.4 15 which

Gronewald suggested for 1.9 and consider 11.7-9 as part of the relevant explanation. The

3°W.G.Rutherford (ed.), A Chapter in the History of Annotation being scholia Aristophanica
Vol.111 (London 1905) 373 and n.53.
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reappearance of ir]ap&r[püyov in 1.9 could simply imply the existence of a paraphrase of

vv.4 14-5.

Verso 11.1-5. These five lines contain the explanation of v.457: Tp. Apet ôè Ep. jii. Tp.

/LT)ô' 'Evua?.l ye. Ep. p4 The problem that both the ancient and modern commentators

discuss is about the god Enyalios whom some identify with Ares and others regard as a separate

deity.3 ' In this passage Aristophanes seems to adopt the second option, a fact acknowledged also

by the scholia: tpôç tobç oiopvouc toy vetpv toy atbv €tvat Apca aI

EvuáAtov. They also informihat the poet Alcman was balancing between the two alternatives.

The fragmentary state of the papyrus does not allow us to tell which was the ancient

commentator's view, if he had one. The existence of totè ô[è, however, in 1.2 makes likely the

presentation of both views. Gronewald, the second editor of the text, suggested a bold but also

uncertain reconstruction based upon the information we have about Alcman: 'A).iziàv] ôè

t[otè jèv tOy cntOv ctvatwApca 'Evucz)]C, totè Ô{è oi tOy a&rOv ctvaL t]"Apet tOy

Ev{uáXtov. The reference to Sophocles in 1.4 has been considered by Gronewald to be to Ajax

179 where, according to the reading of the manuscripts and the scholia, the poet clearly

distinguished between Ares and Enyalios: fl Xa?KOOo')pa 1 tLV' 'Evud?.toç 32 Although a

satisfactory solution has been given to the mentioning of Sophocles, the presence of Hecate in

1.5 is puzzling. Gronewald thought correctly of the identification of Artemis with Hecate as a

parallel given by the commentator to the existence of the two names for Ares. What urged him

towards this assumption is the reference to Artemis in the same strophe in Ajax as Ares and

Enyalios (v.172: oc Taupoitó).a thç "Aptq.Ltç). The issue of identifying Artemis with

Hecate is often discussed in the scholia, e.g. Lys. 443: vT tv ooópov: tiv"Apteitv

Ol)t(O Ká?ouv, icei ôcôoi3xoc. ait yap tf Eitht. ? &teI K&i. tj acXiv i a&rrj.

Also sch. P1. 594 and Ran. 1356. According to Rutherford's classification, these scholia belong

to a category which deals with è vupx and ôtvujux. 33 Among other examples he includes the

' See Sommerstein (1985) 154.

32 Modern editors adopt Reiske's emendation fl XaAKoOA)pa aol ttv' 'EvuáAtoç or
Elmsley's et ttv' (Dawe and others), thus making Enyalios an epithet of Ares. For more see
Garvie (1998) 143 and Lloyd-Jones and Wilson (1990) 13.

W.G. Rutherford, History of annotation, p.372 and n.5 1.
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scholia about Hecate and the scholium on Pax 457 with which our papyrus deals. It seems that

here we get another argument in favour of the theory mentioned above. The commentator used

the case of another ôu.ôvupov which was possibly fresh in his mind after the reference to Ajax,

in order to offer a fuller presentation of the schema.

11.6-8. The siglum that introduces the lemma in 1.6 is called dotted obelus and is usually

associated with commentaries or marginal notes excerpted from cominentaries.' This particular

lemma comes from vv.465-6: oi u?iiIicoO'; ot' ôyK15)AEoO'I oijzeoO' ot BoutoC.

Unfortunately nothing important survives from the explanation but on the basis of the scholia

the second editor suggested the following supplement: ôt jnôèv a&oiç iA€t tfç ei]ptv(rlc)

é{TrI yap 'AAKzCOU etc. A newly published papyrus (P.Duke inv.643 recto) provides some

marginalia referring also to this passage of the Peace35 . The note on v.465 is ]it€pi43áA?.€o[O]€

[toy 6yizov] / }o&ioi. oi [KouoLv, ött J.LrI ôèv] / ]aOtotç é[?.et tfic cipivç] / ort]ovôaI

it[€itovto totç 'A&q-] / va ]otç ciç Aa[KcôaCiLova &v€u Bot-] I ot]v.

See McNamee (1992a) 18.

35 Smith (1996) 155-60 and Luppe (1997) 7-10 with important corrections and new readings
of the marginalia.
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Conclusions

The papyri of Aristophanes with scholia have been fortunate in having been discussed

thoroughly by Gunther Zuntz in a long article of his in the late thirties. Zuntz reexamined the

extensive marginalia in some papyri of late antiquity and thereupon based an influential theory

about the development of scholarship on Aristophanes and its various stages that ended up with

the formation of codices fully supplied with scholia sometime in the ninth century. His theory

has implications for most texts of classical authors, so it gave rise to a long discussion which is

still vivid among scholars today. 	 -

No attempt has been made in the present study towards reexamining papyri already

discussed by Zuntz since there is indeed very little left to add insofar as decipherment and

interpretation are concerned. Our purpose was to study some texts which were left aside or were

published thereafter. Any results that have emerged from the present study will be tested against

Zuntz's schema of the transmission of the scholia on Aristophanes with a view to whether they

strengthen or weaken his argumentation. It should be stated in advance, though, that his main

points will not be disputed and, of course, are not going to be repeated here.

P. Oxy.856 is a commentary on the Acharnians dated to the third century. Its format is

indeed very interesting: very long columns combined with brief comments on very selected

lenimata would make it possible to cover the whole play in very few columns (for the 1233

verses of the Acharnians the space of three columns was enough). It is highly likely that the

original roll contained commentaries of a similar kind on more than one play, a sort of epitome

useful to a basic study of the comedies of Aristophanes. Are we justified in assuming that the

roll dealt with those plays which from approximately this period onwards formed the so-called

"Selection"? This papyrus commentary has been regarded as being of very low quality since its

first publication and for this reason has remained outside the interests of scholars studying the

Aristophanic scholia. Indicative of this attitude is Zuntz's brief judgement: "...es zeigt knapp so

viel Beruhrung mit den Scholien unserer Handschriften, wie sich bei zwei Kommentaren zum

gleichen Gegenstand selbstverständlich ergibt; steilt aber em ganz ärrnliches Schul-Hilfsbuch

dar, viel kUrzer als unsere Scholien, und ohne Verwandtschaft mit diesen". After our detailed

36 ZUn (1975) 28 repeated by Maehler (1994) 124.
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discussion of the text, however, it seems that this papyrus contained plenty of information about

points of major interest, so that it should be regarded as anything but useless. References to

people from the Athenian society to which Aristophanes alludes, such as Cleisthenes, the tragic

poet Theognis and the politician Megacles, indicate a familiarity with sources useful to

Aristophanean exegesis. The summaries of lost plays given in two instances (Babylonians in

11.25-7 and Oeneus 11.30-2) show again access to good sources which the scholia seem to ignore.

Although the explanations of the papyrus are usually shorter than their counterparts in the

scholia, they often offer more or completely new elements of interpretation, the validity of

which is confirmed by their reappearance in the scholia on other authors or in lexicography (e.g.

11.29, 44, 50 and 58-9). On the other hand, much of the material offered by the commentator is

elementary. It is often derived from the text itself and not from an appropriate source.

Interestingly enough, however, none of this is nonsensical or excessively inaccurate as it is the

case with plenty of material in the scholia. The commentator has been careful to avoid any

misinterpretations and his scholarly level is quite satisfactory. Another element that characterizes

this commentary is the quite long sections of paraphrase which summarize the main points of

the text and which are often combined with elements of interpretation, such as in 11.62ff. and

70ff. From what has been said very briefly until now, it seems to me that Zuntz's view that the

commentary is a schoolbook is very likely to be correct. His judgement that it was "a very poor

schoolbook", however, can be seriously disputed. Its comparison with the scholia shows that

there are hardly any similarities which would indicate a considerable relationship between the

two. Given the temporal distance between them this is only reasonable but on the other hand this

commentary can be regarded as one of the school by-products of the scholarly ancestors of the

scholia vetera.

The second group of papyri which we examined in this chapter comprises three papyri

from around the third century AD. They are all fragments of lost plays of Aristophanes carefully

annotated by their scribes or by another hand. The first one is P. Mich.3690 which is believed

to come from Aristophanes'Heroes. Its two notes are short glosses on the medical vocabulary

of the extant passage. The glossing of difficult words had been a common feature in the margins

or the intelinear space of the papyri already since the last centuries BC. What makes the glosses

in question worth including in this study is the fact that they seem to reflect some discussion

possibly made in a commentary on this play. The first gloss (1ôpo7rtàv) is simply the term
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which substituted in later periods the classicaj one (ôcpâv), as the atticist lexicographers

inform us. At a first glance the second note looks quite ordinary, but as has been demonstrated

in the discussion earlier on, the problem behind it was very complicated and had divided the

ancient commentators and lexicographers into two groups. It is not clear whether the annotator

was aware of the problem he was touching on but it looks probable that he was, since, as has

been shown, he adopted one of the two views in a rather indirect way.

The other two papyri of the group (P.Grenf. 12 and P.Amherst 13) have been studied here

because of the extent of their marginalia. Although the notes are once again fragmentary, what

remains gave us the opportunity to reconstruct their function and meaning in a quite satisfactory

manner. From many papyri of this period, it is known that annotation used to be about variant

readings and other points of interest in the text that in one way or another affected the

interpretation. The quality of the notes varies a lot depending on the abilities and needs of the

owner or user of the papyrus. In this particular case, the study showed that at least some of them

were of learned origin. As regards the papyrus Grenfell 12, its notes seem to be on a relatively

elementary level. If the reconstructions are correct, the first two of them are paraphrases which

seem to have become more and more frequent in the later centuries of antiquity. The third note,

the one about Ire Vt€CI1pLyyOV i5Aov, does not go further than giving a very general description

of this instrument of torture unlike the more specific and accurate ones in the scholia and lexica.

P. Amherst 13, on the other hand, has not preserved enough of the text in order to enable us to

understand the full meaning of its annotation. From what survives, though, one may conclude

that they come from a scholarly source, most likely from a commentary. The references to

Magnes and the ability to understand the poet's allusions to everyday expressions or other jokes

(€tprtai. tczp&, iraie Irap&) indicate an acquaintance with Aristophanean exegesis. In both

papyri, apart from the value and quality of the notes themselves, their frequency and density next

to the column is striking, especially if one accepts that the same happened throughout the rest

of the roll. Of course, there has been published a substantial number of heavily annotated papyri

on other authors as well, such as Pindar's Paeans (P. Oxy. 5.841) or Alcman's Partheneion (P.

Par.71). These two texts of Aristophanes, however, have the additional advantage of showing

an interest in Aristophanes in a period earlier than the fifth and sixth centuries from which there

is much more evidence.

In the third group of the papyri examined in this chapter we include the two
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commentaries from the fifth century, namely P. Rain.3.20 on the Clouds and P. Rain.1.34 on the

Peace. These two have been identified as commentaries on comedies by their second editor

M.Gronewald in 1982. Zuntz in his study of the transmission of ancient exegesis on

Aristophanes has stated: "... und zwar haben die Benutzer offenbar, mit Hilfe der alten, neue

Hypomnemata hergestelit. Uns ist zu Aristophanes kein soiches erhalten - kein Wunder, da von

ihnen nattirlich nicht viele Abschriften genommen wurden ... Die Existenz spater Hypomnemata

auch zu Aristophanes erschien wahrscheinlich wegen der Lemmata in dem oben besprochenen

"Wolken" papyrus". 37 After the publication of these two commentaries from late antiquity, this

view should be modified, although the overall theory is still valid. As far as the material offered

in the hypomnemata is concerned, the second editor tried to prove that this was in close

connection with the scholia vetera on the basis of some occasional similarities. In my opinion,

the similarities indicated are rather accidental or even not sufficient especially when compared

to the marginalia of the papyri examined by Zuntz. It should be admitted, however, that the

content is by and large the same. If the supplements suggested are correct, the commentators

discussed the same points as the scholiasts do but only formulated them differently. Considering

now the origins and the quality of these two texts, it emerges quite clearly that they are products

of a school environment or at least that they reflect a school-centred attitude towards classical

literature. The brief summary of the events at Pylus and Sphacteria, the discussion of the use of

r€).€tal. instead of Ouaiat or the glossing of TccpCoôoc and Tdptcipoc are a few characteristic

examples of this tendency. It is rather unlikely that the papyrus contained any references to

scholars of earlier periods or parallels from other texts as the scholia often do. Paraphrase must

have occupied a great deal and I assume that some of the very fragmentary notes are remains of

this sort of comments. When we return to Zuntz's study and his reconstruction of the archetype

of the scholia we find reference to school commentaries of late date which have been

incorporated into the main stream of tradition. 38 It is highly likely that our commentaries should

be also included in this category.

A papyrus which was published recently (P.Duk. inv.643) offers remains of the Peace

together with marginal notes. The papyrus was rather mistakenly assigned to the third century

Zuntz (1975) 114.

38 Zuntz (1975) 27 and also his stemma of the transmission of the scholia.
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AD: palaeographical reasons as well as features of the format point towards the fifth century.39

Being a leaf from a papyrus codex, it was supplied with plenty of marginalia, especially in the

recto. The examination of the notes by the first editor and subsequently by W.Luppe shortly

afterwards showed their very close relations with their counterparts in the scholia of the

manuscripts and only some minor differences as far as wording is concerned. What matters most

for the purposes of the present study is that here we have another example of a late papyrus with

marginalia, probably copied from a commentary of this period and which was among the

ancestors of the scholia. It is unfortunate that there is hardly any margin preserved in the verso;

from some traces it seems that there was annotation there too.

Finally and after this summary of the most conclusions which have emerged from this

chapter, it should be pointed out that none of the papyri studied above managed to overturn any

of Zuntz' s main arguments. It was only made possible to look again at some of the main stages

in the transmission of Aristophanean exegesis. We started from the papyrus rolls of the second

and third centuries which were sometimes supplied with marginalia of scholarly origins and we

concluded with later codices also annotated but this time with notes very close to the

corresponding ones in the scholia of the manuscripts. The existence and circulation of

commentaries in the fifth century that Zuntz had already assumed and which has been seen in

the case of other authors, such as Euripides, has been finally confirmed by the new evidence also

for Aristophanes. The fact that some of these texts seem to have been compiled for use in

schools confirms once again the theory about the role of "school books" in the compilation of

a homogeneous corpus of scholia on Aristophanes, which were subsequently transferred partly

or wholly into the margins of parchment codices.

See n.35. I owe this suggestion about later dating to Prof.Maehler.
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Rudolf Pfeiffer named the final chapter of his History of Classical Scholarship "The

Epigoni: from Aristarchus' Pupils to Didymus" and dedicated the last pages of this very

influential book to Didymus. In his own words the scholar who lived during the passage from

the Hellenistic to the Imperial period "... was enabled to become the most efficient servant of

an ancient intellectual community".' This description as well as a look at the catalogue of his

works shows clearly that Didymus was, in fact, one of the main figures which dominated nearly

all fields of ancient exegesis on classical Greek literature. 2 The quality of his contribution has

been debated already since antiquity and continues to be a matter of interest even today. What

impressed the ancients and still impresses today anyone dealing with Greek literature is the

amount of his work. It is well known that in antiquity one used to talk about 3,500 or 4,000

books which even if fictitious is still indicative of the number and the varied range of Didymus'

interests.3

When it comes to the area of dramatic poetry which is the central point of the present

study, it is not surprising to find that Didymus was the author of commentaries on Sophocles and

Euripides as well as on Aristophanes and other comic poets. According to Pfeiffer, these

commentaries were not accompanied by an edition but relied upon the texts of Aristophanes of

Byzantand Aristarchus. Apart from hypomnemata, however, Didymus compiled collections

of tragic and comic vocabulary under the titles of Atç tpcxytx, or Aétç tpayôouthv,

and Atç Ktt1 respectively. These were part of a large section of his work on lexicography,

in which the main focus was probably on the vocabulary of rhetoric since it is well known, and

attested in papyri, that Didymus wrote on orators as well, especially on Demosthenes.4

Furthermore, there can be no doubt that he devoted many of his monographs to the study of

'Pfeiffer (1968) 279.

2 A list of titles attested for Didymus can be found in M. Schmidt (ed.), Didynzi Chalcenteri
grammatici alexandrinifragmenta quae supersunt omnia (Leipzig 1854) 11-4.

See Suda 872 s.v. A8u/Aoc: aoI y&p a&ôv ouyy€ypacvat tep tà tptoO.ta
lteVtaKOaLa

' H. Diels and W. Schubart (eds.), Didymos, Kommentar zu Demosthenes (Pap. 9780) in
(Berlin 1904) [BKT1]. The latest edition is by L. Pearson and S. Stephens (eds.), Didymi in
Demosthenem commenta, BT (Stuttgart 1983).
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particular problems arising from tragedies and comedies but this is beyond our purpose at this

present stage.

The personality and the works and methods of Didymus have been studied by various

scholars under many different perspectives throughout this centuly, his fragments, however,

were collected and published by Schmidt in 1854 and this edition has not been replaced since

then despite later discoveries and new approaches. 5 Like most collections of fragments, the

general principle behind this particular one was that it should comprise all items, however small,

that bear the name of Didymus as well as those which look probable in the editor's judgement

to originate from some defined or undefined work of his. The criteria which Schmidt used in

order to classify a fragment as Didymean or not were not always reliable. This is especially true

for the fragments derived from lexica given that by the middle of the nineteenth century some

lexica had not been properly edited or had not been edited at all. It is not always enough to claim

that an entry in Hesychius' lexicon with an equivalent in the scholia indicates its provenance

from Didymus. The same can be said about Schmidt's argumentation in some other cases, for

example on p.299 where the nature of the scholium on Ar. Equ.546 is claimed to apply well to

a scholar who had travelled around, like Didymus to Rome.6 Despite the deficiencies or

reservations one could express about specific passages or even groups of passages, however, it

remains undisputed that Didymus' writings constitute the nucleus of the scholia on tragic and

comic poets as well as most of the lexicographical material derived from or simply commenting

on these poets.

As regards the survival and influence of Didymus' work during late antiquity, it is more

useful to examine the fate of hypomnemata separately from that of glossaries, although their

existence was parallel and there was a constant and intense exchange of material between them.

The brief outline of the transmission of hypomnemata and glossaries is crucial to the present

study, since it was always our purpose to compare the small remains of scholarship preserved

in the margins of the papyri with what is known from later sources (corpora of scholia and

See e.g. Cohn (1903), Wilamowitz (1907) 157-68, Pfeiffer (1968) 274-9, West (1970),
Harris (1989) and Gibson (1997).

6 Zuntz (1975) 15 and note 1 argued about the origin of the same scholium but on a purely
scholarly basis contrasting himself with Schmidt.
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lexica) and thereby to make clearer the ways into which Hellenistic scholarship developed and

survived for many centuries to come.

The name of Didymus is the last one in a series of renowned scholars who worked on

Euripides.7 After him the situation becomes vague and it seems that nothing comparable to the

scholarly achievements of earlier generations was added to the corpus of scholia as this was

acquiring a standardised form by the end of antiquity. The question of the successive stages

towards the formation of the scholia, of course, is not going to be discussed here. What matters

and should be mentioned, however, is the evidence provided by the subscription at the end of

the scholia on Euripides' Medea: ltpôc ôtthopa àvtIypa4a AtovuoCou ó).oc x€pèc Kat nva

tv itôt5pou. Despite the internal obscurity of the phrase as well as its uncertain date, it is

obvious that during later centuries commentaries bearing the name of Didymus were still in

circulation. It is highly likely that these were adaptations of the original (or even

pseudepigrapha) augmented or epitomized according to the taste and the needs of a new era in

classical studies.

It is interesting to explore for how long Didymus' glossaries were still in circulation and

were used by scholars directly and not through the work of others. It is quite certain that these

glossaries survived at least until the fifth century: we know that Orus used Atç K/LtKi and

that he lived sometime around the beginning of the fifth century. 8 In the following century

Hesychius was able to quote in his prefatory letter to Eulogius the glossaries of Didymus and

Theori but material from them reached him mostly through the lexicon of Diogenianus.9

The history of early lexicography, namely of the period before the great byzantine lexica,

is quite complicated because in most cases we have to deal with fragments or very severe

abridgements of the originals and also because the people responsible for them are usually

obscure figures of uncertain date. Some of the fragments were incorporated into later lexica

Among others Aristophanes of Byzaniwwho edited and possibly commented on some of
the plays and Callistratus, his pupil. See Barrett (1964) 45-50.

8 See Orus 117-20.

Hesychius 1 (Latte): &U.'oi pv tàc 'Ojnpu&ç c6vaç dç 'Arithov ia 'AiroAAvtoç
o toi3 'ApxtPCou OL ôè t&ç KCJ)LtKaç iÔ(a KaI t&ç tpayIK&c c)c eCcoV Kat LÔUJLOç Ka'L
ct€pOt tOl.OUtOt.
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either with a name reference to a source which is now lost or even without c1criplioP.

One would have expected that papyri would throw some new light upon problems

relating to Didymus and other scholars who compiled lexica and glossaries. Indeed they have

often provided some missing links, as in the case of the lexicon of Apollonius Sophista

(P.Oxy.25 17)'° or the papyri of Diogenianus (PSI 892 and P.Oxy.3329). In general, however,

most of the published material cannot be identified with any of the known lexica and remains

scattered in papyrological publications, unfortunately not yet collected and brought together into

a special corpus.' 1 An attempt to categorize these glossaries is in itself a very demanding task,

given that the boundaries between different kinds are not clear. Roughly speaking, one could

distinguish between Homeric glossaries which are the commonest group, rhetorical glossaries,

tragic, comic and mixed ones. There are also cases of specialized lexica, namely devoted to a

specific author or even a particular work, such as a speech by Demosthenes or a hymn by

Callimachus (P.Oxy.3328). Ancient readers must have made frequent use of such glossaries and

the existence of many glossaries on Homer is a good example of this widespread practice.

What is really striking about the glossaries on tragic and comic vocabulary is that very

few of them have survived. A comparison with similar compilations on other genres such as

oratory and epic poetry shows the predominance of such glossaries over the tragic and comic

ones.' 2 This can be partiy explained by the practical use of rhetorical vocabulary in the writing

of exercises by students or even by professionals of rhetoric which flourished during late

antiquity. Another reason could be the influence of Atticism which used some of the attic orators

as models for linguistic and stylistic purposes. As regards Homer, it is very well known that his

use in schools and the intrinsic difficulties of his language gave rise to the compilation of various

glossaries already from an early stage, and quite a great deal of them has survived on papyri.'3

Drama was treated differently, it seems. The fact, however, that famous scholars such as

Didymus and Theon whose activities included commentaries on plays dealt with lexicography

'° See Alpers (1966).

A brief presentation of his unpublished dissertation on Greek lexicography has been made
by Naoumides (1969).

12 A look at the section of glossaries in Pack2 pp. 115-6 confirms this view.

13 See Henrichs (1971).
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as well (this is certain for Didymus, less certain for Theon' 4) made their work indispensable to

all subsequent general lexica. The gradual limitation of the number of plays in the so-called

"Selection" would also prevent any fresh attempt to create new glossaries from achieving its

goal. The effect was that one had to rely on the two glossaries which existed already.' 5 The

limited interest in classical literature would necessarily result into a limited demand for new

works especially if such works were to be large and of such specialized interest.

Among the group of papyri published as glossaries and lexica, there are two which deal

most clearly with drama and they are both on comedy. The first one is P. Oxy.1 801, published

in P. Oxy.vol. 15 together with a few other papyri all belonging to the same category, that of

glossography.' 6 Grenfell and Hunt did not link the text to any of the known authors from

antiquity but only noticed the reappearance of all the lemmata in Hesychius. They also pointed

out the fact that it was a glossary with lengthy explanations and plenty of citations which are

missing from Hesychius. The papyrus is dated to the first century AD and its lemmata treat

words starting with B, the first one being a43aici3tptat and the last before the papyrus breaks

off, 1pTK€ç. The arrangement was alphabetic according to the first two letters. This had been

the practice in the earlier periods and it seems that it remained in use for small glossaries of later

centuries. According to Hesychius in his prefatory letter, it was Diogenianus who invented the

fully alphabetical arrangement, although Galen's Hippocratic lexicon, also fully alphabetized,

is nearly contemporary.' 7 The evidence from the two papyri which presumably represent his

lexicon confirms this theory.

The lemmata of P.Oxy. 1801 have been taken from comedy and there are many known

names listed as sources, together with citations from surviving or missing plays. It seems that

' On Theon's life and works see GuhI (1969).

is evidence that Artemidorus, Theon's father, compiled a Aéeov Thvayoy which
contained also comic vocabulary ( Sch.Ar. Vesp 1144, 1169 etc.).

16 Republished and discussed by Luppe (1967). Also in CGFP 343 and PCG 8 frr.1037-44
and Naoumides (1964) who claims that the papyrus preserves Theon's comic glossary intact.

' Hesychius' own words are: tpoéO1Kc ôè Kat' àpv KáGtTç Aé€ç tpv fl
teoaapov ototeIcov tátv... About Galen's lexicon and for a detailed discussion of the
general topic see Daly (1967) 34ff. and review by K. Alpers in Gnomon 47 (1975) 113-7.
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there were references also to satyr plays, such as Sophocles' Salmoneus in 1.10. The scope of the

lexicon must have been very ambitious and it was justified that the subsequent editors looked

for one of the big names in lexicography to ascribe it to. On the basis of its clear

correspondences with Hesychius, the papyrus most likely offers one of his sources. Diogenianus

himself should be excluded on the grounds that he lived in the age of Hadrian and also because

his lexicon was of a general character. Among his sources for the vocabulary of drama, however,

were the lexica both of Didymus and Theon. For reasons having to do with Theon's presence

in Oxyrhynchus' literary circles and the improbability that we possess a fragment of Didymus,

it has been convenient to assign the papyrus (always hypothetically) to the former. Indicative of

the uncertainties surrounding such attributions is Latte's judgement: "...in hac compilatorum

provincia diiudicari nec potest nec attinet"! 8 Since the focus of this chapter is on the description

of the origin of the marginal glosses on the papyri of dramatists and given that Didymus, not

Theon, was the person whose work has exercised the most influence in this field, P. Oxy. 1801

should not be discussed in detail. However, it is still of some use as it provides us with a model

of what the comic glossaries of the time looked like and what their structure and content

basically were.

The second papyrus in question is P. Sorbonne 1.7 dated by its editor to about 200 AD.19

This has also been identified as a comic glossary though of a different nature from the previous

one. What remains is fragments of three consecutive columns from the end of the work with

lemmata from the letters X, W, and Q. The lenimata are separated from their explanations by

some space left blank and are in ecthesis as is common in most similar texts. The

explanations are not very long and interestingly there are no citations. Twice the explanation

extends to the next line. The arrangement of the lemmata follows the order of the first two

letters, as we have already seen in P. Oxy. 1801.

When it comes to the examination of the explanations and their re ccurrence in later

lexica, there are some interesting remarks to be made: first it is clear that the material explained

is from various comic poets, not only from one among them; for example the word %puaIc

18 Hesychius XLII (Lane).

19 Published by Cadell (1966) no.7 as "Fragment d' un vocabulaire des poètes comiques ".
Also CGFP 342.
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appeared in Aristophanes, Cratinus and Hermippus, Ji5pa in Cratinus, ijrOta in Pherecrates and

(5LtX.?a in Eupolis. We have, therefore, a comic glossary of the same kind as the previous one

but it is not possible to determine its size because, as the first editor remarked, the beginning and

end of the columns are missing and in general the amount of words beginning with the last

letters of the alphabet is limited. There is no reason, of course, to assume that the papyrus roll

contained only a small glossary.

A second point we should make is that all the lemmata with their explanations are also

found in the later large lexica. Most interestingly, all of them but one appear in the Suda and

Photius. The similarities are very close, although these late works have collected more material

including the citations which the papyrus omitted. In the case of XpI€tv, its glossing as

is found out of all lexica only in Suda X 466 s.v.Xp€Cctv and Photius in the complete version

of codex Zavordensis. The word xp€inlnOcatpov is followed by an explanation in two parts in

the papyrus and strikingly enough it is only Suda which offers an exactly identical one: &ri.

eiotovtEc ei.ç to Oarpov xpI/nttovtat ? ôt pE7ttópvo êKá?AoVtczL (X 456). Also

in Hesychius (Schmidt's edition) under the same lemma there is the beginning of the same

explanation with the rest marked as missing.

Photius and Suda both relied upon an earlier lexicon, the so-called Erweiterte

2Jvvctyayi, a short version of which is offered by the manuscripts Coislinianus 345 and 347•20

The original source of the Synagoge was the glossary ascribed to Cyrillus of Alexandria in

which various important sources were incorporated, such as atticistic lexica (e.g. Aelius

Dionysius and Pausanias from the second century AD), Diogenianus and A€tç )11topLKaI.

As for Hesychius, it is very well known that his main source was Diogenianus. The fact that the

glosses of the papyrus appear almost identical in Suda, Photius and Hesychius indicates that they

all go back to Diogenianus. It is rather unlikely, however, that P. Sorb.7 preserves a portion of

that very popular lexicon which was probably ananged in strict alphabetical order, was not

confined to comic vocabulary and was compiled at roughly the same period as the papyrus. It

is more likely that as in the case of P. Oxy.1801, what we have here is one of Diogenianus'

sources. To be more accurate, the papyrus must have drawn on one of Diogenianus' sources,

20 For the discussion of the Synagoge I have drawn heavily on the relevant discussion in the
edition of Orus, especially the chapter B2 of the Introduction "Zur Uberlieferung der uvayyii
icv xr r i v " (69-79).
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namely Theon's or Didymus' comic glossaries. The original must have contained the citations

and presumably more lemmata but it is quite difficult to identify the criteria for such a selection.

So far we have seen two pieces of evidence from the period shortly after Didymus. They

are both examples of the kind of glossaries which were in circulation at this time for use by

readers of classical comedy and reflect in one way or another the influential compilations by

Didymus and Theon. It would not be accurate, however, to consider either of the two scholars

as responsible for these papyri. It is well attested that subliterary works such as commentaries,

lexica and all sorts of treatises were subjected to constant modifications, epitpmizations or

amplifications. It is much more plausible, therefore, to regard both texts as being very close to

the original glossaries, perhaps derived directly from them with alterations ranging from

omission of citations to selection of lemmata. It is worth recalling again Latte's description of

Oxyrhynchus as a "compilatorum provincia". On the basis of the two papyri, however, one can

also get an idea of what Didymus' lexicographical works looked like and how they were

organized. For this task the fragments transmitted by indirect tradition can also be of significant

help. Like probably most of his works, the glossaries seem to have been of substantial length.

There is evidence from Harpocration that the lemma p&O€tV appeared in the twenty-

eighth book of Aétç payt1c1 2t , therefore, that the glossary as a whole was much longer. This

is, of course, not surprising given that by the end of the Hellenistic age most of the corpus of

Attic drama was still available, especially to someone working in Alexandria, for centuries the

centre of scholarship. The lemmata were arranged in alphabetical order, probably according to

their first two letters. The explanation must have contained the reference to the play from which

the lemma came as well as the citation itself, as P.Oxy.1801 has indicates. It is very likely that

next to his own preferred explanation, Didymus quoted briefly previous scholars' opinions, as

is well known to be the case in his commentaries. In the lemma "Achelous" (At tPaYLK1

fr.2) transmitted by Macrobius, Sat.5,18,9-12, he offered a citation from Agesilaus' Histories

in order to find another argument for his case. In the lemma ôpeIczAizoç (Aç KZLtKT

fr.34a), after the favoured definition follows a series of sources and authorities such as

Stesichorus and Bacchylides, Aristotle and Aristophanes of Byzant iusn.It is interesting also that

21 Harpocratio s.v. 	 paAot4eiv Dindorf... Aeyov to xoplc ?.outpv &).eI€oOat, ç
Atôwzoc êv Kfl - Tpayudc )éeoiç.
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the evidence that has been collected seems to cover the whole of classical life with precise details

about aspects of social and private life, politics, mythology, geography and natural history. There

are also some elements of grammar and etymology, such as different forms of the same word

or analysis of compounds. Apart from cases where more than one explanation is possible (e.g.

Atç K(o/itKi fr.36: j.LIvOov ot pèv toy tôi3ocJ/Aov, oi ôè tv rixy'ya), Didymus often attacked

other lexicographers' views such as Eratosthenes' for ou?.o (Atç KwI.ttKI1 fr.32) or

Lycophron's and Eratosthenes' for l3ápaicec (fr.25). What is not clear is whether there were also

points of textual criticism involved in cases of doubtful readings and also whether the methods

of presentation were the same in the tragic and the comic collection.

Didymus must have relied a lot upon his own earlier works, above all on his

commentaries on tragedies and comedies. It is not certain, however, whether he had written on

Aeschylus or on each one of the plays included in Aristophanes' editions of drama. Although

the relevant material may have been available to him through the works of others as well as from

personal research in the Library, there may have been an unevenness in the treatment of some

plays or poets. It is natural, however, that in order to cover any gaps or deficiencies in his own

glossaries he drew upon earlier lexicographical works. In Hellenistic Alexandria lexicography

began with WAtaKtOL y).Gxioat by Philitas22 and grew up gradually to a more systematic and

scholarly level with Zenodotus' rAcoat, Eratosthenes and Callimachus as well as with Aéei.ç

compiled by Aristophanes of Byzantw? 3 This last work was of great significance and the

evidence in later lexica such as the Antiatticist, and Orus shows that it had been one of their

sources. Moreover, in the case of the aticistic lexicon of Orus it has been clearly demonstrated

that it was through Didymus that Ag€tç and their own sources were made known to him. 24

is another proof that Didymus exploited the products of earlier scholarship. In any case, this is

22 P. Hibeh 172 = Suppi. Hell. 991, a poetic onomasticon, illustrates an early stage in the
development of the compilation of 'glosses'. The fact that one of its glosses is attested for
Philitas' glossary made it tempting to ascribe the entire papyrus to Philitas. However, the fact
that unlike the papyrus, Philitas' glossary contained explanations of the glosses makes the
ascription rather unlikely.

For more information about the early stages of lexicography see Cohn (1913) 68 1-6 and
Tosi (1994).

24 SeeOrus, 109-11.
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exactly what Didymus is always credited with or criticized for by modem scholars. His

commentaries made use of all the earlier works stored in the Museum, to which he was able to

add plenty of historical and antiquarian material of all sorts.

The usefulness of Didymus' work was undoubtedly felt and recognized by his

contemporaries and above all his successors in the study of ancient drama. The use of his

glossaries has already been indicated in the case of the so-called Antiatticist, Orus, and writers

such as Macrobius of the fifth century. Didymus' work serves also as a basis for an Attic

"Onomastikon" compiled in the middle of the second century which has been hown to be

among the prime sources of Harpocration, the Aget )Ttop1.KaI (Bk") and Pollux'

Onomasticon. The richness in information about private and public life in classical Athens made

Atç I0JLtK useful to the study of other texts with similar problems such as rhetorical

speeches and history. Finally, as far as the transmission of Didymus' texts is concerned, it was

common in this period and for the rest of antiquity that huge compilations such as those of

Didymus were subjected to epitomization in order to be more practical and more convenient to

use. The needs of education were very different from those of scholars and there was much

freedom in adapting the philological writings according to educational needs without much

hesitation. The two glossographical papyri we examined above could be two characteristic

examples of this tendency.

Another aspect of the transmission of Didymus' glossaries is their use as a prime source

by later lexicographers. We know for certain that Pamphilus who lived in the first century AD

used Didymus as a source for his 95 volume onomasticon, llcpi. y)ooôv KaL óvo/thtG)v.

From his lexicon very few fragments have survived and as has been already quite rightly

assumed its size made it very unpractical and difficult to use. It is not surprising, therefore, that

this lexicon was very soon epitomized. The name of Julius Vestinus is the first to be mentioned

in this process. Diogenianus in the age of Hadrian probably used the epitome of Vestinus and

perhaps Didymus' and Theon's glossaries themselves which were still in circulation. Since ' was

more or less the same material from tragedy and comedy which was to be found in most of these

lexica, the routes of its transmission during the first two centuries AD are not clear.

Diogenianus' lexicon was also epitomized at a later stage with the effect that citations and

references were omitted for reasons of economy of space or perhaps lack of interest. We have

already mentioned the two papyri which seem to preserve fragments of this epitomized
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Diogenianus: PSI 892 of the fourth century with lemmata starting with 4rn- and P. Oxy.47.3329

of the third or early fourth century with lemmata k oa-. The comic provenance of most

words treated in the second papyrus is obvious but given the small size of the fragment and the

fact that some lemmata are not exclusively comic, it is unlikely that what we have here is the

remains of a comic glossary such as P. Oxy.1801. Citations are completely absent from both

texts. The epitomization must have already taken place. The two fragments of Diogenianus give

us an idea of what the copy that Hesychius possessed may have looked like. He lived probably

in the sixth century and one of his main sources was the lexicon of Diogenianus. In, the prefatory

letter to Eulogius he criticized Diogenianus for "[t€OetKévat] t&ç ê 'rTlpcVa 'rcov

O1)K C)oUCJCZç ta t€ '(OV K€XPfl/WVCOV oVO/Lata ai taç 't(OV Pt13?tC)V ê7r1.ypcàç vOa

épovtat" and claimed to have carried out this task himself. Since the epitome of Diogenianus

perished at some point during the Byzantine period, what we are basically left with from this

material, enormous in quantity and importance, is to be found in Hesychius. Material from

Didymus and Diogenianus can be found, of course, in other lexica of earlier or later date as well,

such as those of the Atticists Aelius Dionysius and Pausanias and those derived from the

Erweiterte Synagoge (Photius and Suda) but none offers so much as Hesychius. It has also been

shown by Latte that scholia such as those on Aeschines, Plato and Hermogenes claim

Diogenianus among their sources.

It has already been stated that Didymus compiled his glossaries on tragedy and comedy

partly by drawing upon the commentaries and perhaps also monographs he himself had written

on most of these plays. Furthermore, for some authors such as Euripides, Sophocles and

Aristophanes one could maintain with a considerable degree of certainty that their corpus of

scholia is largely based upon Didymus' commentaries, although in the case of Aristophanes there

are also the names of some rather obscure people who seem to have contributed at a later stage,

namely Symmachus and Phaeinus. The appearance of a gloss, longer or shorter, on its own or

within a scholium on one of these poets and at the same time in one of the above mentioned

lexica, especially Hesychius, makes it inevitable in most cases to see Didymus' hand behind all

this. This must have been one of the main criteria of Latte's edition when identifying entries as

The most detailed discussion of Diogenianus is in the Prolegomena to Hesychius by Latte,
Ch.8 (XLII-XLIV).
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coming from Diogenianus. What is a tricky question, however, is the attribution of the glosses

either to Didymus' commentaries or to his glossaries. In antiquity the boundaries between such

works, especially when they came from the same scholar, were not very strict. We know that in

the case of Didymus both commentaries and glossaries survived, probably after many

modifications, up to the fourth or fifth century. Pamphilus, Diogenianus and the Atticists could

have easily gone through some of these commentaries in order to enrich their lexica and find

passages to justify their definitions of rare and difficult words. It is not, therefore, guaranteed

that all glosses of Didymean origin go back to his glossaries. Another aspect of the problem of

the attribution of glosses to a specific source is our ignorance of the impact of Theon's TpayLK

and Kti Aétç upon other lexicographers, let alone scholiasts. His influence and esteem in

the literary circles of Oxyrhynchus has been illustrated by papyri which provide examples of his

activities: to give two examples, P. Oxy.2536 (on Pindar's Pythians), references to his antigraphs

in the margins of texts and P. Oxy.1801 if it represents his glossary). It is interesting that

Hesychius in his prefatory letter mentions Theon's glossaries on the same level as those of

Didymus and probably as another of Diogenianus' sources. It is possible, therefore, that some

of the glosses which have been credited to Diogenianus may in fact come from Theon and not

from Didymus. The scholia can be of great help in clarifying the situation, especially when they

give a name reference. Finally, one should bear in mind that Byzantine lexica such as Suda have

used the scholia on Aristophanes as a source and have copied entire portions of them, therefore

no links to earlier lexica can be inferred. Usually, of course, the extracts are not short glosses but

quite substantial notes proper to the encyclopaedic character of the Suda.

The above discussion brings us eventually to the main point of this chapter, namely the

origins of the shorter or longer glosses of the papyri we have examined in relation to their

reappearance within the surviving corpus of scholia and lexica. The relevant material which has

arisen from the limited number of papyri we selected for this research is in no case adequate to

provide us with a general pattern for the whole of literature and scholia. Other poets and authors

mihchave led us towards different directions depending on the history of the texts in question.

The great number of Homeric texts or the papyri of Hellenistic poets are possible candidates for

a research of similar nature. As far as dramatic poetry is concerned, namely Euripides, Sophocles

and Aristophanes, the situation is more or less clear. As often stated above, it was above all

Didymus with his scholiographical and lexicographical work who dominated the field of ancient
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exegesis on these poets. The originality and accuracy of his statements has often been disputed,

especially after the discovery of a commentary, or for others of a treatise, on Demosthenes

bearing his name. His position, however, as a scholar of great influence cannot be challenged.

In general, most of the papyri examined have in their margins a mixture of notes. Others

offer variants or explanatory remarks on obscure and problematic passages. Others simply

paraphrase the text or point out grammatical and syntactical schemata such as metaphors.27

Finally, quite often we find short glosses explaining rare or obsolete words. The length of the

glosses can vary according to the occasion but in their vast majority they arc quite short,

extending to only a couple of words. What is also interesting is that they are very rarely

introduced by the appropriate lemma. Like the rest of the marginalia they usually stand next to

the word they refer to or even above it, so the link is sufficiently clear. It is generally assumed

that all sorts of notes introduced by a lemma have been copied from a commentary. This is going

to be an important criterion when it comes to the discussion of the origins of the marginalia.

After the special examination of each one of the glosses in the previous chapters it

remains to be examined in a more general context what their scholarly value is and whether there

are some conclusions to be drawn about their origin and function. In their majority, the glosses

in papyri are not negligible trivialities. On the contrary, they tend to reappear in the lexica of

later periods, primarily in the most important ones, Hesychius, Suda and the Etymologica. Since

there were no specialized ancient lexica for tragedy and comedy, such as Harpocration and the

Bekker Lexica for rhetoric, Timaeus for Plato and Erotianus for Hippocrates, one should confine

one's research to the general lexica like the ones just mentioned. Occasionally, however, like in

the case of 7t€Vteol5pyyoV ?ov in P.Grenfell 12 (Ar.Gerytades or Th. II) or the two glosses

in P.Mich. 3690 (Ar.Heroes), important references can be found also in the atticistic lexica,

namely those of Moeris and Phrynichus as well as those of Aelius Dionysius and Pausanias.

These are very useful examples of how varied and interrelated the roots and resonances of a

See note 4 and West (1970) who on the basis of ilepi. irpoo0vouç criticizes strongly the
methods and achievements of Didymus: "What we have here is potted scholarship, hurried
compilation rather than intelligent re-interpretation, and that is no proper activity for a learned
man. I think we should be cautious in estimating his achievement".

See e.g P.Oxy.44.3151 (Soph. Ajax Loc.) and P.Berol.13929 (Ar. Equ., note on v.546) with
the relevant discussion by Zuntz (1975) 10-4.
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gloss can be and how the same material was dispersed in different lexica of different periods.

Research in Hesychius confirms what has already been illustrated in theory: most glosses

from the papyri reappear in this lexicon in the same form or slightly modified. Compared to

other sources, it seems that Hesychius is by far the richest as far as dramatic material is

concerned. The situation is less clear, however, when in the lexicon the gloss is referred to a play

different from the one the gloss of our papyrus comes from. For example, the explanation of

éirôôç in P.Oxy.3718 (Eur.Or.and Ba.) is found in Hesychius under the lemmata

yóc/yortc3ct together with a reference to Euripides' Hippolytus 1038. Elsewhere, however,

the gloss of the papyrus agrees with the scholia, but the lexica, Hesychius included, offer

something different. This is the case with &iitEpoç O€ôç in PSI 1192 (Soph.OT): the papyrus

glosses it correctly as "Hades" similarly to the scholia, whereas the lexicographers prefer the

vague explanation "the one from the west". It seems that this last example can be very helpful

in the investigation of the sources of the papyrus glosses. Concerning the grammatical case in

which glosses in papyri are given in comparison to their counterparts in lexica, we note that

normally the former follow the case that the text has (e.g. &pKuot: in

P.Oxy.3718 (Eur.Or. and Ba.) and' H&ovCot epaKcatç in P.Oxy.6.852 (Eur.Hyps.)). To this

rule there are exceptions which probably have to do with the source, more likely a commentary,

from which they were excerpted. It has been shown, however, that even when the papyrus

follows the case of the text, the lexica, here Hesychius, have a tendency to turn their lemmata

into nominative. This could naturally have happened also in one of their sources like

Diogenianus. The prominent position that Hesychius' lexicon has in the reappearance of most

of the papyrus glosses in it is easily explained by the fact that one of his main sources, namely

Diogenianus, has incorporated in his lexicon the glossaries of Didymus. The papyri then simply

confirm what has already been stated on a theoretical level.

The presence of glosses from the papyri within the rest of lexicography is not quite as

regular and systematic as in Hesychius. As far as Photius' lexicon and Suda are concerned, there

are correspondences but often these do not go further than the lemmata. The explanations are

usually different if not completely opposed. The common ground between Photius and Suda has

As Latte noted in his Praefatio (pp. X[V-XV), some sort of interpolation from a paraphrase
of Euripides compiled for school use can be found in Hesychius but this is not relevant to the
problem of the glosses under discussion in this chapter.
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already been explained as due to their common source, the so-called Synagoge (7-8th cent.). This

was a lexicon based upon the glossary ascribed to Cyrillus of Alexandria29 but expanded by

incorporating plenty of material from other lexica, such as the Atticists Aelius Dionysius and

Pausanias, Phrynichus, Orus, Apollonius Sophista, rhetorical lexica and also Diogenianus whose

epitome survived for many centuries after its use by Hesychius. It is natural that through the

channel of these expansions, some of the glossographical material of earlier centuries on drama

found its way into Suda and Photius. Some of the similarities between these lexica and

Hesychius, however, are due to Cyrillus' glossary with which Hesychius was also heavily

interpolated. Yet these similarities can be important and indicative of ancient origin only when

the lemma in Hesychius is with certainty ascribed to Diogenianus, therefore only when Cyrillus

is excluded. In all other cases, the gloss derived from the Cyrillus' glossary (around the fifth

century), which is why the explanations of the same words can be very different, with some

lexica transmitting material from the Roman period while others from the early Byzantine

period. 30 The comic glossary in P.Sorbonne 7, which we examined in pp.133-5, represents

strikingly the early stages of lexicography with some of its material reappearing in almost

identical form in lexica such as Photius and Suda compiled many centuries later.

The fact that what remains from the various lexica of the Imperial period is fragments

scattered in other lexica or grammatical treatises of later centuries, does not allow us to trace the

glosses of the papyri to a full extent. It is only by coincidence that a gloss appearing in the

margin of a papyrus would reappear among these fragments. It is known, however, that some

of these lexicographers such as Aelius Dionysius, Pausanias and Orus had access to Didymus'

works, the first two probably through Pamphilus, the third directly. 3 ' As examples one could

mention the glossing of t€A€tui in Aelius and the similar notes in P. Rain. 1.34 (comm. on Ar.

Pax repubi. in Gronewald (1982) 64ff.) as well as in Timaeus and in the derivatives of the

Synagoge. Also interesting is the presence of a note on uAéti1ç in P.Oxy. 856 (comm. on Ar.

Ach.) as resonance of a discussion in most lexica such as Orus A27, Aelius D. and Pollux 3,51.

29	 the Cyrillus' glossary see Drachmann (1936) esp. 37-43

3°Such seems to be the case in P.Oxy.1805 (Soph.Trach.) with the exact meaning of àyopá.

31 For Aelius Dionysius and Pausanias see Erbse (1950) 67-9 with the corresponding
footnotes.
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One can make analogous remarks about the rest of the lexica of this period, namely Orion's

Elymologicon, Phrynichus, Moeris and Harpocration. Scattered evidence in all these lexica,

however, does not really contribute much to our research and does not above all indicate

anything similar to what we have noticed for Hesychius, Photius and Suda.

The tracing of glosses from the margins of papyri in the corpus of lexicography is of

great importance: first, it indicates the parallel run of two separate branches of scholarship

already from the late Hellenistic period up to the Byzantine times. The process is quite well

known both for the scholia and lexicography. What is highly interesting is the reJation between

the two and the ways in which one drew on and took advantage of the other. More about this will

be said later on (pp.145-7). Secondly, for texts which are fragmentary or without scholia, the

presence of glosses attested also in lexica illustrates the scholarly attention they had received in

an earlier period and provides specific examples of it. The presence of glosses is all the more

important when together with them the papyri have notes on interpretation. There is a fair

chance, then, that they were all excerpted from a commentary on the play which survived

without scholia or did not survive at all. In this study, we have tried to apply these methods and

theories also to the glosses that were included in papyrus commentaries. The reappearance of

papyrus glosses in lexica would be a good argument in favour of the scholarly origin and value
r,O+

of the comrnentary.AiIs.L4J. gloss, however, can be evaluated with safety. It is not easy to tell

a scholarly gloss from an ordinary one when what remains is a single word. One needs more than

one gloss or something of more striking value in order to avoid judging as scholarly the product

of a simple coincidence. On the other hand, papyri such as P. Oxy.1370 and P. Oxy.3718, both

of a late date, can be regarded as cases where the value of the glosses appears certain.

The question which arises after this discussion of the compilation of the first glossaries

on tragedy and comedy, of their development as attested in the papyri and of their eventual

incorporation into the general lexica, concerns the origins of the marginal glosses which are

frequently found in papyri with annotation. From where did the annotator copy the glosses with

which he supplied his text? Supposing that they were not products of his personal background,

did he copy them from a commentary he consulted or from a glossary at his disposal? Both

options seem possible but the problem needs to be discussed further so that the respective

arguments are fully presented.

The problem has not been discussed anywhere by Zuntz whose work on the Aristophanes
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scholia on papyri is by far the most detailed and reliable study of the subject until today. This

is mainly due to the fact that the papyri of Aristophanes that Zuntz chose for his research have

obviously drawn their material for marginal annotation from commentaries where one could

easily find exegetical and glossographical material brought together by earlier scholars. There

are moments during the discussion, however, where his general views about the marginalia

become evident: "Herkunft und Wert dieser Notizen sind ganz verschieden: em SchUler mochte

sie nach dem Vortrag seines Lehrers beifugen; sie kOnnen Exzerpte aus einem grossen

Hypomnema sein etc." 32 And a bit below:"sie sind es (diese Unbekannten), die, nach dem

Vortrag eines Grammatikers, auf Grund eines geborgten Hypomnemas, eines Lexikons, oder gar

proprio Marte ihre Noten an den Rand der Texte setzten." So, according to Zuntz, for most part

of the marginalia, glosses and exegetical notes, it is from commentaries, lectures and personal

ideas that the annotators drew their material. Lexica remain an option but obviously of limited

use. At other stages of his discussion, Zuntz emphasizes the role of lexicography by using it very

often as a tool in order to clarify the origins of a marginal note or a scholium. Sometimes his

results go back to lexica and glossaries, such as those of the Atticists or Didymus. A good

example of this is provided by his conclusions regarding the notes on oiitqc (1.5) and

&ôc?4tôri (1.47) in P. Oxy. 1371 (Ar. Nub). For the first one he says:"... es ist unwahrscheinlich,

daB hier uberhaupt Didymus vorliegt; und wahrscheinlich, daB unser Scholion aus Aelius

Dionysius stammt" and for the second "wenn dort em attizistisches Lexikon dem Scholiasten die

Lehre des Aristophanes von Byzanz vermittelte, wird man das auch hier annehmen". 33 The role

of lexicography, therefore, emerges pnce again as crucial in the process of the compilation of

the scholia. What is not shown, however, in Zuntz's remarks is the direct transfer of the glosses

from the glossaries and lexica into the margins of rolls and codices. Zuntz implies clearly that

the lexica were incorporated into the independent commentaries at the various stages of

amplification and transformation which the latter underwent. This must have happened gradually

from the first century AD to the fifth, the period during which the original Alexandrian

commentaries were provided with new material, more often of trivial character suitable for use

in schools and at the expense of valuable information about the text that earlier scholars had

32 Zuntz (1975) 79.

Zuntz (1975) 52-3.
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accumulated and which finally perished. Again Zuntz in the examination of P. Berol.13929 and

the etymology of dOtov in Equ.546 notes: "das stumpfe Nebeneinander einer grammatisch-

technischen und einer "philosophisch"-stoischen Etymologie alterer Art ist nicht für die Zeit des

Didymus, wohi aber seit dem 2.Jahrhundert moglich ... wird also diese Etymologiensammiung

in die Aristophanes-erklärung aus einem Lexikon aufgenommen worden sein ". Once again the

point made by Zuntz refers to lexicographical material infiltrating commentaries and scholia and

not to individual glosses transferred into margins.

The same question is discussed by K. McNamee in an article appended to her monograph

on sigla and marginalia. This article stems from her study of marginal glosses which do not

follow the inflection of the words they are set to explain. Her discussion concentrates on the

question of the origins of the glosses. McNamee begins with the widely accepted view that in

commentaries lemmata and, therefore, glosses, follow the inflection of the corresponding words

of the main text. The natural explanation for that is that any "problematic" glosses are of

different origin, namely that they have been copied from lexica in which the lenimata had

already been turned into the nominative case. We have earlier presented the two comic glossaries

on papyrus (P. Oxy.1801 and P. Sorb.7) and discussed the fact that such lexica were in

circulation already from the first century AD. Although it is highly likely that the cases in the

original texts were different, the predominant case of the lemmata is nominative. Two objections

to this assumption, however, make McNamee's argumentation turn into the opposite direction:

first, the anomalous glosses in question are usually mixed with others inflected correctly.

Secondly, the tendency of glossaries not to follow the inflection of the text is not always to be

taken for granted. Furthermore, the distinction between glossaries and commentaries is not as

strict as one would imagine by using standards of modern scholarship. After that, McNamee

states that what appeared as anomalous actually reflects "the question-and-answer method of the

grammatikos which, as a matter of course, transforms lemmata into the subjects or objects of

explanatory sentences". She comes to the right conclusion, then, that all these glosses and notes

have been copied from commentaries:"the information they provide may have found its way into

lexica too, but the immediate source of the notes on papyri was commentaries, not lexica". Her

discussion closes with an overall view of the lexica in which glosses in the nominative case seem

McNamee (1992a) 65-8 1.
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to be very frequent regardless of the case of the original text.

The balance seems to be very much in favour of glosses being copied together with the

rest of the notes from commentaries and not from lexica. A couple of arguments can be added

here to strengthen this view: at first, commentaries on tragedy and probably comedy were

circulating at least until the sixth century AD. These are represented by two papyri: P. Oslo

inv.no.1662, a commentary on Euripides' Troades from the fifth and P. Wurzburg 1, a

commentary on Phoenissae from the sixth century (see Appendix to Ch.1). There is no reason

why similar texts could not be used by annotators even at this late period when the tendency

towards supplying the margins with extensive notes became more and more common. The nature

of later commentaries especially of those on drama is not very clear because the evidence from

papyri is quite limited. It seems that the scholars of late antiquity compiled new commentaries

on the basis of earlier scholarly works by adding plenty of new material serving the needs of the

new era. This new material would be similar to the paraphrase which is predominant in the

scholia of the manuscripts, in glosses and etymologies from glossaries,. notes from lexica and

grammars of the new grammarians as well as mythographical material very useful to school

purposes. There can be no doubt that the marginalia in the Aristophanes papyri studied by Zuntz

come from such commentaries. As far as glosses themselves are concerned, it is very likely that

annotators could easily have used either commentaries or glossaries depending on which one was

available at the time. This is based on the assumption that the commentaries had already been

infiltrated with glosses from lexica and glossaries which had been compiled after the first-second

century AD. Another factor in favour of the wider use of commentaries over lexica is the

complete absence of tragic glossaries from the corpus of papyri published so far. Comic

glossaries have indeed been found and two of them were discussed above but they are still

something of a rarity. Moreover, no glossary on a specific play has been found either.

Arguments ex silentio are not very safe, of course, but they are indicative of the situation. One

should also be reminded of the general lexica into which material from tragedy and comedy was

incorporated. Furthermore, one should compare the situation in drama to that in oratory (see e.g.

P. Berol.5008, an alphabetical lexicon on Demosthenes' In Aristocratem) and that in Homer with

the numerous glossaries and lexica. Once again, we see that it was more likely that the glosses

we find among the rest of the marginalia were copied from the new commentaries and less often

from lexica.
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Another aspect of the same problem deals with the fact that in many papyri one finds a

mixture of glossographical and exegetical notes, as one does in the scholia of the manuscripts.

As examples one could mention P. Oxy.1371 (Clouds with marginalia), P. Amh.13 (Ar.,

unknown) and P. Grenf.12 (Ar. Gerytades or Th II). It has already been demonstrated that these

marginalia were copied from some sort of commentaries. It is impossible, however, to maintain

that the annotator used a commentary for the exegetical notes and a glossary for the rest. Rather

it all came from one and the same source. The task of bringing together all this material had

already been carried out by the people who compiled the mixed commentaries which apart from

some other secondary sources constitute the main element of the corpus of the scholia.

Although the balance of the arguments leans more towards the view that glosses were

copied from commentaries than from glossaries, there are still cases where the opposite remains

an option. P. Oxy.1370 (Eur. Medea) for example, has two glosses which McNamee considered

as coming from commentaries. llaotáôcv and €i,thptciv could indeed have originated in a

commentary and been copied from it, but, since there is no other note in the fragments of the

papyrus, copying from a lexicon cannot be absolutely ruled out. In addition to that, P.Oxy.3718

(Eur. Or and Ba) offers a series of glosses in one word which in their shortness and accuracy

may have come from a glossary. Interestingly, both these papyri are of a quite late date, namely

from the fifth century. We know that during this period exegesis of classical authors was

acquiring a standard form (pp. 172-5), and in this respect it is common for the marginalia to be

similar to the scholia. The increasing need for explanation of classical vocabulary which became

more and more difficult to understand probably led to greater use of lexica, such as those of

Diogenianus or Cyriulus which were quite rich in material as well as easy to consult. The

possibility that annotators had direct access to them at this stage is much bigger than in earlier

centuries.

At the end of this discussion of the origin of marginal glosses in the papyri, the

conclusion seems clear: in most cases, glosses were copied from commentaries in much the same

way as the exegetical notes. The same problem, however, that applies to the latter applies also

to the former: marginalia are often school products, notes from lectures or improvisation on the

basis of the information provided by the text itself. It is not always easy to name their origins

unless the supporting evidence is quite strong. The fact that glosses are normally very short

makes classification even more hazardous.
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Conclusions

In this study we have dealt primarily with a series of papyri chronologically ranging from

the late Ptolemaic to the early Byzantine period, namely shortly before the conquest of Egypt

by the Arabs. It was a thematic selection which consisted of papyri from the quite extensive

corpus of Sophocles, Euripides and Aristophanes. As has been set out in the Preface, we have

focused our attention on annotated texts from these authors as well as on a few hypomnemata

which deserve more attention than they had received in their original publications. Our main

purpose was to examine the meaning and value of individual marginalia or explanations of

lemmata in commentaries from two perspectives: firstly, from the point of view of the annotator

or commentator as an individual with his own personal motives and aims (often very modest)

and secondly within the wider framework of classical tradition and scholarship, one end of

which goes back to the glorious Hellenistic Alexandria whereas the other one reaches the

medieval ages and the famous Byzantine scholars. It was necessary to follow at the same time

the development of scholarship in its various stages and its close links with education and book

production mainly during late antiquity. Although it is through the corpus of the scholia that we

normally approach the immense amount of ancient exegesis on classical literature, the marginalia

and hypomnemata on papyrus constitute the direct evidence at least as far as the Graeco-Roman

and early Byzantine periods are concerned.

Before we enter the discussion of the conclusions which have arisen from the study of

the material in the previous chapters, it is necessary to point out the difficulties and therefore

limitations which we faced in the course of our research: first of all, the focus on material from

the corpus of the three dramatists and the inevitable exclusion of other authors such as Pindar,

Callimachus or Theocritus does not allow a general view of the whole spectrum of literature as

one would wish in order to follow the transmission and change of ancient exegesis in its entirety.

For all that has been left aside, it is necessary to rely on other studies. Some of them were

monographs (e.g. 0. Zuntz's study of the Aristophanes papyri)', whereas some others were the

conclusions which accompany the publication of individual texts (e.g. P. Oxy. 2536, Theon's

commentary on Pythian 12, P. Berol. 5865 on Aratus P/zen. [APF 27(1980) 19-32]).

The second problem was that the relevant material for dramatists is not extensive if

compared to that of other authors such as Homer, Callimachus or the lyric poets. In the case of

'Zuntz (1975).
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Aristophanes the most heavily annotated papyri from late antiquity have been studied by Zuntz,

whereas the rest belong to lost plays, therefore without scholia to compare. The limited material

is even more striking when we come to Euripides who is definitely the most popular of all

tragedians according to the statistics based on papyri published so far. 2 Most of his papyri carry

no annotation at all and when they do so it is usually variants and glosses. With the notable

exception of two late commentaries3, this is the case throughout the period in question, even

during the flourishing period of the Antonines. For Sophocles the situation is more or less the

same, with the addition, however, of the so-called scholars' copies from the second and third

century Oxyrhynchus, about which more will be said below. It is very common to find a couple

of learned notes dispersed among glosses, variants and paraphrase. It is very rare, however, to

find more of them put together in the margins and even rarer to find them copied from a

scholarly source, namely a hypomnema. For this reason we have made as much as possible out

of the material available to us and although some of it may look lke isolated instances, as a

whole it has helped us to create an overall picture of the nature of annotation and of its relations

to classical scholarship of the period in question.

Despite the above difficulties there are still interesting conclusions to be drawn from the

study of marginalia and hypomnemata on drama. Most of these conclusions have already been

reached or simply touched upon by various scholars in the past. For some like GUnther Zuntz

and K. McNamee4 research started with the study of a selection of papyri small for the former,

much larger for the latter. On the basis of this material they developed theories about the early

stages of annotation and tried to reconstruct the process of the formation of scholia. Others such

as N. G. Wilson5 or E. G. Turner6 treated the same issue in the much wider context of the history

of scholarship, transmission of texts and book production mainly relying on evidence from select

2 For the most recent statistical survey see Bouquiaux-Simon and Mertens (1992) 95-107.

These are P.Wurzburg 1 on Phoenissae and P.Oslo inv.no.1662 on Troades.

4 McNamee (1995). Her main argument is about the need for annotation of legal texts already
from the fourth century and the subsequent manufacture of codices of very large format suitable
for heavy annotation.

5His two most detailed contributions are Wilson (1967) and (1982).

6 Turner (1968) 118-24 (esp.122-4).
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papyri, early manuscripts and the indirect tradition. J. Irigoin, H. Maehler and occasionally

others have also studied annotated papyri and scholia but each of these studies should be

considered separately in the light of the evidence and in the special context in which it was

studied. Even so, there is still plenty of primary evidence, namely papyri and manuscripts, to be

assessed. In our research the inspection and study of a substantial number of papyri as well as

a close look at some other texts outside this limited selection has led to conclusions which are

going to offer arguments in favour or against the existing theories and so to contribute to the

ongoing debate on the formation of scholia.

It is well known that from the Hellenistic period onwards scholarly exegesis was

transmitted in separate rolls in the form of hypomnemata which were in parallel and

simultaneous use with the text editions. As often repeated, commentaries, editions, lexica and

monographs were the main products of Alexandrian scholarship which enabled the transmission

of the vast amount of Hellenistic scholarship during late antiquity. The form and layout of

hypomnemata is quite well known since the papyri from Egypt have supplied us with many

examples from almost all periods. It is also certain that those people who needed to study

carefully the works of classical literature would have to consult two rolls at the same time,

admittedly not the most convenient thing to do. Readers in antiquity did not enjoy any of the

advantages that we nowadays take for granted, such as word division, full punctuation,

accentuation, line numbering and a meticulous system of lectional signs. It is not surprising,

therefore, that with some outstanding exceptions (Alcman's Partheneion or P. Oxy. 841/ Pindar,

Paeans) annotation in papyri is on a very limited scale. With a large number of hypomnemata

in circulation and probably easy access to them, especially where big libraries existed, there was

no need to fully annotate the texts given the limited space between columns. The availability of

commentaries has been confirmed by the papyrological discoveries at least of the period until

the third century AD after which fundamental changes in society and book production promoted

new practices, among which the gradual disappearance of the book roll and hypomnemata. More

about this will be said later on but I should stress at this point the wide range covered by

commentaries as for example lost plays or works of lyric poetry not surviving in the manuscript

tradition. With such a variety of exegesis available in hypomnemata within relatively easy access

it is to be expected that annotation was normally kept at a low and not particularly scholarly

level, since its role was purely supplementary.
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The study of the annotated papyri of Euripides, Sophocles and Aristophanes allows us

to distinguish between different kinds of annotation and trace their frequency within this group.7

The picture does not change considerably in the case of other authors, although use of dialectal

and obsolete words by an author (lyric poetry) or the occurrence of technical vocabulary

(Aratus) in the text affect the kind of annotation needed. What is very clear is that the

commonest form of marginalia is glosses and variants. These can be found either round the

column of the text and close to the words they refer to or even between the lines and above the

problematic word or expression. Normally they are not introduced by a lemma, a practice proper

to commentaries, but they stand on their own. The question that usually arises and which we

tried to answer in the previous chapter (pp.143-7) concerns the origins of the glosses and perhaps

the variants, although for the latter there is more to be said. It seems more likely and is often

clear that glosses were copied from commentaries. For reasons which have been mentioned in

the previous chapter (pp.146-7), glossaries and lexica were not used as sources of annotation,

or at least they were used scarcely. Moreover the fact that at the basis of the collections of tragic

and comic vocabulary there is Didymus, whose commentaries are one of the most important

elements of the scholia as well, does not allow us to tell clearly in which of the two works of

Didymus did a gloss originate. What is also very common in the papyri is that elementary

annotation of this kind is a mixture of glosses and variants or sometimes exegetical notes. This

shows in my opinion that the annotator, whoever each time this person was, would consult a

commentary and select from it whatever he found useful, always feeling free to abbreviate,

reformulate or expand. There is also the possibility of notes taken down from a lecture but this

is difficult to prove. What is really important is that annotation of such sort is a private procedure

carried out by the owner of the text according to his preferences and needs.

When it comes to variants the situation is slightly different. On the one hand it is certain

that in most cases variants, like glosses, were also copied from commentaries. Ancient scholars

would be expected to have included their preferred readings or conjectures in the hypomnemata

and not insert them in the text. We find plenty of such material both in hypomnemata on papyri

and in the corpus of the scholia usually introduced by ypá4€rat or tI.OLV etc. Annotators

A lengthy study of annotated papyri combined with lists and statistical data was made by
McNamee (1977).
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often found it useful to quote a variant in their text, especially when this entailed noteworthy

changes to the meaning. On the other hand, in a number of papyri, some of which have been

examined in this study, the biggest part of the annotation consists of variant readings introduced

by the standard expressions: oircç rv v tcj a' or f3' or èv êtp. Moreover, some of them

are attributed to specific scholars such as Aristophanes of Byzan1ium, Theon and possibly

Aristarchus and Nicanor. The exact meaning of these notes is not always clear, as has been

pointed out in the chapter on the papyri of Sophocles (pp.89-90). What exactly was meant by

the expression "so it was in Theon's copy" or simply "in the second one" ,? Was this a

commentary by the scholar in question, an edition he produced or perhaps just a copy found

among his books? More questions may be asked concerning the circumstances and the procedure

in which these variants were so systematically copied into the margins of the rolls. What seems

to be agreed by the modern scholars who have dealt with this problem is that these papyri are

the product of collation against one and often more copies of the same text. It is of great interest

to our research that this task was carried out by the scribe himself or by some other professional.

He would compare the new copy at least to its exemplar. Further collations could be made by

the scholar who had ordered the copy. He may have had access to the copies of other famous

scholars (borrowing copies from friends or consulting them in a public library are likely

options8) or even to commentaries by them. One small problem, of course, is the availability of

all these works. In my opinion it is very likely that some of these variants, especially the ones

from famous people such as Aristophanes of Byzan+iui were copied directly from annotated

private copies or from commentaries and not from Aristophanes' original editions themselves.

For all these reasons, we believe that these papyri were scholars' copies and we know that in

Oxyrhynchus there was a wide circle of highly educated people and scholars with links to

Alexandria. 9 It is really unfortunate that such variants are often in the margins of texts now

completely lost or so fragmentary that no clear conclusion can be drawn from them about the

basic principles of textual criticism in antiquity.

8 We could mention here two papyri exemplifying the private exchange of books: P.
Oxy.2192 from the second century shows the interests of scholars in Oxyrhynchus in acquiring
books and exchanging them with friends, P. Berol.21849 from the fifth illustrates the loan of
books between orators, one of them living in Hermopolis (published in Maehler (1974)).

Turner (1952) and (1956) and Kruger (1990).
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The second category of texts we examined in our study were commentaries from

different centuries and on different authors. There was P. Oxy. 856 on Aristophanes' Acharnians

from the third century AD, P. Rain. 3.20 on the Clouds and P. Rain. 1.34 on the Peace from the

fifth century as well as P.Wurzburg 1 on Euripides' Phoenissae from the sixth century. A

number of other commentaries on Aristophanes has been deliberately left out because they deal

with lost plays and any conclusions about their position in the history of scholia would involve

a lot of speculation. The first immediate conclusion we could draw is that there are no striking

similarities between our commentaries and the existing corpus of scholia. This is especially the

case with the earlier commentaries. Obviously none of them brings to light any of the

hypomnemata that were later transferred into the margins of parchment manuscripts either.

Nevertheless, one should not necessarily condemn them as useless examples of scholarship in

decline. In the past, it was common among editors to ascribe such texts to mediocre

schoolmasters of late antiquity or clumsy epitomators. A closer look at individual points,

however, showed that in them there is plenty of useful information either linguistic or related

to interpretation. Occasionally these commentators come up with much more accurate

explanations than and use sources absent from the scholia which although they collect all sorts

of information often miss the main point. The value and scholarly origin of such elements is

clearly confirmed by their reappearance in other parts of the tradition such as mythological

compendia like Apollodorus' Bibliotheca or lexica such as Hesychius and Suda. This is one of

the main reasons why each comment must be examined on its own merits and on what it has to

offer and not be rejected in advance on grounds of the overall inferiority of the hypomnema. On

the other hand, of course, it is also very common to find comments simply paraphrasing the

poet's text and seeking solutions to problems only with the help of the context, that is without

any further investigation in other works of the same author and works of reference by earlier

scholars. One possible way to assess the value of papyrus commentaries is to regard them as by-

products of the mainstream scholarly works. By this I mean compilations based upon famous

hypomnemata by authorities such as Aristarchus or more likely Didymus which were

subsequently abbreviated and augmented according to the personal preferences and needs of the

compiler. Normally they were closer to the standards of school environment which would ask

for more of elementary paraphrase and explanation of difficult words, at the expense of long

citations from other literary works and references to the views of earlier scholars.
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The discussion comes inevitably to one of the main aspects of the ancient exegesis,

namely the way it was perceived and transmitted by copyists and users. To start from the users,

their attitude was characterized by lack of respect towards the actual words and arguments of

earlier scholars and commentators. This had the effect that when copying scribes felt free to omit

entire sections or more often to paraphrase in order to shorten or emphasize specific points.

Moreover it would be very common to add material drawn from other sources. Even

commentaries bearing the names of famous scholars such as Aristarchus, Didymus and Theon

did not escape this process. There are two characteristic examples of this practice; the first one

is P. Amh.12 from the third century AD, a commentary by Aristarchus on the first book of

Herodotus which seems to have been abbreviated because it covers a large amount of text in a

rather brief mariner. The second isP. Oxy. 2536, a fragment of Theon's commentary on Pindar's

Pythian 12 from the second century; this one illustrates clearly the process we have described

above. Not one but two people thought it necessary to add more material to Theon's original

text. For this they used every available space such as the bottom margin and the space between

the columns. It would not be surprising if a subsequent copyist inserted all additional notes into

the main text without any indication whatsoever about different authorship.

The flexibility and relaxed attitude of the copyists and users towards commentaries led

the transmission of ancient exegesis to a direction very different from that of the classical texts

themselves. As far as the classical texts are concerned, a very deep sense of respect and

faithfulness was reserved to the readings of tradition.'° Very few of the textual alterations

suggested by the Alexandrians entered the manuscript tradition. Their views were expressed in

hypomnemata and monographs. In the case of glossaries and lexica, on the other hand, a

situation to that of commentaries must have occurred; their abbreviation and conflation must

have started at a very early stage, even within the same generation as the original." As a

conclusion, one can regard ancient exegesis as circulating in a form far from standard. This

notion looks definitely very strange to the modern reader who is used to books being reproduced

mechanically and with care for the slightest detail. It should always be borne in mind that in

'° See Turner (1968) 100-12, Fraser (1972) 475-9 and Pfeiffer (1968) 173-4.

One can mention as a striking example Pamphilus' lexicon which was epitomized by
Diogenianus and possibly J.Vestinus soon after it was written because of its large size.
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antiquity the publisher's system was very different and works like hypomnemata were not

intended for a very wide public in libraries outside Alexandria.

Although a hypomnema usually occupied one roll and was used together with the

corresponding text, which was also in one roll, other possibilities cannot be excluded. As P. Oxy.

856, the commentary on Aristophanes' Acharnians indicates, a very selective commentary could

cover a whole play in a limited number of columns, thus allowing the accommodation of more

than one hypomnema in a roll or a codex at a later period. Reasons of convenience must have

favoured such practical innovations especially after the so-called "Selection" established itself

by limiting the number of texts in circulation and study to a very small one. Schools and private

libraries are very likely candidates for the ownership and usage of such compilations.

It is unfortunate that for the purposes of our research the number of surviving

hypomnemata on tragedy and comedy is small, contrary to what one may have expected.

Commentaries on lost plays, especially from the first to the third century AD, can offer clues as

to what earlier hypomnemata looked like and what sort of exegesis they contained. It is

impossible, however, to draw from them any conclusions relevant to our research without

relying on speculation. The absence of scholia and more importantly of the text itself deprives

us of one of the main methods, which is comparison between material offered in hypomnemata

and material in the margins of manuscripts. Commentaries on lost plays, therefore, can be of

limited use, despite the fact that they illustrate the interests and wide range of ancient exegesis

as well as how much has been lost during late antiquity.

Before we enter into a different period in the development of ancient scholarship, we

should mention a couple of general points concerning the relations between commentaries and

marginalia. First of all, it has been often pointed out that the origin of marginal notes is not

easily determined. Some of them may be the work of the annotator himself, products of his

wider readings, lectures he gave or attended, personal thoughts and interpretations. Some other

notes have been copied from hypomnemata, available to the scribe or more likely to later users

of the papyrus. The quality of the notes taken from hypomnemata is generally higher. The way

to identify notes which have been taken from hypomnemata is usually by the presence of

lemmata used to introduce the explanations in commentaries. When copying from commentaries,

annotators would often copy the relevant lemmata as well, although these were no longer

absolutely necessary in the margins. Secondly, the main limitation imposed on the marginal
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notes was that of space. As a result of this, the material derived from hypomnemata underwent

considerable changes: as a rule, names of scholars were omitted, hence, the marginalia are

anonymous. Moreover, the process of abbreviation entails omission of citations from other

scholarly or literary sources, shortening or complete omission of lemmata and slight or more

serious changes in wording. The above mentioned freedom in adapting and abbreviating

commentaries is conspicuously present in the procedure of transferring hypomnemata into the

margins. Finally, it is clear that after so many modifications it is a difficult task to assess the real

value hidden behind brief and obscure marginalia. It is usually with the help of rçappearances

of the same material in other texts, namely scholia and lexica, that we are able to identify

scholarly elements and distinguish between important and trivial pieces of information. Even this

method, however, has its own risks since scholia and lexica are themselves a mixture of material

derived from sources of unequal value.

Up to this point, all the major and minor conclusions discussed concern scholarly and

scholastic exegesis and their main features during the Piolemaic and the biggest part of the

Greco-Roman Egypt. Hitherto, for reasons relating to the dates of most papyri in this study, the

emphasis has been upon the first three centuries AD. The situation, however, changes immensely

after the third century. New developments occur in the whole of the Empire and therefore in

Egypt as well, where the evidence of papyri makes them more visible and better documented.

The first radical change is the gradual Christianization of the Roman Empire, a process

culminating in the fourth century when Christianity acquired finally the status of the official

religion. The second development concerns the slow decline of classical letters during a period

of great social and political changes when classical studies had to compete with the ever

increasing Christian literature and education. The first two changes coincided with, and perhaps

caused, important changes in book production: the traditional papyrus roll was replaced by the

codex and the number of classical texts in circulation shrank considerably. What took place was

the so-called "Selection", a process of picking out a small group of texts from each author

suitable for and dictated by the demands of the school curriculum. All these radical changes

happened in a period when many new centres of studies developed outside Egypt. To what

extent each new centre influenced scholarship and more specifically book production is not

always clear, given that papyrological evidence from Egypt continues to be far richer and often

more reliable than the indirect information on scholarly activities in the rest of the Eastern
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empire. The effects of these changes on the nature and transmission of scholarship are great and

at the end of the sixth and beginning of the seventh century nothing seems to be as it was in the

Greco-Roman period we examined earlier.

After a period of strong persecution by the Romans, the Christian religion managed

eventually to overcome all obstacles and become the most powerful force both in the higher and

the lower classes of society. Constantine became the first Christian emperor and with the

exception of Julian, the fourth century saw an immense advance of Christians in administration,

education and literature. 12 This is the period of Christian fathers and strong bishops such as

Athanasius were ready to fight even against the Emperor's will. In the following centuries

paganism retreated to very limited circles of people whereas Christianity as the predominant

religion embraced and promoted by the Imperial household managed to close down pagan

Schools such as the one in Athens in 529, destroy pagan temples and gradually isolate the last

remaining pagan intellectuals and teachers by not allowing them to practise their profession in

546.13 After the reign of Justinian paganism is almost extinct.

During this period of change, conflict and fanaticism, classical literature and education

found themselves under threat and in a defending position. Rhetorical and philosophical speech

did not seem appropriate in addressing the wide public and communicating Christian preaching

to ordinary people. Christian morality was not to be very happy with the models and examples

provided by pagan literature either. It is not surprising then that some Christian writers attacked

severely pagan authors, even tried to exclude them from the school curriculum. Despite the

official anti-pagan policy, however, classical literature did not disappear from education, let

alone circulation in general.' 4 On the contrary, educated classes continued to study classics and

scholars to write commentaries, lexica and monographs as the earlier generations did, only on

a more limited scale. Christian fathers did not reject classical education but instead favoured a

selective use of pagan authors since they themselves had studied in pagan Schools like Athens

under famous pagan teachers like Libanius. The result was that gradually Christian and pagan

12 For more details and extensive bibliography see CAH (1998).

There is a detailed description of the period and events in Cavallo (1978).

14 On education and culture see Cameron (1998).
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elements mixed and began to coexist in the educational system of late antiquity. Classical

education escaped the danger of becoming completely extinct but its adaptation into a system

vely different from the old one and also in a socially and culturally shifting environment brought

about many changes.'5

The problem of education in late antiquity does not belong to the field covered by this

study and has been discussed from many different perspectives elsewhere. It is apparent,

however, that scholarly activities and book circulation in late antiquity are very closely linked

to the standards and limitations imposed by educational practices. It should be briefly mentioned

here that the older system of education was based on rhetorical studies and the ability to

understand and possibly imitate classical style and language. Still in the fourth century famous

orators like Themistius and Libanius continued this tradition, being both powerful and influential

personalities themselves. At the same time, however, the need for new members in the imperial

administration equipped with knowledge of Latin and notarial skills made more traditional

qualifications irrelevant and unpractical. Professional and vocational training led fast to the

decline of rhetorical studies and the formation of a uniform and more focused curriculum.' 6 This

affected considerably classical studies and increased the demand for technical works such as

grammatical treatises, glossaries like the one attributed to Cyrillus of Alexandria, and legal and

medical studies. The level of literacy gradually decreased and the situation became very serious

after the period of Justinian until the beginning of the so-called "Dark Ages". The reasons for

the decline are, of course, more complicated and coincide with a period of wars, natural disasters

and disappearance or heavy destruction of cities of the Eastern Empire.' 7 In the West the

situation is not very different from that of the East. Because of social and political changes

circulation of books in the fourth and fifth centuries tends to diminish and stays in the hands of

15 See Mango (1980) 125-37 and Marrou (1956) 314-29.

16 See Cameron (1978) 673-9 and Cavallo (1986).

more see Mango (1980) 60-79. He writes for example: (p.66) "the period in question
witnessed a remarkable succession of droughts, plagues of locusts, earthquakes and other
calamities (...) It would have taken many years, indeed several generations, to recover fully from
such a combination of calamities. This respite was not granted to many eastern provinces".
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the aristocratic elite of Rome and other cities like Ravenna.' 8 We hear also about grammarians

equally famous to their colleagues in the East and also very attached to the authorities who

occasionally grant them public offices and honours.' 9 The decline in classical studies and

circulation of books is rapid and more visible after the reconquest of Italy by the forces of

Justinian.

The new cultural, social and political conditions which the classical heritage faced after

the fourth century affected seriously the production and circulation of pagan literature. It is

known that book production, at least according to the evidence from Egypt, reached a peak in

the second century AD due mainly to the revival of classical studies in the age of the Antonines.

Immediately after this period a gradual and steady fall begins in the number of texts, some of

which will never appear again in the manuscript tradition. A recovery in the case of authors such

as Aristophanes in the fifth century is exceptional and does not change the overall picture as

stated above. Despite the absence of a complete up-to-date list of published papyri, the

conclusions from some provisional lists do not seem to alter the data derived from Pack 2 and it

is likely that further publications will only add a few more exceptions to the general rule. 2° From

a historical point of view, as has been already indicated for the field of education, the age of

Justinian was marked by a much faster decline after which any prospects of complete recovery

were no longer realistic.

Historical sources and modern research by and large agree that during the reigns of

Theodosius (379-395) and Justinian (527-565) the policy against paganism and classical studies

was strengthened and that it employed every method of suppression including the burning of

pagan books in 562.21 On the other hand, however, efforts were made to preserve at least part

of the classical heritage, namely books under risk of destruction. Two instances from the fourth

18 In Cavallo (1978) 201-11 one finds a brief account of the period. Also in Reynolds and
Wilson (1991) 36-9 and 79-86.

19 Kaster (1988) discusses all aspects of a grammarian's role and personality and gives a
prosopographical list from 250 to 565 AD.

20 A detailed study Cavallo (1986). For lists of texts from late antiquity see Maehler (1997)
125-8 and Treu (1986). It should be stressed, of course, that Christian texts are not included in
such statistics for obvious reasons.

21 I.Malalas, Chronographia 18, p.491 di Bonn.
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century are worth mentioning: first, in a speech by Themistius addressed to the emperor

Constantius in AD 357 the orator praises him for having organized the rescue of old decaying

books containing the wisdom of the ancients. This did not aim so much at the preservation of

standard authors such as Homer whose survival was guaranteed by their authority, but primarily

of works of secondary rank which were threatened by lack of demand and increasing

indifference. Themistius specified the provision of resources for this task and one can assume

that it was all part of the reorganization of the public library in the newly founded capital of

Constantinople. A second example of a similar imperial initiative can be seen in the Theodosian

codex. The entry of May the 8th, 372 orders the appointment of four Greek and three Latin

copyists "selected for copying the manuscripts of the library and for repairing them on account

of their age" (Cod. Theod. XIV 9,2). The job must have included also the transfer of some texts

from rolls into codices but this was not necessarily the main objective. 23 Fifty years later, in 425,

Theodosius II founded the University of Constantinople, which though not a university in the

modem sense, was an institution providing state supported education by grammarians, orators

and sophists as well as professors of philosophy and law both in Greek and Latin. This act

together with the arrival of many scholars such as Orus, Pamprepius and Horapollo from the

provinces to Constantinople illustrates the attempts of the Emperor to elevate educational

standards and general cultural life by taking advantage of the traditionally pagan system. It

would be surprising if this did not mean some sort of encouragement for the production and

circulation of classical texts at least within the capital.

The period we have been discussing is marked not only by changes in the attitude

towards classical literature but also by more specific modifications in the form and number of

texts in circulation. During the first centuries AD a new kind of book, the codex, started to

compete with the traditional papyrus roll. Various reasons made the codex much more suitable

22 Themistius Or. 4.59 d - 60 c: ... ôoo ôè óiraôoC te éK€CV(1)V i'zaI tà pya al)t()v 01)K
é.apKe ccutoIç tpôç ôta,ioviiv ... ,to?.Aoiç ièv 'Onpou irotaç KaL v€6)Kópouç,
to?).oiç ôè 'Hotóôou O€pait€urdç, Xpi3auritóv te ai)tôv 'jôr) KaL Ziivwva izaI K).eávOiv

On this speech see Vanderspoel (1995) 96-100.

23 Irigoin (1952) 99 n.2: "Je comprendrais volontiers que Thémistios fait allusion a des
editions commentées d' Homère e d' Hésiode, c'est-à-dire des poètes en général ". His
interpretation agrees with his theory about an early archetype of the scholia.
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for the reading public and therefore destined to become the only type of book after the fourth

century. These reasons have been discussed thoroughly elsewhere, 24 so it is enough to repeat

them here very briefly: the codex was much more convenient in use compared to the roll since

it created for the first time the unity of a page, still today the main element of books and of

electronic communication (e.g. 'web pages'). In a codex one can accommodate more text than

in a roll. This gave the opportunity to form groups of texts by the same author and bring them

together in one easily consulted book. Furthennore, codex facilitated reference, very difficult

in the long papyrus roll of the past. Apart from practical reasons, however, it seems that

Christians favoured the new book form and adopted it to a certain extent in order to dissociate

themselves from the roll which had been the exclusive means of transmission of pagan literature

for centuries. The abandonment of the roll is in itself a revolution in book production; although

it did not happen suddenly but progressively, it was due to affect seriously other aspects of book

circulation too.

Until the second century AD the amount of classical literature in circulation was more

or less the same as that possessed and edited by the Alexandrians. This is confirmed by

papyrological evidence as well as by quotations in authors of the time. A look at the number of

tragedies and comedies as well as of lyric poetry from Oxyrhynchus of the first two centuries

AD illustrates clearly how much did not survive for long after. From the third century onwards

the number of texts shrinks and we end up with a so-called "Selection", pretty close to the corpus

which through Byzantium reached modern times. Another earlier process of selection had

happened in Alexandria probably in the time of Callimachus and Aristophanes of Byzaniumand

had led to the formation of the canon of classical authors. In both cases what was left outside the

selection fell into oblivion and perished with the exception of occasional appearances in

anthologies and quotations.

The selection of classical texts has been much discussed since Wilamowitz who argued

for a systematic and quick process carried out by a schoolmaster possibly in the early third

century AD. Arguments against this theory have not disproved it completely but only modified

24 Roberts and Skeat (1983). For more specific effects on literary texts see Canfora (1974)
and Irigoin (1994) esp.67ff.
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it and added further dimensions prompted by the evidence of papyri published in this century.

It seems more likely now that the selection of the third century was the end of a process which

started much earlier and related to readers' preferences, availability of commentaries and

certainly educational usefulness. Moreover, this theory applies better to dramatic texts to which

it referred in the first place and should not necessarily be applied to all authors. Despite the

various considerations about the earlier origins of the selection, however, it remains a fact that

from the third century the selection gets its final and standard form. The beginning of a decline

in classical studies as described earlier on is definitely the main historical factor which in a way

created and pushed forward the conditions for the diminishing of the number of texts people read

and studied. School cannot be disregarded, of course, as its environment, needs and purposes

were best served by the selection. Literature was adapted to the school curriculum, which as we

have seen, tended towards a more uniform and practical character for the purposes of a more

vocational and less idealistic education appropriate to bureaucrats and administrators. Of course,

what was thought suitable to education must not have been far from common and popular

choices, as it is the case with tragedy and comedy.

The invention of the codex and the gradual disappearance of the roll facilitated the

process of selection. For the first time, it was made possible to put together a substantial number

of texts which would otherwise need the space of several rolls. The new book form encouraged

the creation of corpora, groups of texts from one author or genre. The seven plays of Aeschylus

and Sophocles and the book of Pindar's Epinicia are well known examples of this. Although

individual texts outside the selection have appeared on papyri after the third century, these are

so exceptional that they cannot change the overall picture. Finally and as far as commentaries

are concerned, the ones on plays outside the selection became immediately useless and therefore

perished. Even the commentaries that survived underwent severe changes in the period that

followed the selection but these will be discussed later on.

Up to now it has become obvious that revolutionary changes in the most crucial areas of

book production created entirely different conditions for the survival and continuation of

classical studies. On top of them, however, the scholarship shifted from the traditional urban

Wilamowitz (1907) 173-219. See also Zuntz (1965) 254-61 and Barrett (1964) 50-3.
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centres to the new ones which flourished in late antiquity. In the past Alexandria, Athens and

Rome were the places where famous scholars lived, taught and wrote. At the time when the

situation in the West was changing dramatically, cities such as Antioch, Berytus and Gaza set

up schools of rhetoric, philosophy and law. Personalities such as Libanius and Procopius of Gaza

taught in these places and their schools were attended by many pupils. From this list of cities one

cannot omit Constantinople, the new capital, which did not manage, however, to eclipse the

glory of Athens or Antioch at least until the sixth and seventh centuries when a series of natural

disasters and enemy invasions brought the loss of the provinces of Syria, Palestine and Egypt.27

The biggest part of scholarly activities continued to take place in big provincial cities with long

literary traditions. As regards Egypt in particular, the school of Alexandria, which took up the

activities of the Museum, existed until the Arab conquest, although it is likely that the Library

was destroyed in the late fourth century, a period of strong fanaticism and conflicts between

Christians and pagans. 28 Like elsewhere, however, the focus had already shifted mainly to the

interpretation of Platonic philosophy and science such as medicine and astronomy. There is also

evidence about literary and possibly scholarly activities in the rest of Egypt. Early Byzantine

Oxyrhynchus provides us with a number of classical texts written in codices, often heavily

annotated. Panopolis was probably an equally important city with a school where Greek was

taught and a library with books of classical authors such as Homer and Men ander. 29 Nonnos, the

poet of Dionysiaca also came from there. Papyri seem to indicate that in Hermopolis too one

could have access to plenty of classical books. A group of papyrus codices from the excavations

in Hermopolis includes authors such as Homer, Aristophanes, Sophocles, Euripides, Theocritus,

Apollonius and Menander. It would be useful to know in whose hands all these texts were and

whose literary interests they reflect but this is not an easy task given the problematic fate of the

26	 a thorough discussion see Wilson (19962) 28-60.

27 Cavallo (1995).

The temple and the library of the Sarapeum were attacked and destroyed in 391. There is
still controversy as to whether this was the end of the library; it is possible that some volumes
continued to exist until the Arab conquest. See El-Abbadi (1990) 145-78 and Canfora (1989) 81-
99.

29 The question of a library belonging either to a private school or a monastery has divided
papyrologists. See Foumet (1992) 253-66, Blanchard (1991) 21 1-20 and Bagnall (1993) 102-4.
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papyrus findings from Hermopolis since their discovery at the beginning of this century. It has

been suggested that most of these papyri belonged to the elite of the city, big and powerful

families of land owners prominent in the late fourth and fifth centuries. 30 This must have been

a private library going from one generation to the other. There is, of course, also the possibility

of a number of books being part of a library of a school or even of a Christian institution

together with books of Christian literature. As regards the general literary atmosphere in Egypt

in this period, the literary movement of pagan poets in the fourth and fifth centuries included

people such as Claudian, Horapollon and Olympiodorus, some of whom were well educated by

famous scholars or were scholars themselves.3 ' It has been suggested that these people came

from rich families of landowners in Upper Egypt, like the ones we saw in Hermopolis with

interest in Homer and the dramatists and in possession of large codices of these works.

Libraries continued to exist also outside Egypt and it is likely that discoveries in the

eastern provinces such as Syria or Palestine will bring to light fragments of literary texts from

codices of late antiquity. Indirect evidence gives plenty of information on possession of books

but the nature of works of late antiquity and their strong rhetorical features do not always allow

modern scholars to conclude whether the author had the classical text in his hands, was quoting

from memory or from an anthology. Libanius is a characteristic example of a library owner of

the fourth century.32 His library included among others the three tragedians and Aristophanes.

Euripides seems to have been his favourite but it is also quite certain that his collection of drama

did not exceed the number of plays that have come down to our era. More interestingly, Libanius

had in his collection some commentaries, for instance one on Aristophanes - not necessarily on

all the selected plays - and one on Demosthenes. The authorship of the commentaries cannot be

proved but there is some evidence for a Dionysius and Didymus. Especially in the provinces that

suffered from earthquakes and invasions until their conquest by the Arabs, the fate of these

libraries must have been that of destruction, although isolated examples of survival cannot be

excluded given the interest of the Arabs in scientific, philosophical and medical texts.

3°See Maehler (1997) 119-25 and by the same author BGU 12 (Berlin 1974) xvi-xxviii. For
a more cautious interpretation of the evidence, van Minnen and Worp (1993) 151-86.

' Cameron (1965).

32 More in Norman (1964) and Wolf (1952).
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From what has been said above, it is absolutely clear that the period of late antiquity and

early Byzantium was not simply a troubled period lacking completely in scholarly achievements.

As far as book production and general scholarship are concerned, slow decline at the beginning

and rapid decline towards the end is a rather indisputable fact. The changes that occurred in

these times, however, and in particular the innovations in books, determined to a great extent the

subsequent appearance of books as well as the survival or disappearance of a large part of

classical literature. Moreover, the choices and compilations of this period are more or less what

the scholars of the ninth and tenth century used in compiling the arc hetypes of texts and scholia.

The importance of these changes can be practically seen when one compares the appearance of

books from the second and third centuries with their equivalents of the ninth and tenth centuries.

On the one hand you have papyrus rolls written in majuscule and usually accompanied by

hypomnemata written separately and containing all the relevant scholarly exegesis. On the other

hand, in the tenth century there are large parchment manuscripts written in minuscule with large

amounts of scholia surrounding the main text on each page.

Our attention will now focus on the process of the formation of scholia, as this emerged

during our study of the selected papyri of Euripides, Sophocles and Aristophanes as well as of

some other important texts already examined by others in monographs and articles. It is a known

fact that the history of scholia has been the object of a long debate among modern scholars

which started earlier this century and continues to divide scholarship even today, although the

existing gap is no longer as big as it used to be at the beginning. A brief historical presentation

of the most influential contributions will enable us to understand the extent of different views

and follow the development of the debate together with some new aspects that research has

added to the traditional argumentation on the problem.

The first pole in the controversy over the creation of scholia was established by

Wilamowitz who spoke in his Einleitung in die griechische Tragodie of the edition of the select

plays as having scholia in its margins. 33 His view was universally adopted as valid and remained

influential for the first four decades of this century. Other scholars elaborated the theory further

by extending it also to authors such as Aristophanes. J. W. White in his edition of the scholia on

Ayes spoke of a parchment codex of the fourth or fifth centuly that contained the select comedies

Wilamowitz (1907) 196: "...DaB die Schulausgabe Scholien hatte, liegt in ihrer Natur"
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with a full scale commentary in the margins. No doubt this was thought to be the archetype of

the manuscripts of the tenth century, especially as far as scholia are concerned. J. Irigoin is

another scholar who followed Wilamowitz's steps in his detailed account of the history of the

text of Pindar. According to him, "ii est donc tres vraisemblable que, vers Ia fin du 2e siècle, le

choix des Epinicies avec son commentaire, a &é transcrit sur un codex de papyrus". 35 This theory

seems to have had impact on most classical authors, Homer and Hesiod included.

The ever increasing papyrological evidence during the first half of this century, however,

was not in support of Wilamowitz and his followers. It should not be much of a surprise,

therefore, that the theory that still represents the other pole of the debate started with a research

relying basically on the papyri of Aristophanes. With two long articles published in 1938 and

1939 G. Zuntz maintained that it was no longer possible to argue for an archetype of the scholia

dated as early as the third or fourth century.36 On the contrary, his conclusions led to a much

later date, namely the ninth or tenth century. The material he used consisted of late papyri of

Aristophanes with plenty of marginalia. A very thorough and exhausting analysis of the notes

in relation to all available sources such as lexica and scholia on other authors revealed a very

complex system of links between the notes on papyri and the scholia of the manuscripts. Zuntz

achieved an exemplary presentation of the history of Aristophanic scholia in late antiquity by

focusing especially on the multiple strata of exegesis which were eventually brought together

in the margins of the byzantine manuscripts. He was also the first to point out the importance

of the catenae, running commentaries on ecclesiastical texts compiled from different sources,

as a model for the scholiasts on secular literature. In order to support his theory for such a late

date, Zuntz accepted the survival of commentaries and monographs through the Dark Ages

(seventh and eighth centuries) and claimed that it was only after the invention of minuscule that

scribes were able to transfer into the margins such a big amount of ancient exegesis.

Zuntz's theory was not universally accepted and in the following years there were still

scholars arguing for the old view of an early annotated edition of the select plays and of lyric

White (1914) lxiii-lxv.

Irigoin (1952) 97-100.

Zuntz (1975).
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poems. We have already mentioned Irigoin who rejected the idea of a late archetype of scholia

in his study on Pindar but there were also other scholars who were not not convinced by Zuntz.

Irigoin continues to support the model of an early annotated codex until today although there are

not many who would share his view as a whole. Zuntz, on the other hand, reconsidered his

original conclusions twice on the basis of new evidence. In a brief discussion of the problem in

1965 he conceded that it was possible for some commentaries to have passed into the margins

already in late antiquity and that in some cases the compiler of the scholia had to use both

commentaries and annotated codices. 37 Given also the nature of late antique hypomnemata as a

combination of extracts from various older sources, it becomes likely that at least for some

authors the process of compiling a corpus of scholia had begun definitely earlier than the tenth

century.

The third major contribution to the debate was made by N. G. Wilson in 1967. From

the point of the evidence used it was again papyri that necessitated a review of the existing

theories. The publication in 1952 of P. Oxy.2258, a codex of Callimachus from a very late

period, brought to light a type of book especially designed for and indeed supplied with plenty

of marginalia. It is an exceptional text since it is of very large size and offers more than one

comment on each lemma. 39 For the first time scholars came across an example of a compilation

from different sources coming from late antiquity, a unique piece of evidence to base the new

theories on safer ground. Wilson attempted to bridge the gap between Wilamowitz's and Zuntz's

theories by examining each aspect of the problem separately and not only from a technical side.

On the one hand he saw as likely the survival of some commentaries into the ninth century,

which together with the annotated codices of earlier times were used by the scholars of this

period to create the corpus of scholia. On the other hand, however, he searched in late antiquity

for known technical features of the scholia such as Acoç, manuscripts of large format and early

examples of amalgamation. His results showed that all of them can be found in late antiquity,

although not always in the fully developed form of the tenth century. In addition, the

' Zuntz (1965) 272-5.

38 See Wilson (1967).

39 For a description see the first edition and Turner (1977) 49 and 84 as well as Turner (1987)
67 with plate.
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examination of the catenae took him to the problem of their relation to scholia, one of Zuntz's

main points. Procopius of Gaza who is considered the inventor of the catena lived at the turn of

the fifth century. Some of the features, however, that catenae and scholia have in common have

already been found in even earlier periods. According to Wilson, direct imitation of the catenae

by the scholia cannot be proved. It would be surprising if scribes did not imitate one of the main

features of the catena, that of citing sources by name. 4° Wilson's influential contribution finishes

with an attempt to link the compilation of scholia to the Gaza School, definitely at an age three

or four centuries earlier than Zuntz had originally assumed.

Since 1967 when Wilson offered a well founded alternative to the two existing theories,

no study on a similar large scale has appeared. Instead, scholars have focused their efforts upon

very specific aspects of the problem such as the format and nature of exegesis in late antiquity.

Interestingly enough, Zuntz in the second edition of his articles (1975) offered some more

thoughts on the subject. Basically he did not move from his original view about a late date for

the archetypes of codices with full scholia. He simply conceded to the view that there were some

earlier stages, one of them represented by the Oxyrhynchus Callimachus. In his own words:"eine

soiche [die neue, aesthetisch und materiell befriedigende Form] war gegeben mit der

hochbyzantinischen "Ersten Renaissance". This updated version of the old theory of 1938 was

supported also by H. Maehler in 1993 with the argument that the Oxyrhynchus Callimachus is

not enough proof for an early compilation of scholia and that there is no example of a

manuscript from late antiquity with the full corpus of scholia written even in a very small

majuscule script.4 ' On the other hand, K. Dover in his lengthy introduction to Aristophanes'

Frogs argued for late antique manuscripts of Aristophanes with scholia. It is worth quoting two

passages illustrating his views: "When the first medieval codices of Aristophanes were made in

the tenth century, the texts surviving from late antiquity were already furnished with a variety

of scholia, which had only to be transcribed". And later on: "... but there is one consideration

which strongly supports the hypothesis that ancient scholia, not an ancient commentary, were

the immediate source of the scholia in medieval manuscripts of Aristophanes. An alternative

explanation of a passage is sometimes introduced by âAAco (...) On the assumption that no

4° A very recent brief discussion of the issue is in Wilson (1997).

41 Maehler (1994) 137.
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commentator repeated himself so grossly, this type of scholion cannot be taken as a whole from

a commentary, but must be the product of combining two scholia, from different exemplars,

which were originally both excerpted from one and the same item in a commentary".42

The most recent discussion of the problem has been offered by K. McNamee in three

articles expanding the same idea, namely that it was in the law schools of the East that the

practice of heavy and systematic annotation developed. They even combined elements from

different sources similarly to the scholia of the manuscripts and the Oxyrhynchus Callimachus.43

McNamee gathered examples of heavily annotated papyri from late antiquity and came to the

conclusion that this is the first time there seems to be a relation between format and annotation,

since codices were specially manufactured in order to accommodate large portions of exegesis.

The task of annotating these texts was possibly carried out by the scribes themselves even before

the codices were assembled. Moreover, the evidence shows that from the fifth century there was

also a relation between the predominance of Greek over Latin and the need to use extra space

in margins for relevant annotation of Latin legal texts. More students without good knowledge

of Latin meant greater need for translations, notes and glosses for the study of the Latin

originals. On the basis of three specific examples, P. Ryl. 111477 (Cicero), P. Ant. 3.153 (Law)

and the Scholia Sinaitica (on Ulpian's Libri ad Sabinum) which McNamee thinks illustrate a

deliberate transfer of scholarly material, and indeed from multiple sources in the second and

third case, she concludes that (McNamee (1995) 414) "the process [of the compilation of

scholia] may have begun even earlier, possibly as early as 400." The only reservation that she

expressed refers to the majority .of annotations in these codices of large format being scholastic

and not scholarly. Strikingly enough, one of the two papyri with purely scholarly annotation on

a literary text is the Oxyrhynchus Callimachus.

After this brief presentation of the debate over the stages and date of formation of the

scholia, we will attempt to reconsider the major aspects of the problem and by taking into

account the results of our study we will also express our personal opinion, to the extent that this

is possible.

At first, it should be said clearly that both Wilamowitz's and Zuntz's theories about an

42	 (1993) 94-102.

McNamee (1995), (1997) and (1998).
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early or late compilation of scholia are no longer tenable. The former was contradicted by the

huge amount of evidence from papyri published during this century, the latter by papyri such as

the Oxyrhynchus Callimachus and further research into the sources from late antiquity. Zuntz

was even compelled to adapt his theory to the new discoveries and to start talking of "Vorstufe",

namely earlier stages of manuscripts with scholia such as the much discussed Callimachus. In

order to form a clear image of the development and various stages of the transmission of ancient

exegesis in late antiquity we have to examine separately each one of the factors which led to the

abandonment of commentaries and the eventual creation of scholia.

The first important factor involved is that of the format. It is understandable that there

could be no "scholia" in the limited space provided by rolls. Annotation in rolls has been

discussed many times in this study but the conclusion even in the most prominent cases has been

that rolls by definition and manufacture were not made to receive huge amount of exegesis.

There can be no question of transcribing entire commentaries in rolls nor of conflating from two

different sources. It was only after the establishment of the codex as a medium of transmission

of texts that scribes allowed more and more space to be left blank for the accommodation of

notes. The advantages and capacity of the codex have already been described above. It is

interesting to quote here E. G. Turner's remark on the topic since it conveys in the best possible

way the meaning and function of the codex: "One portion of Justinian's work is entitled Codex

Justinianus, that is comprehensiveness is the final aim of the codex. That a work should be all-

inclusive is now its raison d'être. Such a work must be in large format, and the large format

offers the opportunity to include alongside the sacred text the annotation the reader will need.

Space for such annotation has been deliberately provided in the papyrus codex of

Callimachus." Apart from Turner's lists and categorizations of papyri according to dimensions,

McNamee too has published a list of codices with heavy annotation and big format. In all lists

the Oxyrhynchus Callimachus has a prominent position. Its dimensions are extremely big

(37x28cm), the margins are full of notes probably from different sources. It is indeed a very

exceptional papyrus but one should always bear in mind the limitations set by a unique piece of

evidence. The format of codex, however, seems to have developed to the direction of the well

known manuscripts of the byzantine period, that of large margins suitable for plenty of scholia.

Turner (1977) 84.
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The second factor involved in the formation of the corpus of scholia is the script. The

invention of minuscule in the eight and ninth centuries facilitated decisively the squeeze of

exegetical material in the margins and even between the lines of the main text. On the other

hand, majuscule has been considered as the main obstacle for scribes in late antiquity since there

was no way of transferring in the margins the amount of scholia offered for example by Venetus

A of the Iliad. Further research and evidence from papyri, however, has shown that there are

cases of majuscule script adapted to the needs of the circumstances. The Oxyrhynchus

Callimachus is again the first example of text and annotation written in the same coptic uncial

script but with the notes in a much smaller size. It seems that uncial could be written in a very

small form, as in the cases of PSI 1182 (legal text) and the Mani codex. 45 Furthermore, we can

see in manuscripts of the ninth and tenth centuries that although the main text was written in

minuscule, scholia were still in majuscule of a very small size. In my opinion this illustrates that

majuscule script was not by definition an unsurpassable obstacle in compiling scholia. From a

different point of view, however, it was the adoption of minuscule that gave the final solution

to the problem of space in the margins. As regards the amount of scholia offered by famous

codices such as Venetus A, one should bear in mind that Homeric scholia are huge in quantity

whereas the ones on authors such as Sophocles and Plato are limited. It is very likely that for

some texts it was much easier to combine text and scholia in the same manuscript at an early

stage. For other texts the process continued even after the creation of the archetype, every time

the scribe or reader could find a source providing extra material.

Very important for the transfer of hypomnemata from separate rolls into the margins of

manuscripts are the developments and changes that affected ancient exegesis itself during late

antiquity. It is well known that the Hellenistic and Roman periods were most productive as far

as scholarly works are concerned and that there were several hypomnemata, monographs and

lexica for the biggest part of Classical and Hellenistic literature. This diversity of material

indicates the flourishing of classical studies ranging from the school environment to the literary

circles of scholars in big cities such as Alexandria, Rome or Oxyrhynchus. Many papyri have

preserved examples of hypomnemata on known or unknown works, especially on lyric poetry,

oratory and epic. From a chronological point of view, however, what is most striking is the rapid

Wilson (1982) 107-8.
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change in the nature of exegesis after the fourth century AD. Whereas commentaries from

previous centuries only rarely have similarities to scholia, similarities become very common in

late antiquity. In our research this has been illustrated by the commentary on the Acharnians on

the one hand and the two late commentaries on Aristophanes' Clouds and Peace on the other.

The commentary on the Acharnians, although it contains some material of real value, does not

seem to be among the immediate predecessors of the scholia. The commentaries on Clouds and

Peace, however, dated to the fifth century, discuss more or less the same points as their

counterparts in the scholia. It should be pointed out that the differences which sometimes occur

are only in wording not in content.	 -

In the case of marginalia, notes in early papyri such as in PSI 1192 (Soph. 01), no matter

how scholarly they are, usually discuss different points or from a different point of view. On the

other hand, notes in papyri from later centuries such as P. Ant. 1.23 (Bur. Medea) and the ones

studied by Zuntz are very close to scholia both in wording and content. The obvious conclusion

from all this is that after the fourth and fifth centuries AD there is a sort of standardization of

exegesis on classical texts. In a way this reflects the gradual decline of scholarship and the need

to adapt classical studies to the general tendency for uniformity in the new educational system.

The selection of texts mainly for the school curriculum must have been followed by a selection

of hypomnemata suitable to the same environment. Demand for high quality commentaries full

of textual criticism and quotations must have been very low, as one needed new compilations

focusing predominantly on language and myth. The evidence of papyri confirms this assumption

and it is indeed rare to findjn late antiquity hypomnemata or marginal notes of high scholarly

value. It is much more common to come across a mixture of different elements of interpretation

where paraphrase and glosses are occasionally interrupted by bits of scholarly exegesis. This

process has been studied thoroughly by Zuntz in his articles on the Aristophanes papyri. The

situation with other poets and authors is not very different, although one has to adjust the theory

to each case separately. Apart from minor objections it is generally agreed and verified by the

evidence of papyri that exegesis on classical literature becomes less original and much less

important in the last centuries of antiquity. We hear about people who wrote commentaries on

Euripides, Aristophanes, Sophocles and others and we can assume with all probability that it was

they who combined ancient exegesis with paraphrase, glosses and mythological information, so

common in scholia. Because they are to us nothing more than names, their exact contribution
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cannot be evaluated. Their names appear in the subscriptions to the scholia and sometimes in the

scholia themselves. We do not know, for example, who Dionysius was, although his commentary

on Euripides is mentioned in a subscription alongside that of Didymus. Pius, Sallustius and

Horapollo wrote hypomnemata and perhaps other works on Sophocles but apart from the last

one, the other two have not been identified nor dated. On the other hand, things are easier with

Symmachus and Phaeinus, two late commentators on Aristophanes. The former lived in the

second century AD, the latter very close to the Byzantine period. The general opinion about

these obscure people who played a crucial role in the transmission of scholarship during late

antiquity is very low. We hear about ignorants, low level schoolmasters and unoriginal

compilers.47 It is very likely, however, that it was only through their commentaries that some

valuable exegesis from the Alexandrian times managed to survive and find its way into scholia.

No matter how free these scholars felt to epitomize, adapt and expand earlier works on literature,

it is very unlikely that they did not feel respect for great names of the past and the necessity to

safeguard what was still available for the present and future generations. At this point, we should

recall the fact that in periods of transition and decline works of secondary rank, such as

hypomnemata, are the first to be threatened. Galen who lived in the second-third century AD

wrote that "Zc3tôoç ojvivata nic.ti. otouôaCóp€va oi'tavC(€t",48 and following this

remark one can assume that in the more turbulent centuries that followed, access to old

hypomnemata must have been difficult. Commentaries on plays outside the "Selection" must

have disappeared soon after the "Selection" took place. It is natural, of course, that a period with

different priorities and objectives in the study of classics would create its own commentaries.

We have seen or mentioned such examples in this study (P. Wurzburg on Phoenissae, P. Oslo

on Troades, P. Rain. on Aristophanes) but none can be attributed to any of the known names.

Apart from the Wurzburg commentary, however, the others exhibit clearly the fact that by this

time exegesis had acquired a standard form and there was very little new material that late

commentaries have to offer compared to the scholia. Finally, the mention of hypomnemata under

46 See e.g. Koster (1973).

47 Wilamowitz (1907)18 1 (about Phaeinos): "...ein janimerlicher Ignorant, der sich nur in der
gewohnlichsten Exegese versucht".

Galen in Hipp.Epid.III, Comm. II 4,605 I CMG 10.2.1, 78-9 Wenkebach.
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the name of Didymus in the subscriptions to the scholia is very unlikely to refer to genuine

works of the Alexandrian scholar. It would make better sense for this period to be considered

as a pseudepigraphon or a compilation containing a few parts of Didymean exegesis.

The brief presentation of the changes in exegesis during late antiquity helped to show

that the conditions for its transfer into the margins of the manuscripts were already there. Instead

of a big variety of commentaries we find a much smaller amount of material in a standard form

with only slight differences in wording when compared to scholia. Moreover, amalgamation of

earlier works has brought together information from many different sources, often of a very

uneven quality as in scholia. Scholia, of course, are characterized by the use of &).Acoç which

has not been found yet on any of the published papyri. 49 N. 0. Wilson showed, however, that

there are examples of the Latin equivalent "aliter" even as early as the fifth century in the Latin

scholia and of the Greek &A?oç in various other contexts. The Oxyrhynchus Callimachus is also

considered as illustrating the practice of putting together material from more than one source.

After this discussion of the separate factors that contributed towards the formation of

scholia, what one needs in order to provide a complete picture of the situation in late antiquity

is concrete evidence coming from manuscripts and papyri of this period. Although we have

already mentioned some of this evidence, a brief listing of this testimony will help to fully

understand the extent and limits of the relevant material: first of all, there is a series of legal texts

from the fourth, fifth and sixth centuries indicating a change in format very convenient for the

accommodation of scholia. Then we find some papyrus codices, such as those of Aristophanes,

full of marginalia which are in turn very close to the corresponding scholia. Catenae is also a

very important piece of evidence, although their uncertain history does not allow any

specification of their relation to scholia. As regards individual texts, the Vienna Dioscorides with

its large margins and the attempt to copy there parts of writings of more than one author can be

placed next to the much discussed Oxyrhynchus Callimachus, a much more developed form of

annotation, the one closest to the scholia from the ninth century onwards.

The presentation of the different theories together with the discussion of most factors

related to the formation of scholia showed clearly the complexities and uncertainties surrounding

' In the Oslo commentary on the Troades the editors supplemented &AAç similarly to the
corresponding scholia. It seems very unlikely to be correct.
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the problem. Of course, the uncompromising character of the earlier theories has been replaced

today by more flexible considerations and efforts to study the problem from new perspectives

and with a deeper understanding of the existing evidence. On the other hand, however, many

questions remain open and the date of the compilation of scholia keeps moving from one century

to the other. In my opinion, compilation of scholia cannot be seen otherwise except as a process,

a long procedure which started as early as the fourth century and did not reach its final stage

before the ninth. The two theories which support either a very early or very late date have proved

false by the evidence of papyri which seems to be in favour of different stages, of "Vorstufe"

according to Zuntz. In a broader sense, the process had started much earlier, from the period of

papyrus rolls when scribes or readers felt that they could use the limited space provided for

adding their own remarks or for copying from available hypomnemata. Such a procedure, of

course, despite outstanding examples such as Alcman's Partheneion and Pindar's Paeans, was

not due to last given the unfavourable circumstances and the lack of those factors which in later

times led to the creation of scholia.

It is only during late antiquity, a period of revolutionary changes that all factors needed

for scholia started functioning together: new format, limited and uniform material as well as

flexibility in the size of script. On top of that, we saw already the new social conditions, the

selection of texts and predominance of codex. In fact, nearly all elements characterizing the

scholia of byzantine manuscripts are found in late antiquity as well. What is missing is

conclusive evidence, namely more manuscripts from this period with clearer examples of

amalgamated scholia in their margins. McNamee's list of papyri is certainly helpful but it would

be too hazardous to claim that it points to something more than a new larger format suitable for

annotation on a bigger scale. Her conclusion that "the process may have begun even earlier,

possibly as early as 400" possibly holds true but the real evidence for the compilation of scholia

from multiple sources is once again provided only by the Oxyrhynchus Callimachus. On the

other hand, if our objective is to find the archetype of scholia, in my opinion this cannot be

found earlier than the ninth century. Manuscripts such as Venetus A of the Iliad presuppose the

invention of minuscule in order to accommodate the amount of scholia to be preserved. Besides,

this achievement of scribal and scholarly activities needed the intervention of strong and

influential scholars such as Arethas and Photius, absent as far as we know from the so called

Dark Ages that preceded the "Byzantine Renaissance". In conclusion, one can visualize the
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process of compilation of scholia as located between two great inventions in book production:

the invention of the codex and the "Selection", on the one hand, and the translitteration that was

prompted by the invention of minuscule in the ninth century on the other. The first marks the

starting point of the process, the second its completion, although the practice of adding some

extra material to the existing corpus continued occasionally into later Byzantine times.
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P. Oxy. 6.856: Commentary on Aristophanes' Acharnians
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P. Rain. 3. 20: Commentary on Aristophanes' Clouds
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P. Rain. 1.34: Commentary on Aristophanes' Peace
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